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This thesis is concernedwith processes ofmeaning-making in contemporary
maskanda. More specifically, it is about the part that is played by 'tradition' , in
the construction of meaning. It aims to uncover some ofthe ways in which
tradition is interpretedand used both in academic discourse and in the general
discourses ofeveryday life, and to relate these perceptions to its use in the
making and marketing ofcontemporary maskanda. It seeks an explanationfor
how and why 'tradition' is referenced. It is equally fair to say that this thesis is
about three musicians, Shiyani Ngcobo, Phuzekhemisi, and Madala Kunene.
They feature not simply as the subject matter of this enquiry, but also because
they offer three very different pathsby which to access the materialneeded to
answersome ofthe questions about the 'how' and 'wherefore' of the experience
ofcontemporarymaskanda.
Contemporarymaskanda is a dynamic body ofZulupopular musicwhich takes
shape in a numberof performance styles. It is the transformationofa musical
stylewhich was developedat the turn ofthe 20th century by migrant workers in
response to the changing dynamics ofZulu society.Like early maskanda, the
contemporaryversionofthis style draws on a multitude ofsources. In the
broadest sense it is most commonly understood simply as Zulu guitar music, but
is also at times performed on concertina and violin. The commercialisation of
maskanda in the 1950's brought some ofthe most profound changes in the style.
What was predominantly a solo musical style is currentlymost often experienced
in a band line up, with electric leadguitar, bass, and drums. In group
performances, some ofthe delicacy and detail in the style ofplaying which are
associatedwith earlymaskandahasbeen lost to the more forceful driving sound
associatedwith other many forms ofcommercial music, ranging from mbaqanga
to rock. Nevertheless, local maskandi frequently aspire to the notion that their
music falls withinthe realm ofa musical practice deeply rooted in the past.
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Furthermore, it is as 'traditional' music that maskanda is marketed both locally
and in the worldmusic category. Notions of ,tradition' are therefore calledupon
both in the making and marketing of maskanda, and in localand international
contexts. Thesenotions become active participants in the processes through
which maskanda is embedded withmeaning. However, as a repository of
meaning, traditionis a volatile concept whichappeals to the imagination rather
thanto empirical evidence for authenticity. Thenotion of ,tradition' must
therefore be seenas complex andproblematic. I argue that traditionis a powerful
concept whichconjures up images of space,placeand time in an intricate web of
meaning. Underthe bannerof 'tradition', the past is affordedan authority which
is frequently engaged to establish and confirm perceptions ofboth individual and
collective identity. It is these notions ofidentity whichare mobilised as part ofa
broaderstrategy designed to consolidate andperpetuate the ideological
constructs on which political andeconomic directives depend. Zulu, South
African, and African identity is imaged in the discourses in and surrounding
contemporary maskanda. Through various, and at timesproblematic, claims on
tradition, the public perception of these identities is shapedin wayswhichcreate
the boundedrealms ofdifference whichgivesZuluness its exotic flavour in world
music, and which consolidates the affiliations necessary to incite ethnicnationalist
sentiment.
Tradition and the meanings associated with traditionare referenced in complex
and at timescontradictory ways. While the notionoftraditionis spoken about
andperceived in terms ofan idealised past, the positioning ofthis idealised past is
variable. Similarly, perceptions of maskanda are fluid, and there is often a
disparity between descriptions of the characteristics ofthe music and the use of
the label, particularly in the public realm. The different perceptions oftradition
and maskanda, and the meanings attached to these terms are deeplyentwined
withthe ideological stanceofvarious 'players' who are involved in the
productionand dissemination ofmusic to which the label 'maskanda' has been
attached. Through a discussion of the music andperformance stylesofShiyani
Ngcobo, Phuzekhemisi and Madala Kunene, this thesis critically examines the
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relationship betweenthe meanings attached to and embedded in contemporary
maskanda, and ideologically constituted notionsof Zulu identity, history and
experience.
The questionof change is in many respects fundamental to anydefinition of
maskanda and to the concept oftradition. South African society is in the process
of transformation, a process which demands the reevaluation ofmanyofthe ways
in whichSouth African identities, their past and their culturalexpressions, are
represented. Since the disbanding of apartheid, there have beensubstantial shifts
in the dynamics ofSouth African society. The 1994Nationalelections, a
symbolic event for most South Africans, brought the African NationalCongress,
a previously banned organisation, into government office. NelsonMandela, who
underthe previous regime had beenimprisoned for 27 years, became the
legitimate leaderofthe country. Thosewho had been marginalised and subjected
to severe discriminatory legislation on the basisofrace, lookedto the new
government to institute substantial changesin their lives. The new constitutional
structureintroduced a widely admired BillofRightswhich gavecredenceto
visions ofan idealised future. However, whilethe words might be spoken, and
the symbols mightbe in place, SouthAfricansocietyremains in a state of
uncertainty. The process oftransformation has demanded the reevaluation of
established structures, and has challenged all people to confrontquestionsof
identity, place, space. In response to thisprocess new divisions and boundaries
are beingformulated, and new relationships developed as individuals situate
themselves within the broader structures ofsocietyas a whole.
The shifts in the dynamics ofSouthAfricansociety are, however, not simply the
resultof internal changes. Through the ever-increasing momentum of
globalization, change hasbecome part and parcelofcontemporary experience.
''We find ourselves in a momentof transit where space and timecross to produce
complex figures ofdifference andidentity, past and present, inside and outside,
inclusion and exclusion" (Bhabba,1994:1).
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The idea ofexisting in a "moment oftransit" brings with it a sense ofmoving
toward something new. This sense has been enhanced by developments in
technology which have impacted dramatically on people throughout the world. In
what has been descnbed as the ' age ofinformation', many different experiences
and ideas circulate across long established national boundaries. The cross-
pollination, which comes as a result ofexposure to wide and diverse varieties of
ideas, has led to a critical examination ofhow knowledge is framed and mobilised
in the service ofideology. Dirlik identifies post-coloniality as "a response to a
genuine need, the need to overcome a crisis ofunderstanding produced by the
inabilityofold categories to account for the world" (Dirlik in Chambers and
Curti,1996: 257).
Images ofbelonging, ofhistory, of lived experience, and ofimagined worlds are
deeply embedded in contemporary maskanda. The construction ofthese images
depends essentially on the representation of the relationship between space and
time. While the notion ofspace speaks to our sense ofbelonging, that oftime
speaks to our sense ofhistory and motion. While the narratives of the past inform
the way identities are constructed in the present, the reconstitution ofthe
relationship between time, space and place dramatically changes the context of
these constructions. The globalization process is characteristically ambiguous as
it embraces disparate and contradictory shifts between points ofreference.
In acknowledgement of this moment of transit, it seems appropriate to frame this
discussion within the metaphor ofajourney. The anxiety inherent in this moment
is reflected in my somewhat self-conscious telling ofthe story ofthis journey.
This self-consciousness grows out the realisation that I am as much embedded in
this moment as those whom I discuss. My experience in the field has not been as
an outsider looking in but rather as a visitor or guest in different but not entirely
unfamiliar spaces. I have therefore explored aspects ofthese spaces by working
instinctively in order to avoid losing nuance to a contrived moment which
would grow out ofmaking my presence too strongly felt.
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My descriptionofthis journey is precededin chapters 1 and 2 by some
preliminary investigations into the 'territory' to be explored and by some
preparatory 'arrangements'. Chapter 1 is concerned with the theoretical
foundation upon whichI have basedmy approach to this topic, and with a
descriptionofmy methodology. In chapter 2, I discuss the origins ofmaskanda
and some ofthe influences whichhave shaped both the music and the ideas which
are associatedwith it. I argue for a definition ofmaskandawhich refers both to
musical procedures and aesthetics, and one which takes cognisance ofthe music
as deeplyembedded in socialpractice.
In chapters 3, 4 and 5, I focus on livedexperience, dealingrespectively with the
lifeand musicofShiyani Ngcobo, Johnson Mnyandu (Phuzekhemisi) and Madala
Kunene. These musicians have been selected in order to embrace the full 'sound
spectrum' ofcontemporarymaskanda, and at the same time to ground this
discussion in the peculiarities of individual experience. Using ethnographyas a
means ofmaintaining transparency, it is my intention to draw the reader closer to
an experience of the essenceof eachmusician's work, and to confront some of
the dominant discourseson tradition whichhave influenced and shaped our
perceptionsofmaskanda. Furthermore, by situating my study in the lived
experience ofthese three contrasting musicians, I hope to capture the dilemma
between the "micro levelofindividual experience"and the "macro processes of
state formation, flows of financial capital, and media networks"
(Erlmami,1993 :7).
In Chapter 6, I revisit some ofthe main issues which arise out ofmy
investigations in the precedingthree chapters. Some ofthese issueshave been
problematic, and others have been a source of inspirationand enlightenment.
While this chapter serves in somerespects as a conclusion, it is merelya
conclusionto my journey rather than conclusive in relation to the issues which I





This thesiscritically examines references to ofthe notionoftradition in the
making and marketing of contemporary maskanda. It is concernedwith use of
traditionas a means throughwhichauthenticity is claimed for the different
versions ofZulu identity whichare circulated in and through representations of
maskanda in both a localand a globalcontext. The directionofthis thesiswas to
some extentprecipitatedbymanyuncomfortable encounterswith the term
"tradition", as it is used in a varietyofcontexts and often in contradictoryways.
This ambiguity is reflected in the frequent relegationofthe term, in academic
writing, to italicsand parentheses.
The theoretical foundation ofthis thesis falls into three broad areas. The first is
concerned with the way traditionis conceptualised and used. A central
contradiction inherentin the notion of 'tradition' arisesout ofthe disparity which
existsbetweenthe conceptoftraditionas an immutable body ofpractice, and
the marking as 'tradition' those cultural practices whichreflect and respond to
change. Through the interplay between"discursive consciousness" and
"practicalconsciousness?', the meanings attached to and embeddedin cultural
practiceslike maskandaare formulated on the basisboth ofideologically
formulated constructions and lived experience (Giddens in Cop~1994:18). As
a term used to describe a conceptand practice, 'tradition' shapes the expressive
'language' and structure ofmaskanda, and the way it is spoken about and
understoodwithindifferent discursive realms. Traditionhas an ambivalent
'Giddens formulates the distinction betweenpracticeswhicharise out of
rationalised discourse and those which are accepted as the part ofeveryday lived
experience, as discursive and practicalconsciousness. (Giddens, 1976)
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status as "'the timeless in time', obviating history, while dependingon history
for its images" (Scheub in Coplan,1994:1). The commonor popular view of
tradition as a static, prescribedbodyofknowledge impactsheavilyon the way
tradition is referenced and interpretedin maskanda Tradition is appropriated for
use as a token ofauthenticity and as a mark ofidentity,by makers and marketers
ofmaskanda alike. Tradition is however, "not simply the reified emblems of
authority,but the immanence ofthe past in the cultural certainties of the present"
(Coplan,1994:19).
The second theoretical area of inquiry in this thesis is concerned with music as a
powerful and volatile systemofrepresentation which contains imageswhich
impact, sometimes in dramatic ways, on the ways in whichwe make meaning of
the world. Maskanda, likeall music not only reflects social conditions,but is
itself a form ofsocial practice. ''The meaning ofa performance is seen as being
embeddedin the intersticesbetweentext and context, just as much as a
performance becomes the context itself for human perception and action"
(Erlmann,1996a:16). Musicmust therefore be recognised as a politically mobile
social practice, participatingin the construction offramesofmeaningwhich feed
into political, economic and ideological agendas. Through its potential to explain
human agency, musicalperformance is able to express powerful images- of
identity and community (Erlmann,1996a). Maskanda speaks ofwhat it means to
be Zulu; it gives shape and form to Zulu identity, not only as a reflectionofthe
reality of lived experiencebut also as the powerful expressionofhopes and
aspirations which during the moment ofperformance become a reality.
The third area ofthis theoretical discussion deals with the issue ofglobalization'
and the rapidly changingdynamics ofmodem society. Maskanda has recently
captured the imaginationof an international audience. As musicians and
producers direct their gaze towards the internationalmarket, new directivesand
incentives come into play. As the international community casts its 'gaze' on
2 "Globalizationrefers to the multiplicity oflinkages and interconnections
that transcend the nation-states which make up the modem world system" (Hall,
1992:64).
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cultural practices like maskanda, different meanings are attributed to the images
ofsocial life which are communicated through them. The intensification ofglobal
interconnectedness is transforming the existing world order in ways which impact
heavily on the way people position themselves in relation to one another. Images
of space, place and time take on new meanings when they are experienced in
different contexts.
Maskanda carries the label of 'traditional music' in the international arena. The
'past', however, is not "a land to return to in a simple politics ofmemory" but is
engaged as a repository ofmeaning through which various notions ofidentity are
formulated depending essentially on the context in which they are experienced
(Appadurai,1990:4). As Appadurai points out, the 'past' has become "a
synchronic warehouse ofcultural scenarios, a kind oftemporal central casting"
which is engaged as a means through which various notions ofcontemporary
experience are formulated (ibid).
These three theoretical domains are referenced simuhaneously throughout the
body ofthis thesis. However, as an introductory discussion, I will deal with them
separately.
Deconstructing the term : 'Tradition'.
The Concise Oxford dictionary definition of 'tradition' gives some clue to the
ambiguity which surrounds this term, and reads as follows:
tradition :- 1 3. a custom, opinion or beliefhanded down to posterity
esp. orally or by practice. b. this process ofhanding down. 2 esp.joc. an
established practice or custom (it is traditional to complain about the
weather)3 artistic, literary, etc., principles based on experience and
practice; anyone ofthese (stage tradition; traditions ofthe Dutch
school). 4 Theo. Doctrine or a particular doctrine etc. claimed to have
divine authority without documentary evidence, esp.: 3 the oral teaching
ofChrist and the Apostles. b the laws held by the Pharisees to have been
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delivered by God to Moses. c the words and deeds ofMuhammadnot in
the Koran. 5 Law the formal delivery of property etc.".
The derivation ofthe word 'tradition' is givenhere as Middle English via
Old French tradicion or Latintraditio from tradere 'hand on, betray'.
Thisdefinition of the term 'tradition' embraces a numberofdifferent ideas, each
bearing its own implications and consequences. The first explanation ofthe term
includes two quitedifferent concepts : a refers to an event and b refers to a
process. The second definition pointsto the colloquial usage ofthe term simply
as 'the way things are done'. In similar vein, the third definition identifies
traditionas an established system whichinforms and regulatesinstitutions.
Traditionin a theological contextis read as a formof 'truth'. The legaldefinition
is closest to the originofthe word ''to hand on", and it has to do with the
conveyance ofproperty, and the transferofownership.
Thereare two important observations to be maderegardingthis explanation of
the term 'tradition'. Firstly, all five ofthese definitions are engagedin varying
degreesin the construction ofnotions oftraditionand the meanings attachedto
the term. Secondly, any term withmultiple meanings is inherently ambiguous
and potentially open to multiple interpretations. The incongruent nature of the
meanings attached to the term 'tradition' gives rise to a disparity betweenwhat is
referenced, and what is experienced.
It is necessary, at this point to clarify my own approach to the concept of
tradition. Thisdiscussion is directed towards understanding the intentions which
motivate the description ofmaskanda as a 'traditionalmusic', and to an
examination ofthe role oftradition in the constructionofmeaning as it is both
embedded in and attached to the music. I will focus on perceptions oftradition
and the relationship that these perceptions bear to so-called traditionalpractice.
Adomo opens his essayentitled "On Tradition"with what Lazarusdescribes as
the "conventional" view ofthe concept. "Traditioncomes from tradere : to hand
down. It recalls the continuity of generations, what is handeddown from one
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member to another. ...its medium is not the conscious but the pregiven,
unretlected and binding existence ofsocial forms - the actuality ofthe past"
(Adorno in Lazarus,1999:5). Thisdescription oftradition implies that traditional
practice resists change, that it is static, prescribed, and accepted as the way
things are done. It is this notion which informs the way people perceive tradition
and how they most frequently respond to the concept in its broad and general
use. It is this perception of tradition which is, however, the most actively
contested by those who seek to investigate the concept in greater depth.
Hobsbawm and Ranger's seminal work, The Invention ofTradition (1984) has
brought to the fore some ofthe inconsistencies which exist between the way
tradition is perceived and how it operates. The various authors of this collection
set out to show how traditions are closely tied to ideological constructs and how
choice and manipulation play a part in the creation and continuation of traditional
practices. They show how the idea of tradition is itselfessentially a construct.
Much ofwhat is believed to be an intrinsic part oftraditional practice has in fact
been intentionally invented in order to give credence to politically motivated
versions of identity (Coplan,1994:16). Thus, what is believed to be ancient
practice is in fact often a modem 'invention'. The Invention ofTradition is about
"a specific historical period in which, it is asserted, traditions were peculiarly
frequently invented rather than customs continuing to evolve" (Ranger,1993:63).
This distinction between 'tradition' and 'custom' is used in The Invention of
Tradition as a way ofseparating the prescriptive nature ofinvented traditions
from the more tlexible type oftraditional practice which evolved within
indigenous communities. Hobsbawm identifies custom as what people do (an
event) and distinguishes tradition as the ritualised practice which surrounds the
action. While the distinction between 'custom' and 'tradition' has a lucid
intention, and credible purpose within the bounds ofthe argument in which it is
situated, it is a distinction which isproblematic in a broader and more general
usage. Ranger seeks to address this problem in a later essay entitled, "Revisiting
the Invention ofTradition" (1993). Here Ranger acknowledges that ''the
cleavage that (The Invention ofTradition) asserts between custom and invented
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tradition - between pre-industrial and industrial European societies or pre-
colonial and colonial African and Indian ones - is open both to theoretical and
factual criticism" (Ranger,1993:63). He identifies three possible problematic
implications ofthis distinction: a) that it might lead to an essentialist reading of
African custom as "the authentic and other"; b) that it fails to recognise that
invented traditions might themselves be rooted in older practices; and c) that it
over simplifies colonialism.
Veit Erlmann questions the plausibility of the distinction between tradition and
custom on the grounds that this sort ofdistinction between "different forms of
the appropriation of the past", fails to recognise that "custom.... is as much
constituted by discursive practice as the 'invented" tradition of the industrial era"
(Erlmann, 1996: 135).
The idea of 'invented traditions' has substantial limitations. These limitations
arise out of the emphasis it places on aspects oftraditions which have been
artificially invoked in the service ofpolitical and ideological agendas, and the lack
of attention to the actual process of invention (Hamilton,1998:26). Carolyn
Hamilton argues for a more comprehensive view oftradition, which recognises
that invented traditions draw on, and grow out ofa pre-existing body ofmaterial
which impacts on the form which these traditions take. "The notion of 'invention'
can too easily lose sight of the way in which... tradition' s....own past shapes its
present. It further places full control over content and form in the hands of the
'inventors' - usually political elites- and ignores the way that their versions of
history are shaped by contesting and conflicting versions of the past" (Hamilton,
1998:26).
The obscurity inherent in the concept oftradition arises out ofthe 'push and pull'
ofcompeting notions ofprocess and change on the one hand, and notions ofa
static, established body ofpractice on the other. "Tradition implies complex
processes ofacquisition, memorisation and social interaction.."(Boyer,1990: vii).
These complex processes are frequently bypassed when the focus is on
reconciling the idea ofchange with established practice. Boyer proposes a theory
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which does not render the idea oftradition incompatible with transformation. He
describes tradition as a "type ofsocial interaction which results in the repetition
ofcertain communicative events" (Boyer,1990: 23). These events are repeated in
the sense that they recall similar events which occurred in the past. It not so
much the faithful replication ofcultural material which is the issue, but rather the
fact that this material is believed to be time-tested.
Boyer contends that as a central concept ofthe social sciences, the term
tradition, as it is currently used, isproblematic. Broadly speaking, he argues that
the ambivalence ofthe term, and some very problematic claims about tradition, is
a consequence of its somewhat indiscriminate use to describe too many aspects
ofa complex phenomena. It may be observed that first dictionary definition of
tradition cited earlier is riddled with the "conceptual promiscuity" ofwhich
Boyer speaks. According this definition, tradition can be taken to refer to events
(customs) and to concepts (beliefs), and furthermore to a process. Embraced in
this definition are a number of ambiguities which accommodate diverging
interpretations oftradition. However, the concept oftradition is most influential
when it is used in a prescriptive sense, "as the way things were, are (and should
be) done" (Giddens,1979:200).
Tradition as 'truth'.
The dictionary definitions quoted above reveal tradition as a category ofpractice
which is not only differentiated on the basis ofthe relationship that it bears to the
past, but also one which is afforded privileged status. Tradition is seen as the
'keeper' ofa ''temporally valorised epic past" (Bakhtin, 1981:16), and as such it
is revered as a mark ofauthenticity. This authority vested in tradition has fur
reaching consequences which are particularly relevant to any discussion ofthe
production and dissemination ofmaskanda. While the essentialist view of
'traditional music' (which was assumed by ethnomusicologists such as Hugh
Tracey and Francis Bebey) is no longer relevant in contemporary academic
discourse, the idea ofan authentic African music, based on what is perceived to
be traditional, continues to be referenced, appropriated and exploited especially
in the marketing ofso-called world music.
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The idea of tradition as a mark of authenticity is by no means restricted to the
field of music; it is a commonperception whichemergesin a variety of
circumstances and for this reasonmaybe seen as quite natural in everyday
practice. Its authorityextendseven into the legal domain (a domainwhich is
generally regarded as a repository of societalvalues). Strathem discusses some
ofthe contradictory and conflicting consequences inherent in the contest between
matters ofchoiceand mattersofprescription, citing a number ofexamples of
legaldisputes in whichnotionsof traditionare referenced. She notes that
tradition occupiesa rhetorical positionas a "kind ofvalue in itself' giving rise to
its use in support of somequite contradictory propositions(Strathern in Hall and
du Gay, 1996:39V This use oftraditionas a mark ofauthenticity can be seen as
a diluted versionofthe religious definition ofthe term: "doctrine or a particular
doctrine etc. claimed to have divine authoritywithout documentary evidence"
(Oxford dictionary), and as such mustbe viewedas a powerfuland potentially
potent tool when used to substantiate ideological claims.
Traditionand identity.
Traditionfunctions as a 'protagonist ofhistory', so to speak, drawingthe past
into the present, and in the process, reconstituting images oftime, spaceand
place: images which are fundamental in the negotiationof identity.
There is a tension betweennotionsoftradition and identity which emerge out of
discourses ofpower, and those whichevolveas a result ofthe life-experiences of
individuals. This tension is reflected in the differentand at times competing
versions ofZulu tradition and Zulu identitywhichare circulated in the world of
maskanda, and is fed by contradictory conceptualisations ofboth these notions
in relationto time and change.
3 In her discussion the two judgementsfrom the "babyMcase" quoted by
Dolgin, Strathem observesthat while two 'judicial positions more thoroughly at
odds cannotbe imagined", both judges argue from the sametraditionalist stance.
Both upheld ''that whateverthe legitimate demandsofthe marketplace, they
should retire before the sacredprerogatives of institutions and impulses hallowed
by fixed, eternalnature" (Strathem in Halland du Gay,1996:43).
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According to an essentialist viewboth traditionand identityare understood as
beingset in time and unaffected by change. It is a view whichcreates clearly
demarcated boundaries, attributing the source ofcharacteristic features of any
particular culture to an imagined primordial essence. Culturalidentity is thus
seen as "a sort of 'collective, one true self', hiding inside the more superficial or
artificially imposed 'selves', which people witha shared historyand ancestryhold
in common"(Hall in Rutherford(ed),1990:223). In this senseidentity is
understood is something that you inherit alongwith tradition, precluding
individual agency and choice. This conceptualisation of identity lends itselfto
the constructionofstereotypical images whichso easilyfeedthe ideological
constructionson which manyofthe dominant discoursesofmainstream power
structures depend. While mention ofthese constructionsofidentitymay seem out
ofplace in viewofthe post-structuralist emphasis on the shifting and transmuting
nature of identities, they continue to occupy a central position in discourses
intent on promotingethnicnationalist sentiment (as may be seen in chapter 4).
The constantly changing dynamics ofcontemporary societyhas prompted greater
awarenessofidentityas a processwhich is perpetuallyadjusting to different '
contexts and circumstances, rather than as something whichis conclusively
shaped. In keeping with this realisation Stuart Hall describes cultural identities as
"the nameswe give to the different ways we are positionedby, and position
ourselves within, the narratives of the past" (Hall in Rutherford(ed),1990:225).
Identity is thus understood as a process whichis experienced rather than a
definitive 'object' which is owned.
Traditionand Ethnicity.
Ethnic identityis a way ofmarking difference, which frequently emerges in times
ofsocial and economic upheaval (Morrell,1996:107). While other identities,
such as those whichare constructedaround issuesof race and class, mark
difference through referenceto overt featureswhich manifest themselvesin the
present, ethnicity is characterised by the peculiarstatus afforded to the past.
Ethnic identity and group affiliation are defined in terms oforiginand ancestry.
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Ethnicity is thus very often seen as an identitywhich is inherited rather than
assumed. Gerhard Mare summarizes ethnicityas follows:
"The concept ofethnicity ....refers to social identityformation that rests on :
o culturally specific practicesand a unique set ofsymbols and beliefs, the
combination and strengthofwhich have, however, to be examined in
each specific case, and how they are held and valued by individual agents;
o a beliefin commonoriginand commonhistory ('the past') that is
broadly agreed upon, and that provides an inheritance oforigin, symbols,
heroes, events, values, hierarchies etc. and that confers identity;
o a sense ofbelonging to a group, that in some combination (to be
examined in each case) confirms social identitiesofpeople in their
interactionwith both members and outsiders (membersofother groups)"
(Mare,1995:43).
Mare argues that it is necessaryto make a distinctionbetween ethnicityas a
social identityexperienced by individuals, and the conscious mobilisation of
ethnicity as a politicalstrategy. While the former accommodates different
interpretations ofwhat it meansto belong to a particular group, the latter is
inclined towards a more static definition of identity.
The concept oftradition and that ofethnicityare interlinkedand equally
problematic. Inherent in both these concepts is an ambiguity which arises out of
the way the past is drawn into the present. The past is recalled as "part ofthe
story with whichwe make sense of every day-to-day living" (Mare,1995:30). It
is, however, also appropriated as a means through which a particular story is
givencredence. Where the exclusive versions of identity on whichethnicity
depends are sought, the past frequently assumes the status ofeternal truth
established from the beginning oftime. It is claimed as undisputed territory which
provides 'habitus' for a life force which maintains the group through time and
across generations, and is valorised as a stable and secure point of reference.
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Mare identifies four reasons whya specific past, one which is unique to any
specific ethnic identity, is necessary. These can be summarized as follows:
a) it legitimates through continuity;
b) it is needed to define the boundaries ofthe group - inclusion and exclusion are
determined through a claimto common heritage;
c) it enables action, providing the precedentsthroughwhichpresent action is
justified and prescribing the natureofthat action;
d) it legitimizes authority through the idea ofthe sanctityoftradition
(Mare,1995:30-34)
The past thus, has a fundamental role in determining the relationship between
agency and structure in groups where ethnically formulated identities dominate.
It is through a claimon the past that they are constitutedand through the
valorisation ofthe past that they arecalled to a specific course ofaction
Traditionas it is referenced in the making and marketing ofmaskanda feeds
.competing perceptions ofculturalidentity. At timesnotions oftradition are
called upon as part ofa strategy of 'othering', andat times it servesto establish a
senseofbelonging. The versionsof tradition and those of identity depend
essentially on the 'gaze'. It is important in the present context, where both the
making and the marketing ofan Africanexpressive form is beingconsidered, to
acknowledge that at times 'tradition' is a concept which is calledupon to feed
stereotypical notionsabout the identity ofthose outsideofthe Western
mainstream. So-called 'traditionalsocieties', however, do not viewthemselves as
such. As Strathem points out, the concept oftradition is essentially a modem
construction: "It is hardlyoriginal to say that ifEuro-Americans ..invented
modernity, they reinvented traditionas pre-modem, Modernism consists in,
among other things, the difference betweenthe modem and the traditional,
hencethe ironicconcept oftraditional society" (Strathem in Halland du Gay,
1996: 41).
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While the dictionary definition of traditionappears as a somewhatperfunctory
attempt to describe a complex notion, it providesuseful insight into some ofthe
inconsistencies whichcharacterise the use ofthe term in academic discourse as
well as in everyday life. Traditionspeaksofthe immanence ofthe past in the
present and is as muchabout the way the present is experienced as it is about the
way the past is remembered. It cannot be adequately understood simply as a set
ofpracticesor a seriesof prescriptive ideas concernedwith the nature ofthese
practices. It needs to be recognised as an emotivenotion which is intertwined
with the waypeople understand andmakemeaning of some ofthe most
fundamental aspects ofhumanexperience.
Maskanda performance theorized.
One ofthe most important and perhaps most problematic concernsof
musicology (and ethnomusicology) is the formulation of theories and concepts
through whichthe impact ofmusic and performance on people in their everyday
lives can be explained. Manyofthe ideasthat we have about music, how we
speak: about it, and the meanings that we attribute to it, are ideologically
constituted. But what about music itself? In this sectionI will dealwith some of
the relevant theorieswhichseek to explain the power ofmusicalperformance,
how it operates as a form ofcommunication, and how it relates to issuesof
agencyand identity.
Two questions appear as central in theories on performance, particularly as it
pertainsto music. Is music a reflection ofsocial, economic and political
structures, operatingas a symbol ofsomething outside itself? Is musica form of
action, giving and making meaning in ways which influence social events and
processes? While the generalfocus in South African ethnomusicology in the
1970'sand 1980'swas on musicandperformance as a reflectionofsocialpractice
(Blacking, 1973) (Coplan,1985), performance theorists like Femandez (1986)
and Fabian (1990) havemade a marked contributiontowards current trends in
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which the transformative power ofperformance is given greater recognition
(Erlmann, 1996a; Meintjes , 1997).
In keeping with these current trends I view music both as form of expression
which emerges in response to social, economic and political structures and as an
event which provides the context for the production ofsocial experience. My
concern is therefore not simply with the interpretation of symbolic
representations of meaning but also with music as a form ofaction which both
shapes and gives meaning. Music is a multi-layered expressive form, which
cannot be essentialised or separated as a self-contained, autonomous realm, but
which needs to be seen as the complex configuration ofsignifying practices and
social action. "Performance is considered both as a web ofmeaning to be read
from its surrounding context and as a form ofcommunicative praxis in which
meaning is always emergent and relational" (Erlmann,l 996a: 16).
The power ofmusic lies in its capacity to re-structure the time-space referents
which operate in everyday life. "The presentofmusical experience is not the
dividing point that separates past and future" (Zuckerkandl in Shepherd and
Wicke,1997:133). Images ofthe past are recalled and enacted in musical
performance and given an immediacy which is felt and experienced in the
'moment' ofthe performance. Images ofan idealised future are similarly realized.
The ordinarily inflexible divisions between past, present and future are thus
transgressed in performance. The power of this mediation between past, present
and future arises out ofthe "sensory, embodied configurations ofan imagined
social order beyond here and now" (Erlmann,1996a:xix). These "sensory
embodied configurations" are given form in the sound, movement and texts
which together construct layers ofmeaning. Musical performance thus has the
capacity to direct and shape meaning, providing alternative discourses to those
which are circulated in other public spaces.
Music is an event which is experienced at different times and in different
circumstances. The location ofmeaning shifts as music is experienced by people
who bear different relationships to the context in which it was created. As the
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event intersects with different cultural realities both meaning and agency are
refracted. Veit Erlmann'sNightsong (1996) portrays isicathamiya performance
as "a force field ofconflicting andintersecting interests, aesthetics and
ideologies" (Erlmann,1996a:xxii). The meaning and power ofmaskanda, like
isicathamiya , liesprecariously balanced in-between these converging discourses.
Myconcern is therefore as muchwith the discourses whichsurround maskanda
as it is with those contained within the music itself. While maskandais
essentially a musical stylewhichis locally embedded it has recentlybeendrawn
into the international arena. The meanings whichare attributedto maskanda shift
in accordance with the positionof those who experience it. The subjective
constructionof meaning is made possible as a result ofthe intrinsic ambiguity of
images and signs. ''Though they materialise as concrete, compact instances, signs
are inherently unstable because they exist in the context ofother polysemic signs
and becausethey are performed and improvised" (Meintjes,1997:14). Since
other discourses whichcirculate alongside maskandainfluence the way it is
experienced and interpreted, the imagesrepresented in the musicofthe three
musicians discussed in this thesisare frequently interpretedin terms of
differentially valuednotionsofcontemporary Zulu identity.
This discussion ofcontemporary maskandais grounded in the particular. By
focussing on the experiences ofindividual musicians, and particular songs and
performances of these musicians, I hope to capture the dialectic betweenthe
concrete reality ofeveryday lived experience and an imagined order whichis
referenced and enacted in musical performance (Coplan,1985:238). By isolating
frames ofexperience and connecting these to a broader context, I hope to
provide the means through which thisdialectic may be understood. Like
isicathamiya, the songs ofthese maskandi are "condensatesofexperience,
compact matter-of-fact descriptions ofan amorphous"here", ofa void, an in-
betweenthat does not have a space" (Erlmann,1996:xviii). They embrace the
oppositionbetweenthe immediacy of lived experience and the evasive fantasy of
an imagined past and future.
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Globalization : the disembedding of maskanda.
In this section I examine some of the theories concerning the nature of
globalization, and the impact it hason contemporarycultural practice. The
globalization process is not a peculiarly contemporaryphenomena, nevertheless
as Erlmannpoints out contemporary manifestations ofthis process mark "a
criticalmoment in the history ofthe world's cultures that engagesWesterners
and non-Westerners in complex, multiply mirroredway" (Erlmann,1999:3).
While the forces ofmodernity, including industrialisation, imperialism and
colonisation, radically reconfigured the parametersofpower relations,
globalization has expandedthe scopeofsuch processes with the consequence
that "larger and largernumbers of people live in circumstances in which
disembedded institutions, linking localpractices with globalized social relations,
organisemajor aspects of social life" (Giddens,1990:79). Giddens sees
globalization as one ofthe most noticeable consequences ofmodernitysince it
involves the radicalreorganization ofthe time-space referents ofeveryday life.
While globalization has historically been associatedwith the expansionist drives
ofhegemonic powers, today globalization is more than a process ofWestern
colonization. It is a "complex, discontinuous and contingentprocess which is
driven by a numberofdistinctbut intersecting logics" ( McGrew in Hall, Held
and McGrew, 1992:72). It is thus impossible to look at globalization as being
drivenexclusively from one direction, although as Wallerstein argues, the
powerful and established institutions ofWestem capitalismplay an important role
in motivating current globaltrends. Accordingto Wallerstein the universal
economicspace created by the capitalist world economyis structured in order to
maintain an unevenrelationship betweenthose in positions ofcontrol at the
centre and those who are positioned on the peripheries. Various shifts which
present an apparent threat to this structural arrangement are consequently
"subject to discreetphases ofglobal economic restructuring which reinforces
these inequalities ofpower and wealth" (McGrewon Wallerstein in Hall, Held
and McGrew,1992:70). The global network maywell be motivated by capitalist
logic, nevertheless the contemporary experience ofthe globalization process
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involves a farmore complex network of intersecting directives than this
explanation will allow.
The post-modem experience ofglobalization can be conceptualised as "having
two interrelated dimensions: scopeand intensity" (Hall,1992:68). While scope
refers to the widespread interconnection ofpolitical, social and economic
networksacross the globe, intensity refers to the "deepening" ofthe impact of
these connections (Hall,1992:68). Harveyconceptualises the essence ofthe
globalization process as 'time-space compression': "Time-space compressionis
the concept whichindicates processes that so revolutionise the objective qualities
ofspaceand time that we are forced to alter, sometimes in quite radicalways,
how we represent the world to ourselves. The word compression isused because
the historyofcapitalisn. has beencharacterised by speed-up in the paceof life,
while so overcoming spatialbarriers that the world sometimes seemsto collapse
inwards upon us" (Harvey in Larrain,1994: 151).
As a consequence ofthe broad reaching systemsof affiliation whichgo hand in
hand with the globalization process, the peculiarities of individual identities,
spacesand places are beingmoulded in increasingly significant waysby and
through a wider network ofinfluences and imperatives. As Stuart Hallpoints out
this process is "essentially dialectical in nature and unevenly experienced across
time and space" (Hall,1992:73), andtherefore resistsany toatalising
conceptualisation ofa globalsystem per se. It is a process which is full of
competing contradictions which are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Thus
while the discourse of globalization is frequently framed in terms ofbinary
oppositions such as universalism vs particularism, homogenization vs
differentiation, integration vs fragmentation, the "contradictorynature of
globalization serves to remindus ofits essentialcontingency and complexity"
(Hall,1992:76). It is this characteristic ofcontingency which has opened up a
space for manydiverse readings of the imagesofculture, and givenimpetus to
the role of imagination withina global environment. For it is through the images
ofmultiple worlds that othemess is 'domesticised' and through the imagination
that the boundariesofrealitytranscend livedexperience in ways which
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reconfigure the world in whichwe live. "The imagination has become an
organised field of socialpractices, a form of work, and a form ofnegotiation
between sitesofagency (individuals) and globally definedfields ofpossibility.
The imagination is now centralto all formsofagency, is itselfa social fact, and is
the key component ofthe new global order" (Appadurai,1990: 5).
While it is true that the international gaze has been cast with greater intensity on
the musicofthose outside the mainstream', so too has the imagination of the
musicians who occupya placeon the peripheries been captured by the idea ofa
world-wide audience. The changing possibilities that arise out ofa broadening of
the contexts in whichmusic is created and experienced has opened up a 'mine
field' ofintersecting directives whichimpact significantly on our interpretationof
music as a form of socialpractice. It is no longerpossible to examine musical
practice as a localised cultural systemisolated from the changing configurations
ofinteractionwhichprevail in an era ofexpanding boundaries.
"World music is a new aesthetic form ofthe global imagination, an emergent
way ofcapturing the present historical moment and the total reconfiguration of
space and culturalidentitycharacterizing societies around the globe" (Erlmann,
1996:468). As maskandahas a globaldimension, it is appropriate to examine
how its images are circulated in both a local context and abroad, and how they
are interpretedand appropriated to serve various agendas. It is my intention to
work through some ofthe binary oppositionsidentified with the discourse of
globalization, before reflecting on the impact ofthe globalization process on the
production and dissemination ofmaskanda.
Veit Erlmann takes issuewiththe propositionfrequently made in current debates
about world music, that homogenisation and differentiation are mutually
exclusive featuresofmusical globalization on the basis that the world music
market simultaneously demands the universalisation and the particularisation of
4 Mainstream here is refers to the metropole dominated by Western
Europe, Britainand America.
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its products. Musicwhich is marketed as an exotic experience ofother worlds, as
a celebration ofdifference, is uniformly packagedto suitperceived consumer
fancies, and is often compromised in the process. Erlmann regards both
homogenisation and differentiation as fundamental components ofmusical
aesthetics in the era oflate capitalism. "Synchronicity, the contradictory
experience ofthe universal market placealongside proliferating neo-traditional
codes and new ethnic schisms, is the key signature ofthe postmodernera....
homogeneity and diversity are two symptoms ofwhat one is tempted to call the
Benettonsyndrome - the more peoplearound the globewho purchasethe exact
same garment, the more the commercial celebrates difference" (Erlmann,
1996:471). This contradictory experience, (what might be seen as the local-
globaldilemma), situates the images ofworld musicprecariously betweenthe
discourses ofhome and abroad. Thesediscourses are staged in musical
performances whichthen become the testingground for notions of identity in an
interplay betweenthem and us, here and now, past and present. Thisstaging of
identity is ofparticularimportance in ''times and placesofsocio-political
upheaval and reconstitution" (Meintjes,1990:55). The transformation of
contemporary South African society has led to the contestationofpreviously
acceptednotions ofidentity. The staging ofAfrican, South Africanand Zulu
identity for an international audience, requiressimilar interrogation.
The allure ofthe international market is heightened by economic advantages for
those musicians luckyenoughto 'get a break'. The participationoflocal
musicians in the international arena has had 'spin-off advantagesfor the local
musicindustry. "Recent support for indigenous sound (Zulu maskanda and
mbube for instance) in South Africa is directlyrelated to the demands ofthe
international market for "ethnic"(i.e. different or other) popular music"
(Meintjes,1990:62). International recognition is highly valued, and comeswith a
somewhat ambiguous reward, for while it gives credenceto local values and
tastes, participation in the international arena also assists"in the maintenance of
the status quo by providing appropriate 'ethnic' culturalmaterial for international
consumption" (ibid). The idea of "appropriate 'ethnic' material"as the source
material ofworld music raisesquestions concerning the colonisation ofmusic
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outside the mainstream', Images ofdifference are fundamental to a consumer
marketwhich relies on "newcommodities and spectacle" (Appadurai,1990:13).
The readings and interpretations of these images have deepideological
connections. "By seducing small groups withthe fantasy of selfdisplay on some
sort ofglobal or cosmopolitan stage"the westernmetropole can manipulate and
control difference (ibid). While the extent to whichany representation is
controlled maybe a matterof debate, the westernmetropole's long history of
'othering' as power play, andthe fact that "culture is a sort of theatre where
various political and ideological causes engage one another" invites some serious
interrogation of the politics ofrepresentation within the worldmusic market
(Said,1993:xxiii).
Anyconsideration ofthe current experience ofmaskanda accordingly requires an
examination of the space inwhich maskanda meets the world-music market, and
the connection betweenthe production of images ofdifference and the various
ideological directives which theyserve. Themusical performances ofShiyani
Ngcobo,Phuzekhemisi and Madala Kunene are received and understood not only
as representations ofindividual experience, but also as representations both of
Zulu and African experience. Theidea of'Zuluness' and 'Africaness' has
historically beenpositioned as the antithesis of 'Westerness'. At the core ofthis
positioning is the construction ofdifference in terms ofracialidentity. Stuart
Hallidentifies three encounters ofthe West with Africa which have "profoundly
shaped Western ideasabout raceand images ofracialdifference" (Hall,
1997:239). These were the encounters ofslave traders in the 16th century, the
colonisers ofAfrica in the 19th century, and the encounters with post-World War
II migrants from the 'Third World' into Europeand North America. Onecannot
discount the influence on contemporary Western societyofthe historically
constructed notions ofAfrican andZulu identity whichhavearisenout ofthese
encounters. "The extraordinary global reachofclassical 19th centuryand early
zo- centuryEuropeanimperialism stillcasts a considerable shadowover our own
times"(Said,1993:4). While the colonial era, as far as the physical conquest of
5 Seeprevious footnote
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landis concerned, is something of the past, the imperialist ethiccontinues in a
struggle over ideas, images and imaginings. "At the heart of the colonial
relationship as TerrenceRanger asserted as earlyas 1975,stood the
'manipulation and control of symbols' ... (I)t is primarily throughthese symbols
and a widerange of strategies ofadaptation, resistance, and eager appropriation
that the subjects ofthe imperial order became implicated in its making"
(Erlmann,1999:27). Colonial discourse as a 'mind-set' which is not restricted to
any particular time period in history, persists not only in the way Zuluness and
Africaness are represented in the West, but also in the conditions surrounding
suchrepresentation, that is, not only in what is said but also by whom, where,
and for whom.
The images and imaginings currently emerging out ofpost-colonial stateslike
South Africa as part ofthe process ofa reclamation ofidentity, are more
susceptible to appropriation when they are positioned within an aesthetic cannon
whichsituates western ideology at its centre. The hegemonic nature ofcolonial
discourse has resulted in the infusion ofcolonial ideology into many layers of
contemporary society. Despite anyapparent rejectionofcolonial ideology, the
commodification and display ofZulunesslAfricaness, a practicewhichwas
established in the mid-19th century, lends itselfto the perpetuationofcolonial
discourse. BernthLindfors writes about the imaging ofAfrican people in the
minds ofthe averageEnglishman or American during the previouscentury.
Britishconflicts with the Zulus, encouraged a fantasy which depicted the essence
of Zulu identity through the image ofZulupeople as a powerful and savage
warriors. People in Europe and America developed a great deal ofcuriosity
about Zulus, and "circus entrepreneurs tried to take advantage ofthis curiosity,
by recruiting Zulusfor their shows.... Not all the Africans who were exhibited...
were physiologically abnormal. Someofthem, in fact, lookedquite ordinary,
others evenhandsome, but theseusually were people who were presentedas
culturally exotic - cannibals, blood-thirsty warriors, stone-age savages, wild men.
The ethnographic tag that cameto be attached to most ofthem was the
euphonious word "Zulu" (Lindfors, in Journal ofAmerican Culture,6,2 (1983)).
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Thecommodity statusofworldmusic is clothed in poetics; its dependance on an
exotic 'other' is uncomfortably reminiscent of the 19th century displays of
difference which Lindfors describes.
Eventhough globalization has to someextentdissipated the power ofthe nation
state, national identity is marketed by the music industry as a convenient way of
registering difference. The distinguishing features ofanynational culture
however cannot be regarded as essential properties, but rather as complex
constructions, "continually imagined, invented, contestedandtransformed by the
agencies ofindividual persons, thestate, and global flows ofcommodities"
(Foster,1991 :252). Globalizationmight bring to your door the intimate
experiences ofpeople fromfar offlands, breaking down the physical boundaries
which havepreviously separated people from one another, but the significance
of thisprocessdepends largely onthe discourses through which these
experiences are understood since meaning is veryoften situated withinthe
discourses rather than in the event itself. The ways in which individual, ethnic and
national identity are constructed inthe performance ofmaskanda is thus relevant
to the presentexercise.
There can be little doubt that the inherent contradictions in a multi-faceted realm
like world music resists general theorizing. Myintention therefore, is to focus on
particular moments, moments which are identified as being situated"at the
conjunction between the multi-levelled global economic and political systems




"Even the best ethnographic texts - serious true fictions - are systems, or
economies, oftruth. Power and history workthrough them, in ways theirauthors
cannot fully control. Ethnographic truths are thus inherently partial - committed
and incomplete. This point is now widely asserted - and resisted at strategic
pointsby those who fear the collapse ofclearstandards ofverification. But
once accepted and built intoethnographic art, a rigorous sense ofpartialitycan
be a source ofrepresentational tact" (Clifford, 1986,7).
The construction ofthis text has been both inhibited and liberated by a self-
conscious awareness ofthe partiality ofthe 'truths' whichare represented and
discussed in a projectofthis nature. The interrogation ofestablished systems
throughwhichknowledge is constructed, and the criticalassessment oftheir
value in relationto music and performance styles whichemergeat the boundaries
ofmainstream society, has increased myawareness ofthe inconsistencies
inevitable in the 'translation' ofcultural practicefrommusic into language, and
fromvisual and sonic images intoconcepts. Furthermore, wherethis 'translation'
takesplaceacross the boundaries ofculture and class, these 'truths' are
frequently positioned in the gapsand fissures inhabited by poeticsrather than in
the formal realmoflanguage andideology.
Many ofthe termsused to describe the bodyofmusical practiceon whichthis
thesis is based are interpreted and understood indifferent ways. The topic ofthis
thesis is itselfgrounded in a fragmented, discontinuous realm, dealing mainly
withperceptions and images (feelings) rather thanconcrete boundedareas of
knowledge or 'facts'. Both maskanda and traditionare understoodas fluid
concepts whichare engaged in different but at times intersecting debates on
contemporary Zuluidentity. Thedilemma which arises out of the need to present
information in a coherent and comprehensible way, while at the sametime
allowing inconsistencies, contradictions and various interpretations to emerge,
has servedas an ever-present form ofrestraint. However, it has also motivated
the exploration of unconventional methodsofacademic researchand writing.
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Throughout the courseofthis research I have experimented with different
approaches both to the gathering and presentation of information.
This thesis is concerned with contemporary manifestations andperceptions of
maskanda. It is clearthat a comprehensive understanding ofthe nature of
contemporary maskanda wouldbe enhanced by substantiated evidence
concerning its roots and how it has been shapedover time. The scarcity of
documented information on earlymaskanda has severely limited my ability to
provide any such detailed historical periodization of the development ofthis
musical style. The task ofgathering such information would be a major
undertaking in itselfand one which isbeyondthe scope ofthis particular project.
While I am aware that this leaves something ofa gap in my 'story' of
contemporary maskanda, particularly in the next chapter whichattempts
something of a review ofthe circumstances which shaped earlymanifestations of
this style, the mainfocus ofthis thesis is on the meanings embedded in and
attached to music which carries the label maskanda in a contemporary context
rather than on historical documentation. It my intention to focus on the role of
musical performance and the labels givento thisperformance (particularly
maskanda as Zuluand traditional) in the construction ofthe identity ofthree
contemporary musicians.
Myresearchfalls intotwo areas.Thefirst involves the exploration ofwritten
texts ranging fromthose which deal specifically with South African musical
performance (Erlmann, Coplan.Muller, Clegg, Davies, Joseph), to more general
discussions on relevant aspects of South African history(MorrelI, Edwards),
identity (Mare, Hall, Strathern, Said, Bhabha, Mudimbe) , tradition(Boyer,
Hobsbawm and Ranger, Hamilton), and the globalization process (Giddens, Hall,
Erlmann, Appadurai). In order to avoid the misappropriation ofinformation
sourced in these texts to suit myownargument, I have been more inclined
towardsthe use of what mightbe seen as rather extendedquotations. I believe
that just as it is necessary to divulge the circumstances under whichinformation
is gathered in field research, so too is it important to acknowledge the context in
which the ideasexpressed in written text are situated. The secondarea of
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research is concerned withfield work. Since the bodyofthisthesis is positioned
in the music andperformance style ofShiyaniNgcobo, Phuzekhemisi andMadala
Kunene, myfield research has centred around thesethree musicians. I look to the
realm of individual experience not so muchas a'microcosm' ofthe whole, but
ratheras a wayof gaining access to the worldin whichmaskanda is embedded.
Through the stories of the threemusicians selected as case studies, I focus on
particular interests, aesthetics and ideologies which comeinto playin this
multiply contested site. Working from the premise that "ifthe studyof
performance as social practice is to be of anyvalue, the 'hoppingback and forth
between the whole conceived through the partsthat actualise it and the parts
conceived throughthe whole thatmotivates them' will remain centralto the
ethnographic project" (Geertz inEr~1996a:17), I focus on individual
experience as an interactive process whichbothreflects andimpacts on the
discourses surrounding maskanda. Thisthesis is not intended to be an
authoritative account ofmaskanda, or ofparticular examples of maskanda. It
takes the formratherof a discursive exploration whichis sensitive to the
complexity of intertwining levels ofmeaning. It is involved simultaneously in the
process ofdeconstruction andconstruction, for while I am concerned with the
"objects ofpostmodemdiscussion, (gaps, ruptures, fragments, disjunctures...)"
(Meintjes,1997,14), I am also aware ofmyownperformance throughwhich the
reader is confronted withthe filtered and formalised presentation ofthe music
andexperiences of the three musicians who occupya central positionin this
thesis.
Myinability to communicate fluently in Zuluhasbeena considerable barrier to
meaningful interaction withmany ofmyinformants. All myinterviews with
Shiyani Ngcobo and Phuzekhemisi were conducted with the services of an
interpreter. In order to compensate for anymisunderstandings whichcanarise in
communication througha thirdperson, I engaged a number of different
interpreters andconducted several interviews witheach musician. In each
instance I stressed the importance ofaccurate translation andthe avoidance of
anyevaluation of the issues to be discussed. Some ofthese interviews weremore
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successful thanothers; on oneoccasion, in the courseofan interview with
Phuzekhemisi, the interpreter proved to be more ofa hindrance than a help, and
we managed to communicate reasonably well eventhough Phuzekhernisi spoke
inZuluand I spoke in English. Forthe mostpart, however, allthe interpreters
wereextremely co-operative andattentive to detail. Theyhave also expressed a
genuine interest inmywork andfilled in many gaps in myknowledge, not onlyof
the Zulu language, but also ofa range of different family relationships, social
structures, philosophies, values and perceptions of peoplewithwhomI share a
common identity as a SouthAfrican. My interviews with Madala Kunene were
allconducted inEnglish. Eventhough Kunene communicates verywell in
English, I felt inhibited and somewhat frustrated by my inability to communicate
inhis language ratherthan mine. This strengthened myresolve to avoidreducing
the experience of these three musicians to the"raw materials for western-based
theory"(Meintjes,1997:42).
Myrelationship witheach of these musicians hasdeveloped over the past two
years in different ways, which inmany respects reflect theirownpersonalities and
circumstances, and the position they occupyin this thesis. Phuzekhemisi has
remained the most distant of the three, primarily because hisbusyschedule takes
him to Johannesburg for longperiods oftime. Furthermore, since the focus of my
discussion is on the relationship between the images in his music and the Zulu
ethnic nationalist movement, I felt that it wasnot essential to establish a more
personal relationship withhim. The analysis ofPhuzekhernisi's recordedmusic,
attendance oflive performances and the observation and videoing ofpractice
sessions has beenas important to myresearch on Phuzekhernisi's music and
performance style as information collected in interviews.
Shiyani Ngcobo's positionin thisthesisrequires a deeperunderstanding ofhis
life and personality. I therefore conducted numerous interviews withhim, visited
his home, met his family, and attended hisconcerts. NoleenDavies", provided
'Noleen Davies is the author ofa masters thesisentitled, "A Studyof
Guitar Styles inZuluMaskanda Music", 1992, University of Natal. She has
worked with Shiyani Ncgobo fora longtime. Until the end of 1999,she wasa
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some valuable insight into his life and musical style. In the interviews held with
Ngcobo, a number of general aspects ofhis life were discussed, and once I felt
that I had sufficient knowledge ofhis life and personality, we moved on to a very
detailed discussion ofhis music and performance style. Furthermore, I have
discussed my analysis ofhis music with him inorder to confirm his approval of
myapproach.
I have spent a considerable amount oftime withMadalaKunene over the past
two years and our relationship had developed into friendship. This has beena
rewarding personal experience, and has facilitated myunderstanding ofthe
circumstances ofKunene's life and ofhispersonality. Close interaction with his
family has madethe everyday lived reality ofhis life more accessible.
Furthermore, throughKunene, I have met a number ofmusicians and people
involved in the production andpromotion ofcontemporary Zulumusic.
I experiment withdifferent writing styles and representational techniques in the
writing ofa life-story for eachof thesemusicians. In each instance the choice has
beendetermined bythe relationship that eachmusician bearsboth to me and to
the topic, and is motivated by theneed to find the most appropriate means of
presenting the particularities of eachindividual's experience.
Since the focus in the chapteron Phuzekhemisi is on hispublic image rather than
on his intimate private identity, and because myrelationship withhim is
somewhat superficial, I electeda method ofrepresentation for his life story which
would not require anysubstantial interference on mypart. His 'story' is
constructed out ofinformation gathered in three separate interviews. In order to
gainmeaningful insight into his life experience andhisperception both of
tradition and maskanda, I avoided directing theseinterviews according to any
preconceived notions ofwhat these experiences andperceptions mightbe. I
askedgeneralquestions round themain issues dealtwith in this thesis and as a
lecturer in the music department at the University ofDurbanWestville, where
Ncgobo was also employed as a teacher ofmaskanda.
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consequence gathered extensive amounts of information. My part in the
construction ofthis storyhas thusbeenas an editorof this information. The
selection of information was determined by myperception of it relevance to this
exploration ofthe discourses on tradition incontemporary maskanda. The 'story'
is however told without any interference on mypart with the interpreter's
translation ofPhuzekhemisi's ownwords or turn ofphrase.
My decision to present Ngcobo's life story through his own account ofthe
circumstances which motivated thecomposition often ofhis songswas
prompted by myintention to reflect the disjuncture whichcharacterises Ngcobo's
life experience in the most uncontrived way possible. Shiyani Ngcobo composed
thesesongs in response to his ownexperiences, andthey therefore provide .
valuable insight intohispersonal perception ofhis world.
Through personal friendship, I have development an empathetic sense ofMadala
Kunene's experience andthus felt that I was in a positionto use a more
imaginative and literary styleof presentation for the two ''true fictions" which
precede each section in the chapter on Kunene. Thefirst 'story' is the result ofa
trulycollaborative effort. Taking inspiration fromhis own words and styleof
expression, but also making use of poetic license for dramatic effect, this 'story'
is essentially myown literary version ofMadala's account of life at Mkhumbane
andhis experience ofthe destruction ofhis home there. The decision to adopt
this approach was made with Kunene' s approval and he is satisfied with the end
product. The second story is an account ofmyownexperience and includes a
verbatim transcription ofan interview whichI conducted with Chris Lewis, the
soundengineer in charge ofthe project on which this story is focussed. The rest
ofthe chapter is shaped aroundquotations taken frominterviews and academic
commentary on Kunene's musical style.
Through this combination ofdifferent modesofrepresentation myauthorityas
author ofthis thesis purposefully shifts in order to allowdifferent views and
perspectives, contradictions and complexities to emerge.
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While most ofmy research has centred on these three musicians, in order to gain
insight into their position withinmaskanda performance generally, I have also
listened to a number of different recordings of music marketed as maskanda
(Phuzeshukela, Ihashi ElimWophe, Mfaz'Omnyama, Busi Mhlongo, Skeleton),
attendedmaskandacompetitions, and interviewed people who havebeen
involved with maskanda in different ways (Peter Rorvick' ,DavidMarks" ,
'Welcome' BhodlozaNzimande"). In chapter 4, I have included Bhodloza
Nzimande's 'story' which is constructed out of the information selected(and
rearranged) from a single interview. Nzimande is fluent in English and this story
is writtenentirely inhis own words.
Throughoutthis text I use italicsto indicate directquotations from interviews. In
order to giveeach musician somedegree ofprivilege withinthe chapter in which
his music is discussed, I have frequently integratedhis 'voice' with my own
discussion. In these instances quotations by the musician who is the subjectofthe
chapter is written in italics withoutanyfurther acknowledgment; all quotes from
interviews with anyperson who isnot the subjectof the chapter are, however,
acknowledged and sourced.
In the appendices at the end ofthis thesisI have included Internet, newspaper
and magazine articlesas examples ofthe public image ofmaskanda, tradition,
Zulu ethnic nationalism and the threemusicians discussed in this thesis. While
some articles are more relevant thanothers, I haveelected to submit this range of
articlesbearing in mind that those outside South Africa who maypossibly have
an interest in this thesis would not be familiar with the general rhetoric in the
7 Peter Rorvickis involved in the organisation ofvariousmusic festivals
and concerts. He acted as Shiyani Ncgobo's manager for some time and is
generally involved in the local music scene at a promotion level.
8David Marks runs a music publishing business and has been involved in
the recording and productionof local music for at least 25 years.
9Bhodloza Nzimande is regarded as something ofa figurehead in the
context ofcommercial maskanda. He is a radio and television presenter ofmusic
programmes whichcarrythe label ''traditionalmusic" on Ukhosi FM and TV 2.
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localmedia, and as a matterofconvenience for the reader where these articles
are quotedin this text.
Thisresearch has had a marked impact on my own perceptions and
understanding ofcontemporary SouthAfrican society. I have moved into and
throughdifferent spaces and places which ordinarily remain untouched by white
South African women. In order to capture this sense ofmovement I have framed
this discussion broadly within the metaphor ofa journey. Throughout this
'journey' I have tried to maintain an open-minded stance, listening, observing and
absorbing the images aroundme.Bearing in mind that not only are the processes
throughwhich meaning is embedded inmusicparadigmatic, but so too is any
discussion ofthese processes, it has beenmy intention to critically examine some
ofthe ideological constructs of thepast whichhave informed the waywe speak
about Zuluidentity and contemporary Zulu experience. Furthermore, by
confronting the construction ofknowledge as ideologically constituted, I hope to
achieve an appropriate degree oftransparency byexposing my own




'Maskanda' is a label which is currently attached to a widebody of contemporary
Zulumusic. It is experienced in a number ofdifferent contextsranging fromthe
intimate songs ofsologuitarists to band performances with electric guitars,
drums anddancers. Theambivalence of this label is a consequence ofits
positioning within different discursive realms. Within these different realms,
ideologically constituted notions of maskanda are constructed and circulated both
locally andabroad. As a musical style which emerged at the turn of the 20th
century in response to the conditions of labourmigrancy, earlymaskanda is
characteristically marked with images ofdisjuncture. At the turn of the 21st
century, these images are being reconstituted to take on new meanings as
contemporary musicians confront the ambiguities inherent in the post-modem
condition. In this chapter, I discuss some aspectsofthe historical background of
contemporary maskanda and reflect on the way it is imaged in academic
discourse, in a commercial context, bymusicians, and the by the public at large.
In the early decadesof thiscentury musicologists largely disregarded new
developing styles ofmusic, particularly those associated with urbanisation, and
focussed on the documentation ofpre-colonial performance styles and
instruments (James,1990). It is therefore difficult to accurately trace the early
manifestations ofmaskanda. Thecallofyoungmento migrant labour and the
availability ofwestem instruments were, however, two factors which clearly
influenced its development.
The introduction ofa western capitalist economy, as an accompaniment to
colonization, had a marked impact on the structure of indigenous SouthAfrican
society. While the process ofchange must be regarded as the inevitable
consequence ofencountering newanddifferent ways of life, the tensions
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whichaccompanied theseencounters were exacerbated by the manipulation of
the processby those in power. Pulled bythe prospect ofdevelopment and pushed
by the imposition of hut and poll taxes, people gravitated from the rural areas to
the towns. These people, mainly young men,were afforded a space in colonial
structuresessentially as unitsoflabour. Legal controls and other factors
preventedthe relocation of entirefamily units and communities to urban areas,
and migrancy soon became a way of life for manyofSouth Africa's people.
Whilst the mobilisation of a large labour force createdprofits for the colonisers,
it fragmented black SouthAfrican society, creatingdisjuncture and polarisation
both fromwithin and from without. The impact ofthe phenomenon ofcontrolled
migrancy had a significant impact on the dynamics ofSouth African society, and
has shaped the course of history in wayswhichare strongly felt today.
In the earlydecadesofthe twentiethcenturymost black South Africans had as a
primary reference socialstructures ofpre-colonial times, despite the fact that
these were alreadyconsiderably threatened, and in someareas perhapsalready
significantly dilutedby the weightofcolonial influences. Whenyoungmen
migrated to the cities theytook with thema rich expressive culture which
reflected socialstructuresand activities in the rural areas. Music was an
inextricable part ofeveryday lifefor the Nguni' peopleofSouth Africa. "There
were songsfor different age-groups, relatedto different activities and occasions.
Manysongsare directly functional eitherregulating physical actions, as in
dancing or a collective task, or being educative by regulating behaviour; they may
expressgroup ideas or popular or personal opinion, they may be critical of
authority(permissible in song), or they mayserve as an essentialconstituentofa
ceremony or socialevent" (Rycroftin Sadie(00),1980:201). Music-making was
experienced, evaluated and understood as deeplyembedded in socialprocess.
"Nguni is the name applied collectively to the Zulu, Swaziand Xhosa.
peoplesofsouth-easternAfrica. Their languages and cultures are closely related,
and their traditional music is more vocalthan instrumental, polyphonic dance-
songs being particularly important" (Rycroft in Sadie (ed),1980:197).
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Even thoughindividual music-making was essentially the intimate expression of
personalexperience and not intended for a formal audience, it observed, both in
structure and style, the general aesthetic whichreflectsthe socialprocesses
through which individual identity was conceptualised.' As Erlmann points out,
individual identity was conceptualised in terms ofsocialrelationships; for
example, a hero, in Zuluthought, is conceptualised in terms ofthe "bonds and
affiliations" with those aroundhim rather than in terms ofhis own "innerriches"
(Erlmann,1999:205).
As a cultural response to the changing dynamics ofZulu society, earlymaskanda
emergedas a hybridized stylereflecting the movement ofyoung menbetween
urban and rural spaces. The positioning ofmanyyoungmen betweenurban and
rural worldshad a marked influence on the shape and form ofmaskanda. While
many ofthese young menspent most of their time in urban areas, and indeed
some ofthem seldomreturned to their rural homes, the idea ofhomewas firmly
constituted by the lifewhich they had leftbehind.' The memoryofthis life
providedsolace fromthe dehumanising experience of living as a unit oflabour,
.and was fundamental to their sense ofidentity. In performance musicians could
indulge theirnostalgiafor the security imbued by community life. Musicians who
gravitated to the towns, primarily to work on the mines, took familiar songs
whichreminded them ofhome, andadapted them to performance on western
instruments, particularly the guitar. The essenceofearlymaskandais captured in
2An example of this characteristic can be found in gourd-bow musicas it
is descnbedhere by Rycroft: "Importantformaland structural parallels between
gourd-bowmusic and Zuluchoraldance-songs, whichwere regarded as their
highest formofmusical activity. The role ofthe gourd bow can in fact be seen to
be likethat ofthe vocalchorus, andwhile playing this form ofself-
accompaniment on the bow, thesinger assumes the positionof ' leader' , singing
in antiphonal relationto her simulated 'chorus' " (Rycroft, 1977,225).
3The idea of 'home' embodies a senseofwholeness, of socialcohesion
and belonging. (See Erlmann, 1996:133)
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Johnny Clegg'sldescriptionofthe circumstances of these early manifestations of
I
maskanda:
"Whenthese migrants left home they were locked in compounds,.... they
started to playon these instruments- the guitar,which they bought from
the mine shop - songs to remind themofhome, songs whichtheir
sweethearts sung and slowly these songs were usurped and a male music
traditiondeveloped whichwas not there before" (Clegg,1981:5).
The introduction ofwesterninstruments such as guitars, concertinas, violins,
mouth organs, and the jew's harp "had a profound effecton the musical horizons
ofrapidly urbanising SouthAfricans, giventhat the great strength oftheir
musical traditions lay in the area of vocalharmony and polyphony" (Graham in
Davies,1993:12). Western instruments whichwere readily available at a relatively
cheap priceprovidednew opportunities for musicians, while carrying the
ambiguous symbolic status value ofmodernisation. The guitar was not always
viewed in a positive light and along with the concertinawas at timesregarded
with suspicion as representative of the threat to established valuesand structures
ofrural, pre-colonial Zulu life (Muller,1996:53).
Elements of pre-colonial musical styles associated both with community and
individual music-making were referenced in earlymaskanda. Song and dance
were the mainmodes ofcommunity music-making, with instrumental musicbeing
reserved mostlyfor individual performance. Choraldance-songs were
characterised by the antiphonal patternsofcall-and-response, an integrated
systemof polyphonic interaction between a minimum of two voice parts, and a
structuralreliance on descending patterns ofperfect 4ths and 5ths ( Rycroft in
Sadie (ed),1980 :197-202; Davies,1996).
Evidence ofthe importance ofdance-songs as a sourceof inspiration to
maskanda musicians can be seen in the naming ofthe variousstylesofmaskanda.
after different dance forms which had their roots in pre-colonial dancestyles,
categorized in a generalsensebythe label "ingoma". "Indlamu or ingoma
dance-songs whichare of a comparatively light nature ... are the most frequently
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heard items ofNguni music; particularly intowns, mining compounds andthe
like and these as distinct from Europeanised town products, still follow tribal
conventions regarding the observance of speech-tones and are basically
traditional in style" (Rycroft in Davies,1991 :30). Thesenames also designate
regional location. Isishameni is associated with the south coast regionof
KwaZulu-Natal, in the vicinity Port Shepstone; isibhaca comesfromthe area
even further south wherethere would have been greaterexchange between Zulu
and Xhosapeople; and isizulu is associated with the northernregionsof
KwaZulu-Natal. The community from which musicians originated could thus be
identified throughtheir style ofperformance.
Parallels havebeen drawninprevious studies betweenugubhuand umakhweyana
bow music and maskanda (Davies,1992:30). The formand structure of
maskanda, the inclusion of izibongo, the structuring of tonalityaround
juxtaposedcontrasting triadseithera semitone or a tone apart, and the percussive
styleofplaying are all reminiscent ofgourd-bow music,"
Maskanda is thus characterised bythe articulation ofmusical procedureswhich
are associated with pre-colonial musical styles. This characteristic is fundamental
to the aesthetic perception ofmaskanda, for it is throughthese musical
proceduresthat the music arouses a sense ofcommunity, belonging and identity.
The soundthat characterises maskanda, and distinguishes it from 'western'S
music, comes about througha combination ofvariousmusical procedures.
Broadlyspeaking, the relationship between the basic elements ofmusic (rhythm,
melody andharmony) is motivated by a principle whichis fundamentally
different to that whichdrives 'western' music. In industrialised societies there is a
fundamental acceptance of hierarchical structures,which is reflected in music
based on functional tonality (Shepherd and Wicke,1997). Thishierarchy, which
4The descending hexatonic modes with the notes Ab -G-F-E-Db-C, based
on the triadsa semitone apart, C-E-Gand Db-F-Ab and A-G-F# -E-D-C,based
on the triadsa tone apart, C-E-G- and D-F#-A, are often used in maskanda,
S I use the term westernmusic advisedly to denotemusic basedon the
principle of functional tonality, essentially music ofwesternEuropeanlineage.
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persistently gives precedence to a particular note, chord, or beat, is absent in pre-
colonial Zulumusical styles and inmost unmediated versions ofmaskanda. The
principle which motivates maskanda maybestbe described as one of flexible
integration of recurring patterns which are embraced by an over-riding rhythmic
force which isnot clearly articulated in the music, but which is nevertheless so
strongly felt that it can be articulated in dance.
In the 1940's, inresponse to increasing marginalization, many blackSouth
Africans turned to pre-colonial musical styles to boost notions ofAfrican
empowerment. Thisgeneral shift in sentiment towards westernisation is described
in the following extract from an essay by Herbert Dhlomo, poet, playwright and
journalist:
"During the periodthe African didnot onlyadmire, but envied and
aspired to Europeanways oflife. He thought education and provenability
would solve the question He wasnot content with his own [lot] as
his fathers had been. He wasevenpartlyashamed ofhis background, and
tried to appease and winover the white man by appearing in the best light
possible - according to western standards. Rejected and frustrated,
despite allhisefforts, his admiration ofthe European turned to helpless
envy and evento hostility" (Cited inBallantine,1993:56).
It is difficult to trace the impact of these changes on maskanda in the 1940's, and
perhaps due to the more introspective andpersonalnatureofmaskanda
expression, the trend towardswesternisation and its consequences were in any
event slower to take hold and shape maskanda music.
As can be seenfromthe features ofearly maskanda discussed so far, maskanda
was shaped in accordance with Zulu musical principles but performed on
western instruments. Muchhas beenmadeofa shiftfromwhat is referred to as
the ukuvamba (strumming) style ofguitarplaying to the ukupika (picking),
particularly withregard to the realisation of African musical principles. ''Until
the 1950'sthe technique mostcommonly used in playing the guitar was
ukuvamba , a vamping style. Subsequently, the ukupika or picking style became
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popular to the extent that it is the onlytechnique acceptableto the maskanda
guitarists" (Davies,1991:29). Theseclaims, however, have not been conclusively
substantiated, and it remains unclear whether the ukuvamba style was ever a
dominant styleofplaying in maskanda. This connectioncould in fact have arisen
out ofthe fact that prior to 1950 Gallo had recorded Zulu artists who played
guitar and particularly concertinamusic in a style whichhad marked similarities
to Afrikaans 'Boeremusik', and whichcouldbe describedas a vamping style.
Whenthe ukupika styleofPhuzeshukela was recorded in the 1950's, it was
presumedthat this shifthad occurred. More detailed research is required to
\clarify this point.
The popularisation ofmaskanda bythe record industry in the late 1960'sand
early 1970's radicallyalteredthe style and aestheticofthe music. What had
previously been essentially a solo style was adapted to group performance and
modified in keeping with commercial incentives. "Studio producers, many of
whom wouldhave been involved in producingmbaqanga music, coerced
/
maskandamusicians into making certainchangesto enhancethe commercial
appeal ofthe music" (Davies,1993:12). The standard format ofband
performances ofmaskanda included electric guitars (lead and bass), drums and a
I
group ofbacking singersand dancers. The concertina and violinwere also
included at times. The music ofthe first widelyacclaimed commercial maskanda
musician, John Bhengu, who used the stage name Phuzeshukela, was marketed
as Zulu traditional, and cameto representthe sound and style to whichmany
musicians aspired. In 1971 whenPhuzeshukelajoined GRe studios at Gallo, he
worked with the producer Hamilton Nzimande who had experienced
considerable success with mbaqanga groups. In Allingham's words:
"He took Bhengu's [phuzeshukeIa's] music and smoothed it out with modern
production techniques, in manyinstances using an electrified backing band and
vocals. He himself switchedover from acoustic guitar to electric guitar. The
result was a sound with vastlyenhanced commercial appeal" (n.d. linernotes
quoted in Davies,1993:13).
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As a result of the commercialisation ofhis music, Phuzeshukela has been
established as something ofan iconfor many contemporary maskandamusicians.
This focus on one musician to represent the entire 'genre' is indicative of the
socio-political climate of the time. It had become commonpractice in the
industry to single out and promote individual musicians as representatives of an
entirebody of practice in order to satisfya particularmarket. Musicalcategories,
particularly those used to describe black South Africanmusic, were constructed
according to the ethnicdivisions which were promoted in the politicalarenaat
the time. Maskanda was marketed, along with other genres like istcathamiya, as
traditional Zulu music. The marking ofa particular audience was accompanied by
increasingly visible promotionofethnicity in the packaging and marketing of
these musicians.
The urban/rural dichotomy which has beenpart and parcel ofthe identity
dilemma ofblackSouth Africans for manygenerations is mirroredin the splitting
of contemporary maskanda into two versions. The first can broadlybe described
as the solo version whichis experienced primarily as liveperformance, very often
in an intimate and informal setting. The secondis the group or band versionof
maskanda whichis disseminated primarily as recorded music, but whichalso
involves liveperformance, most often in a formal concert setting. While there is
some interchange betweenthese two versions ofmaskanda, there is frequently a
marked difference in aesthetic intention. The 'solo' versions are more deeply
rooted in the principles ofAfrican musicreminiscent ofpre-colonial musical
styles. The intimate expression of individual experience is less inclined to indulge
stereotypical notions ofidentity. In the commercialised version, the hegemony
inherent in western capitalist domination is more overtly reflected in the musical
procedures". Furthermore, a dominant display of ideas ofethnic identityhas
6 A detailed explanation of this point is given in Chapter4. For the
moment suffice it to say that the introductionofcertain musical procedures such
as the clear articulation ofthe rhythmic pulse in the drums, the framing ofthe
music in diatonic harmonyand the less percussive styleofplaying the guitar into
maskandawas motivatedessentially by the economicdirectives ofan industry
whichwas itselfimplicated in the constructionand maintenance of systems of
domination. Theseprocedurescontnbute to a uniformvisionofZulu identity
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contributed to the facile and superficial classification ofmaskanda simplyas
'Zulu music', and this associationofmaskanda with the ethnic category of
Zuluness has resulted in the use ofthe label, both locally and abroad, ID
connectionwith some quite diverse musical styles.
It impossible without an extensive survey to accurately discern local perceptions
ofmaskanda. Nevertheless, my own experiences reveal the following tendencies.
Many South Africans tend towards a view ofmaskanda which is concomitant
with commercially circulatedconstructions based on notions ofethnic affiliation.
Maskanda is thus often perceivedsimplyas Zulu guitar music,particularlyby
those who have a Euro-centric background. Zulu-speakingpeople tend to use the
term in a generic sense to descnbe a body ofpractice which incorporates specific
musical procedures, stylisticfeatures and performance practices, with a link being
made between variationsofstyleand the dance forms mentioned earlier. In many
instancesperceptions ofcontemporarymaskanda are formulated in terms ofthe
relationship that it bears to a particular image ofearly maskanda, an image which
has been constructed both in the public realm ofcommercialmusic and the
media, and in the private realm through oral transmission.
Academic research and documentationof maskanda is relativelysparse. In her
master's thesis entitled, "A Study of Guitar Styles in Zulu Maskanda Music"
(1992), Nollene Davies documentsthe connectionbetween maskanda and so-
called"indigenousZulu music" and provides a detailed analysis ofthe musical
procedures used in maskanda. Davieshas also published articles on maskanda,
"Aspects ofZulu Maskanda Guitar Music"(1991), and "From Bows to Bands:On
the Historical Developmentofthe Maskanda Tradition"(1993). Her approach is
essentially descriptive focussingprimarily on the identificationofmusical
characteristicswhich distinguishmaskanda from other musicalforms.
whichwas engaged by the governmentof the day and theZulu ethnic nationalist
movement alike.
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In keeping with established western systems of documenting music, academic
discourses on maskanda are generally constitutedin terms ofthe idea of
maskanda as a genre rather than of a style. The ideaof style"draws its efficacy
fromthe coherence betweenthe musical and the socialas distinct domains.
The evaluation ofstyle happens largely in terms of a discourseabout its
authenticity. That is expressive culture is talked about in terms of how it is
experienced as good, true and natural" (Meintjes,1997:150). 'Genre' is a notion
which is essentially the product of the 19th centurywestern preoccupationwith
structureas a defining feature bothofthe societyand ofits artistic products.
Throughthe idea of 'genre', individual experience and action is recast withinthe
contextof over-riding hierarchical structures, thereby inhibiting the recognition
ofdifferent and at times oppositional discourses, and repressing the significance
ofmusic as socialpractice.
Contemporary maskanda is composed, listened to, discussed and understood in a
number ofdifferent realms. Eachrealmis itselfa complex network ofdifferent
and sometimes contradictory agendas. In the private realmmaskanda can operate
both as a form of individual expression and as a source ofeconomic
empowerment. In the public realm it operates as a commodity influenced by
economic agendas, and as a symbol ofethnic identity whichcan feed political
motives. In a localcontext maskanda can be seenas the music of 'our' people
while ina globalcontext it is the music of'others' .Within each ofthese realms
the ideaofmaskanda is constructed, and notionsoftradition are calledupon, for
different purposes. Contemporary maskanda therefore needs to be viewedas a
multiple-site locationwhere the meanings embedded in the music do not grow
out ofpurelycreative directives. Economic and political power structures
influenced the formation ofmaskanda style. It continues today as is a fluid,
transmuting body ofexpressive practice, whichtakes on different meanings as it
appearsin different contexts. It isout ofthe complex interconnection ofthese
different contexts that maskanda emerges as a widey contested site in whicha
number ofdiscourses are operative.
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CHAPTER3.
SHIYANI NGCOBO: UQOBO NGOOOBO (The Real Thing).
Introduction.
The idea oftradition as a mark ofauthenticity has been explored and exploited in
discourseson identityfor many centuries. It has been engaged in South Africa to
serve colonial ideologyas a mark ofdifference intendedas evidenceof
'primitive', 'inferior' cultures. In the apartheid era it was called upon to control
and manipulate socialprocesses in the quest to maintain minoritypower. To be
sure, identity politics is riddledwith rhetoric whichoften depends on the
ambiguity inherent in the concept oftradition in order to feed the construction of
imagined identitiesboth ofthe selfand ofothers. Through recourse to notions of
tradition, groups and affiliations are made and preserved.
In contemporarySouth Africansocietyconcepts oftradition, and the meanings
attached to traditionalpractice, havebeen mouldedby the peculiar circumstances
ofits history, where 'othering' or markingdifference is inextricably tied to
politicaland economicpower structures. Time-wornperceptions oftraditional
practices continue to pervade contemporary discourseson identity, feeding
prejudice and demarcating positionsofpower. The positioningoftradition and
modernity as diametrically opposed concepts, experiences and ways ofbeing, is
highlighted as problematic particularly in relation to contemporary South African
expressive culture. Certainly, some startling contradictionsarise out of the
associative connectionsmade between 'traditional practice' and music.
"Performance, after all, is not the product ofa traditionbut a socialprocess
through which traditionsare elaborated and made perceptible"(Coplan,1994:30).
The term tradition occupiesa somewhat ambiguous position in relation to
maskanda. The tendency in academiato describe maskandaas a neo-traditional
style positions tradition, by implication, in the primordial past in a space which is
static, closed and immutable. The idea, on the other hand, that maskandais
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modemmusic, glosses over the deep connection that maskanda has with musical
practices of the past. Furthermore, there is a need to interrogatethe connection
frequently made between 'tradition' as essentially an African characteristic, and
'modem' as essentially a Westerncharacteristic. The boundsof'Africaness' and
those of ,Westerness' embrace ways of thinking about the world whichare
rooted in different ideological foundations, and yet the process of modernisation
has made its mark on both realms. Thisprocess was characterised by the meeting
ofdifferent culturesandwaysoflife; a meeting whichexpandedthe parameters
of social experience in radical ways.
The colonial and apartheid periodin SouthAfricanhistory was characterised by
the manipulation ofthe modernisation process through legislative procedures
designed to control the relationships between different socialgroups, and to
maintain westernbasedeconomic and political power structures. The homeland
policy of the NationalParty gaveprecedence to a pre-colonial systemof lineage
as the foundation ofcommunity groupings. Disregarding the emergence ofnew
alliances betweenpeopleas they engaged in a cash economy, it severely inhibited
the development ofmeaningful blackcommunity structureswithinthe
mainstream. Contemporary SouthAfrican society is stillreeling fromthe impact
ofthis manipulation, one ofthe consequences ofwhichis a disproportionate
number of displaced communities. The fragmentation of communities outside the
mainstream was largely broughtaboutby the development ofa migrant labour
force designed to service mainstream economic development. The conditionof
migrancy has been experienced bythe vast majority ofblack South Africans
albeit in different ways. While the processofmodernisation and industrialisation
in the Westwas also accompanied by massmigration from rural to urbanareas,
in South Africathe naturalevolution ofnew waysof life was dramatically
impaired by the permanence ofa stateof 'inbetween-ness' whichaccompanied
the migrant experience. For, unlike their western counterparts, South African
migrants were deniedpermanent residence in urban areas. Migrancyas an in-
betweenexistence can thus be pin-pointed as an overriding characteristic ofthe
blackSouth African experience of modernisation. This state ofmigrancy as the
established way ofbeing for many blackSouth Africans has contnbuted to the
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crisis of community whichconfronts post-apartheid SouthAfrica, a crisis which
couldperhaps be better described as an" all-pervasive state ofoff-centeredness,
of fractured identities, and ofperpetual displacement" (Erlmann,1996:107).
Maskanda developed at the turn of the century in responseto modernisation,
and the experience ofmigrancy marked earlymaskanda withstrong images ofa
disparate existence betweenhome-spaces andhomelessness. Contemporary
maskandi continue in this vein, engaging music as a means through whichan
imagined identity and lived experience canbe reconciled withinthe framework of
performance, where music itselfbecomes an enacted reality. Maskanda thus
operates as a systemofmeaning-making which recasts the individual and
individual life experience in a contextwhichallowsfor some measureof
understanding and interpretation of the relationship betweenshifting worlds.
In this chapter, I explore Shiyani Ngcobo's life and experience as it is recast in
and throughhisparticular version ofmaskanda. The title Uqobo Ngoqobo (The
RealThing), might be seento suggestthe commonly held sentiment that
maskanda as an expressive form, isdefined in terms ofspecific musical
characteristics and features. However, maskanda is a fluid musical styleand
cannot be accounted for simply in terms ofmusical procedure. It embraces a way
ofthinking about the world; a waywhichwas shapedby a particularset of social
circumstances. At the core ofthese circumstances is the disjuncture inherent in
the modernisation process andmoreparticularly, in the experience ofbeing
disconnected from the 'home-space'. The maskanda aesthetic grows out ofthe
need to compensate for the lack of continuity in the socialbody, and to establish
a senseofbelonging. It is as a tool set to this task, that the notion oftradition is
called upon to play a crucial role in the constructionof identity. The underlying
principle or aesthetic behind maskanda through whichauthenticity is realised and
through which 'genuineness' is recognised, is intricately interwovenwith
perceptions oftradition. The sensibilities ofrooted-nessaroused by the notion of
traditionare engagedas part and parcelof the dialectic ofabsenceandpresence
whichliesat the core ofmaskanda performance. Maskanda, like other expressive
forms whichhave emergedout of the modernisation dilemma, constitutes a new
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master narrative, "one that is rooted as muchin the shifting notions oftradition
as in the crisis of modernity itself' (Erlmann,1999:199).
The problems encounteredin writing this chapter arise in part, out ofan
awareness ofthe bias inherent in the authoring ofidentityin biographies and
autobiographies. The complexities involved in recountinglife-stories are
numerous. Our perceptionand understanding of ourselvesand ofothers is limited
by the models and conceptswhich we apply. "Ethnographic truths are thus
inherently partial- committed andincomplete" (Clifford in Clifford and
Marcus(eds),1986:7). Drawing a distinction between life-stories on the one hand,
and biographyl autobiography on the other helps to address some ofthese
problems.
Both autobiographical and biographical accountsare generally understood as
factualaccountsof livedexperience, with the distinctionbetween the two being
essentially that in autobiographies "the author and the subjectare one in the same
person" (Langness and Frank,1981:89). As literarygenres they have historically
focussed on extraordinary life experiences, "mythologising the individual" as part
ofthe over-riding narrativeofdominant ideological constructs (Erhnann,
1999:35). The imaging ofindividuals in these accounts is part ofthe process of
constructing personhood within the boundsofa select systemofmeaning-
making.
I use the term, 'life-story', in contrast, as an account whichis concernedwith the
actual systems ofmeaning-making and whichengages both autobiographical and
biographical techniques. While it is certainly umealisticto imagine that any story
is not to someextent ideologically constituted, the challenge ofa life-story lies in
the intention to allow various aspects ofthe subject's identity to emergerather
than to purposely engage in the constructionof a completeidentity for one's
subject. The life-story is not a chronologically ordered account through which
the individual is positionedgeographically and genealogically, and imaged
accordingto remarkable featsofexcellence. It is about a way ofbeing. Shiyani
Ngcobo singshis life - hisway of being. Throughthe explorationofthe stories
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told in hismusic, in the lyrics and in sound, one may gain insight to hisway of
being. Western notions ofpersonhood and individual identityhave dominated
popular discourseson the culture, expressiveforms and lives ofthose outside the
mainstream. Lifeon the periphery, however, has all the while generated its own
realmwith "differentmemories as well as varying notions ofself and ways of
describing them"(Erlmann,1999:40). Shiyani's music is positioned as part of this
realm. By focussing on hismusic I hope to transcend the bounded zones of
difference whichhave shaped popular perceptions of 'tradition', identity and
maskanda itself
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Shiyani Ngcobo sings his life story.
"1am Shiyani Ngcobo. 1comefrom Umzinto. Our chiefis Vince Ngcobo. The
river is Umtwaluma. Thepeople who live there are called Enyavini. "
Shiyani's songs are rooted in his personal experience; each one bears a
connection to a particular incident or moment in his life. His repertoire is thus a
collection ofmemoirs which recall the places, people, events, emotions and
conflicts ofhis own life. The images ofShiyani's life story presented here arise
out of his reflection on the story behind ten ofhis songs. These 'snippets' of
Shiyani's life highlight some ofmost important aspects ofhis experience, and
provide important insight into the context ofhis music and performance style.
Shiyani Ngcobo outside his home in KwaMakuta.
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Shiyani Ngcobo's life story is characterised by fragmentation and dislocation. His
life is marked by movementbetweendifferent systemswithout ever being firmly
rooted in a materialway in any ofthese. His experience ofexclusionhas taken
place withinthe intimaterealmoffamily and his own local community, and in a
broader sense interms ofsocial, economic and political structures. Born in 1956,
duringthe early years ofapartheid, Ngcobo, as a black South Africanwas
categorically excludedfrom participation in mainstream political, economic and
socialsystems.Thus in terms ofthe competingrealms ofWestern systemson the
one hand, and Africansystemson the other, he was positioned clearlywithinthe
latter. However, Shiyani Ngcobo's experienceofthis 'African system' has also
been characterisedby conflictandexclusion. What was imaged as his 'home-
space' by outsiders (the western mainstream)' was in fact far from a comfort
zone ofbelonging and community.
Ngcobo's 'home-space' is geographically positioned in Umzinto, a rural area
south ofDurban in what was previously known as the KwaZuluhomeland.
Shiyani's experience ofexclusioncan thus be mapped at a numberof levels, each
involving a different set oftensions. He livesin KwaMakuta, a black settlement
about forty kilometressouth ofDurban, with his common law wife with whom
he has had a long relationship, his daughter, and her infant son. They live in
poverty stricken circumstances, without runningwater and proper sanitation. The
community at KwaMakuta is unstable, having been fraught with political tension
between supporters ofthe ANC and the IFP2, and a high levelofunemployment
and poverty. While he still refers to Umzinto, the place ofhis birth, as "home",
Shiyani's connection with this community is tenuous. His immediate family have
alldispersed, and his relationship with his extended fumily is marked by
competitionand conflict.
1 A reminder that mainstream in this thesis refers to the western
metropole ofBritain,western Europe and America.
2ANC - AfricanNational Congress
IFP - Inkatha Freedom Party
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Let ShiyaniSpeak.
'Sevelina' and 'Ngimkhohlwe Kaniani' are two deeply personal songswhich
mark 'beginnings' in Shiyani's life. Ngimkhohlwe Kanjani recalls hischildhood,











Sevelina is leaving me
Every secondgirl is claiming
maidenhood
Mere upstarts are claiming
manhood
Transcription and translation: SaziDlamini.
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Kodwa baba mzukwane uxosha umama
Kodwa babamzukwane uxosha
umama ekhaya
Wawuthi koba njanikubantwana bakhe
Ohminasengiyoze ngife
Oh minasengiyoze ngife ngingakhohlwango
Oh minasengiyoze ngife
Ngembela sengiyoze ngife ngingakhohlwango
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How can I forget?
How can I forget
uMagwamanda ?
How can I forget my mother
who begot me?
How can I forget?
How can I forget
uMagwamanda ?
How can I forget?
But the day you chased away
my mother
But the day you chased
my mother from our home
How did it feel to her
children?
I am going to die
I will die not forgetting
I am going to die




"When I wasveryyoung I wasvery, very sick and they couldnotjust nameme a
name. They were scaredthat likemytwo otherbrothers I woulddiefrom that
'muthi" thing that our otherneighbours hadput in ouryard. Somepeople do
like that when there is afamily ofa lot ofboys. They have gotjealousy so they
just put something on your yard so thatyour children canjust die like that. So
they tookme awayto my mother'ssister, toprotect mefrom that and I was left
there without my mother. That is how my namestarted. Myfather called me
Shiyani which means 'leave it alone, please leave him' , so that I couldgrow up
and haveafamily ofmy own.
I didn'tfeel good aboutwhatwas happening at the time when I wasyoung. I just
usedto go outside and notjoin in thegames with my cousins. I wouldstay
behindthe house and think. I wasthinking that whenI became a man I would
builda house and stay therewith mymother. I wasnot thinking about some
otherwoman. Then I wasjust thinking about my motherbecause I loved her a
lot.
After the inyanga' had come to healour house, thosejealouspeople put 'muthi'
on myfather and so whenI came home thingswere again not good. Now, my
father and motherwere always arguing. After myfather hadgiven my mother
money to buygroceries and things for the house, he wouldcomeand demand
the moneybackso that he couldbuysome 'gavini '5, and then he would beather
when she tried to explain that she boughtsomethingsfor the house. Then my
mother said that she can't make it with the moneyand that I must go andfind
some workso that we could eat. I got some workat afarm. In thefirst monthI
earnedthreerand and then I gave it to my mother. I went backon Sundayto the
farm and thensomebody came and told me that my motherhad left because my
father tied her withthe stringandbeat her, andso I just wentto live withmy
olderbrother, Khetuwise. I learnt to play theguitarfrom this brother. There
hadalways beenpeopleplayingguitarwhen I wasyoung, but I didn't want to
3"Muthi" is a term which is used to refers generally to medicine,
however, it is usedhere to referto a concoction devised for the purposesof
sorcery. It would include herbs, symbolic relics and incantations,
4 Inyanga - faith-healer; medicine-man
5Gavini - home-brewed spirit
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play because they allplayed ukuvampd'. That was thepopular style in those
days and I didn't like it. I liked dancing to different kinds ofmusic like 'Soul
Brothers' and many othergroups, until one day my brotherstartedpicking the
stringsinsteadofstrumming, it was called ukupikastyle and that waswhen this
musicstartedtelling me something, when it started giving some kind ofsound
that I can identifywith.
My brotherused to play this song, "Sevelina" and I grew to love that song so
much. I askedmy brother to make a guitarfor me, so he took a old oil tin, and
made me a guitar and then he taughtme toplay "Sevelina''. When I couldplay
that song my brothergave me a realguitar and I played the songs he taught me
until such time that I felt I wantedto name my own song. In fact, I had it in my
heartfor a long time but didn't wantto say out straight away. Eventually I name
the song, it was "Ngimkhohlwe Kanjani" (How can I forget).
The storiestold in the next two songs, "Nginombhede" and "Ikati" stemfrom
Shiyani's contactwith 'white' SouthAfrican societyand the consequences ofthis
contact. When his mother left, Shiyani had no established home-base, living at
timeswithhisolder brother at 'Seventeen' hostel in KwaMashu and at times with
his father in Urnzinto. Like many other Zulupeople he lived in a state efflux,
moving fromplace to place in searchofemployment and a better lifestyle.
Johannesburg or eGoli (placeofgold)had the imageofa place ofopportunity
and wealth.
6 As I havementionedin chapter I, there isa degreeofambiguity about
the connection between ukuvampa styleofplaying the guitar and maskanda.
Statements likethis can be interpreted as meaning that ukuvampawas the
popular style ofplaying amongst maskandi. However, I remainsceptical about






































Even in Thokoza (hostel)
I mean Thokoza in Johannesburg
I have a bed
I say in Johannesburg, men, in Soweto
I say in Johannesburg, menin Thokoza
I have a bed
Whyam I arrested
WhenI own a bed ?
I say why am I arrested
At Seventini (hostel) I have a bed ?
Whyam I arrested?
At Seventini in kwaMashu I have a
bed
Whyam I arrested?
I am not a loafer
Why am I beingarrested?
I am not unemployed
Whyhave I been arrested?
I willnever forget the day at
Seventini
Sleeping in the bush
Hounded by the municipality
Askingfor a bed-levy
What am I arrested for?
I have my own bed
Whyhave I been arrested?
I have mypass
Whyhave I been arrested ?
I have an identity document
Whyhave I been arrested?
I have mypass
Whyhave I been arrested?
I have a passport
WhyhaveI been arrested?
In Johannesburg I have a bed















Burning fromthe maiden's seducer
Ifonlyyou could hear
I handedher over to the medicine
man's kinfolk who shamed me and
made me lose face
TheNene clan were touched
Took her for a wife
Now when I showup they are
apprehensive
I told them the giant ground
antsbite
Stop standing in the sameplace
You keep on beating
Transcription and translation: SaziDlamini
"'Nginombhede' is about the timewhen 1 used to comefrom thefarm to visit my
brother in the city where he was living at the hostel. You had to own a bed if
you were in the hostel. At that time there were 'Blackjacks', a kind ofsecurity
force, the police ofthe municipality. They would come round and check who was
in the hostel. Youwould hear thepeople shouting, "Ifyou haven't got a bed,
run away because they are comingin!" So you have to hide. They would come
in and check - "You have got seven people - How many beds? - okay they have
each got a bed" - then they wouldleave. So 1got a bed. But when 1 went to stay
at Section P in Umlazi, I gave my bed in Seventeni hostel in KwaMashu to
someone else to take care of This person failed to pay the three rands for the
bed every month, until they repossessed the bed So I didn't have a bed and the
police they were lookingfor me becauseI had some more money to pay, like a
bribe, to get another bed Ifthey have my name on paper that I own a bed, I will
never be called "Mbamba", someonewho begsfor a place to sleep. So
























Pleasehelp me I am facing a
problem
I am mocked by a cat
She goes and tells people
about my grief
Rats are 'toy toying in my
house
Today she saysI am poor
I have nothing
I am pennyless
Help me, here I am being
mocked by a cat on earth
I recall a cat was wearing
a shirt
In a certain year
There are many funny things
in Durban
Now the cat saysI am poor,
I have nothing, I am pennyless
Oh here I am being mocked
On earth by a cat
Transcription: Nothando Hadebe
Translation: Sihawukele Ngubane
"A Long time ago, 1972, I was going to catch a bus in Point Road and there I
saw a white lady walking with a small dog on a chain and this dog was dressed
all in one thing! It was the first time I saw a dog dressed in clothes. Then after
that, I saw a cat that was dressed up, it had a shirt on. I just caught the bus to
Umlazi and then composed this song, 'Imiqhube', which means, 'a habit '. It is
about the ways ofdoing things in Durban I don't understand
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This song "Ikathi " comes from that. You see there are a lot ofstrange things
that happen in town, things that you would never know ifyou had not been
there.
Now the cat at my home, it always liked to sleep right on top ofme, purring,
saying its own words that I cannot say. There is this joke that ifa person is
snoring when he is sleeping at night , saying ...mpouf mpouj.... which means
you are poor. And this cat that sleeps with me and knows me when I sleep and
then it just goes out and tells everybody that I am poor. "
In the next two songs, "Asihlale Phansi" and "Uhamb' Utshel ' Abantu" ,
Shiyani addresses community issues.
Asihlale Phansi. (Track5)
Webanti bakithi akesihlale phansi
madoda sikhulume
Webantu bakithi akesihlala phansi
maZulu sikhulume
Izolo sivote sabek' uMandela thina
Uyen' opheth ' abant' ezweni
Izolo sivote sabek' uMadibe
Uyen ' opheth ' abantu
Izolo benisibulala nithi nishay'
abamhlophe
Izolo benisidubula nithi nishay'
amaBhunu
Sihlale phansi madoda sikhulumeni
Sibhunge lendaba yokubulalana
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My fellow humans, let us sit
down men and talk
Myfellow beings, let us sit
down Zulus and talk
Yesterdaywe voted and
electedMandela




It's him who rules the people
Yesterday you were killing us,
saying you were hittingat the
whites
Yesterday you were gunning
us down saying you were
aiming at the Boers
Let us sit down men and talk























Burning fromthe maiden's seducer
Ifonlyyou could hear
I handedher over to the medicine
man's kinfolk: who shamed me and
made me lose face
The Nene clanwere touched
Took her for a wife
Now whenI show up theyare
apprehensive, jealous
Yet I would not bringmyself to
ever court her again
This here is Shiyani
Ofthe Ngcobo clansof
Urnzinto where I was born
The river fromwhichI drink
is Umtwalume
Up near its source at the
foot of Maqhikizana
The mountain where myhome is
Built and where Philiso is chief
I let themknow that I have
little interest in gossip
Transcription and translation: SaziDlamini
"'Asihlale Phansi maZulu' means let us come together, Zulus and sit down and
talk about ourproblems, becauseyou see in the parliament they discuss things,
they come to arguments, theyfight, but only with wordsand at the end ofthe
day they can laugh again. We end up killing each other where we will never be
able to laugh again. We will never be able to tolerate each other, becausewe
are full ofrevenge. So the reason why I wrote this song was not onlyfor the
Zulu people, butfor everyone. We are nowfree, we are a democratic South
Africa, so who are we killing now. When there was the sound ofguns we used to
say we are killing the boers, but now we arefree. 1 am actuallypreaching the
gospel to every human kind, to come and sit down to talk about thefacts ofour
lives and to stopfighting.
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I might not be educated but Ifeel it within myselfand it is so painful and so sad
when I see people discriminating against one another because oftheir colour. It
doesn 't matter whether they are educated or not, whether they are in parliament
or even a judge. It is a problem because you find that people who are involved
in crime are policemen. They are involved with people who are promoting
violence. That is why I sing this song, to try and convey the message to anyone














You have told the whole
nation that you play
traditional music (ingoma)
Whilst you cannot play
You have told everyone that
you can play(ingoma)
Yet you cannot play at all
I will challenge you with a son~
My boy you are stillyoung
You boy! You are stillyoung
And yet you told everyone that
you play ingoma
And you cannot play at all
Transcription: Nothando Hadebe
Translation: Sihawukele Ngubane
"In 'Uhamb 'Utshel ' aBantu' I am trying to inspire musicians to play their own
African music and to tell those who are trying to do it that they must aim for a
higher level. So by my music also I hope to inspire people and to lift them up.
You see ifa person says he is playing traditional music but he is justfaking it,
it is not good. He is doing it for money but he must stay and think about that. He
mustplay his own kind ofmusic, his own way, the traditional way, the real one.
You can'tjust call this your tradition because you want money...like kwaito. It is
like robbing the person who will give you the money... it is not the real thing;
but you tell him that it is the real thing because you want lots ofmoney.
Ifyou want to be a good musician, you must stop and think about where you
come from andyou must learn from your elders. Like me, I learntfrom my
brother, he inspired me. Not Phuzeshukela on the radio, but eye-to-eye, face-to-
face. "
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"Ayesaba Amagwala"; "Ngizofel ' Ingoma " and"Isambani " all relate to a story
ofpersonal betrayal.
Ayesaba Amagwala. (The Cowards are Afraid) (Track 7)
Nganele ngabanik' ingoma yami
Babalek' benzan' ababhemu
Banovalo bayesab ' ababhem '
Abashongani ?
Abalek' amagwala
Anovalo ayesab ' amagwala
Akashongani




Banovalo bayesab ' ababhemu
As soon as I gavethem mysong
These fellows flee what theyare
doing
Theyhave fear, they are scared
thesefellows
Why don't they admit it ?
The cowards ran away
The cowards are sacred
Why don't they admit it
Shoboloza Shiyani is playing the
song/dance
Play the song Shoboloza
The fellows are fearful
Play the song Shoboloza
The fellows are fearful
The praisesectionis the same as abovewith the following lines added:
Ngiqhamuka le eDurban lapho ngiqhamuka khona
Ngila lapha eLe Plaza la ngikhona
I come from Durban
I amhere at the Le Plaza
Transcription and translation: SaziDlamini
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Ngizofel'IngomtL (I am going to be killed for my song) (Track 8)
Ngizofel' ingoma yami
Naku ngizofel' isiphiwo sami
Ngizofel ' ingoma zami
Naku ngizofel ' isiphiwo sami
Makholwa ngithandaziseni
Naku ngizofel ' umculo wami
Banomon' abanye
Ngizofel ' ingoma yami
Bafun' ukungibulalel ' ubala
Ngizofel ' izingoma zami
Bafun ' ukungibulalel' ubala
I am going to die because ofmy song
Here, I am going to die because ofmy gift
I am going to die because ofmy songs
Here it is, I am going to die because ofmy
gift
Believers help me in prayer
I am going to die because ofmy music
Others are jealous ofme
I am going to die because ofmy song
They want to kill me for nothing
I am going to die because ofmy songs
They're out to kill me for nothing
Transcription and translation: Sazi Dlamini














Ngenzeni na weMazulu ngonanina ? .
What went wrong gentlemen,
What did I do wrong on earth ?
I do not know my offence,
I do not know my sin
There are people who vote for
Shiyani
Since we have come to vote
There are people who have come
to vote for me
They have voted for me
I am very unfortunate Oh my God
What wrong did I do gentlemen
what wrong did I do on this earth?
Since we have come to vote
There are people who have come
to vote for Shiyani
What wrong did I do to the Zulu
nation?
Transcription and translation: Sazi Dlamini
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"Sometime ago I taughtthisguy, mybrother-in-law, Maqhude Nkomo, how to
play theguitar. I washis teacher andI went with him all over, to check him and
to makehim see whathe did wrong, because I washis teacher. I took him to
different eventsand introduced him to so manypeople. Then he started to move
awayfrom me, without sayingwhat he was doing butjust movingon his own,
and I wasconfusedaboutwhatwas happening. Then one day he came back and
askedmefor a songfor this competition, so that he could go on stage and
compete. He didn't havea song tosing, and then I gave him a song ofmine. I
guaranteed to him that ifyou don'tgetposition one, you will definitelyget the
secondposition. There were so many big names at the competition, like
Phuzekhemisi and otherpeople andsure enoughhe won. A coupleofdays later,
I got a message from Phuzekhemisi, that he wantedto record this guy. He called
us to hisplace in Umlazi to an audition, and weplayed that samesong together.
Phuzekhemisi wasvery impressedand he asked to take this guy, Maqhude, to
Johannesburg to recordmy song andthen other songs that were his own. So I
gave him this song to record He recorded my song, and nine others, but all
these othersthatfollowed my songjust failed Then they decidedthat no, they
wouldnot use Maqhude's owncompositions because they allfailed and because
Maqhude knew my songs that he mustjust take them and record, just like that.
Theyvotedfor me, for my songs, buthe was to record! And after they had done
that, Maqhude wassupposedto come and tell me, but hejust ran away. The
coward ran away. But Phuzekhemisi called me and asked ifMaqhude had come
to see me, and I said "No". But the bassguitarist in Phuzekhemisi'sband, he
knew all my songs and he told mewhich ones they had recorded Since then, I
neverhearfrom anyone. I just hearthe song on the radio but no-onegave me
moneyfor that. Then Dave Marks was trying tofind out what wasgoing on and
he wentto Gallo. So nowtwoyearsago Dave Marks called me and gave me
R500for this, but I don't know if this isfor one song, for all ofthem, or what!
So as I sing in "Ngizofel ' ingoma" that I am sure that guy wouldbe relievedto
see me dead. It is not that he literally wants to kill me, but that whenheplays
my song, or hears that recordhe mustfeel that guilt. So I sing that somebody
wishedthat I coulddie, so that he could own my music - but that he will never
do - evenwhenI die, it is still mymusic. "
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The last song to be presented here was composed in France when Shiyani
performed at the Festival du Fin Siecle in Nantes in 1997.
7
Efulansi. (France) (Track 10)
Ngesikhati thina siya eFrance Safrika
eFrance baJabula
Thina siphuma e Thekwini Safrika
eFrance beJabula
Sagibela indizamshini e France beJabula
Safrika e france beJabula thina sixabana
sodwa
Madoda olwani udlame ?
Sagibela indizamshini eFulansi heJabula
Madoda olwani udlame eFulansi baJabule
nje?
Thina sixabana sodwa
Safrika eFulansi beJabula, Thina sixabana
sodwamanje
7 See appendix 3 A
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When we left for France from
South Africa
We arrived At France, people
being happy
When we came from Durban,
South Africa
We arrived in France and found
people happy
We got in an aeroplane to
France and they were happy
We arrived at France, people
being happy and we quarrelled
amongst ourselves
Why this violence, gentlemen?
We rode an aeroplane to France
and people were happy
Gentlemen why this violence
since people from France are
happy?
We quarrel amongst ourselves
We arrived at France and people




"The people in France were so excited when I played. I was so surprised that
they did not understand what I was saying but they were callingfor encore after
encore. The songs made them so happy that they didn't want to leave. I had this
tin guitar there and Robert Trunz was so keen to record there. We did a demo in
the hotel room, Sevelina and Ngimkhohlwe uMama and some other songs.
Peter Rorvik was there; he helped to get me to this festival. They had auditions
at Africa Jam, with the organiser from the festival. Before I went to Francie,
when I told my father he just bum some imbebe' to communicate with the
ancestors and get their blessing. So when I come back I feel good about this
thing because my father and his father and all my ancestors they have never
been on a plane but by my father speaking to the ancestors it just gives me




"The message I can give in my music is that no matter where you go, ifyou
don't knowwhatyour culture is, nothingwill ever workfor you. You mustknow
where you come from to knowwhoyou are; you must knowwhat is behindyou,
thenyou won't get lost. The problem is, mostofour people are lost. They can't
find their wayback home. They arefar from home but they need to go back, so
they canfind the right channels. "
ShiyaniNgcobo
Shiyani Ngcobo's songs tell the story ofevents in his life, and his musicand
performance style is undoubtedly shapedby his experience. Music ishowever a
multi-layered discourse whichnot onlyreflects or represents experience, but
whichalso operates as a form ofaction in which meaningis shaped in ways
which allowfor the positioning ofindividual identity in the context of lived
experience. In this section the focus is on Ngcobo's music as a form ofsocial
practice; the analysis is directed towards an understandingof the relationship
between musical process and processes ofidentity formation. Ngcobo's music
can be examined not simply as a representationofhis lifeexperience, but as
experience itself Musicalprocess is thus perceived as a system ofmeaning-
making through which individual identityis experienced in different ways.
Individual identity is never conclusively constructed, but is always in a state of
flux. "Music, like identity, is both performance and story, describes the social in
the individual and the individual in the social,the mind in the body and the body
in the mind; identity, like musicis a matter ofboth ethics and aesthetics" (Frith in
Hall and DuGay,1996:109).
In view ofthe disjuncturewhichcharacterises Shiyani's life experience,
'tradition' has a particularly important function in this process ofidentity
formation. Through referencesto 'tradition', Shiyaniestablishes authenticity not
only for his music, but for his own identity. The uncertainty and insecurity of
Shiyani's life, and the lack oftangibleand stable points ofreference call for the
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imaginative constructionofa 'home-space', fundamental to the sense of
belonging on whichindividual identity depends. "Identity is concerned with
permanence, cohesionand recognition. Whenwe talk of identitywe usually
imply a certaincontinuity, an overall unityand self awareness" (Kobena in
Larrain,1994:143). Larrain goes on to saythat "cultural identity issues are
closelyrelated to issues ofpersonalidentity in two senses;on the one hand
culture is assumed to be one ofthe main determinants ofpersonal identitybut on
the other hand because ofthe diversity ofculturalpractice we can only speak of
its continuity, unity and self-awareness by analogy with personal identity"
(Larrain,1994:143). Ngcobo positions himselfwithin the realm ofZulu migrant
culturalpractice, and through overt reference to a particularpast he confronts his
own personalidentity dilemma.
As the livedrealityofmanyblack South Africans for more than a centurythe
conditionofmigrancy can be understoodas a "whole socialmicrocosmin itself
a complete way oflife with its own set ofrules, symbols and meanings"
(Erlmann,1996a:106-7). Shiyani Ngcobo's musicand performance style is
positionedwithinthis socialmicrocosm. The analysis of the processes through
which his music is embedded withmeaning is thus an analysis ofa systemof
meaning-making which can only be understood on its own terms. The aesthetic
principle whichdrives Ngcobo's music providesthe key to an understanding of
the "rules, symbols and meanings" within this discursiverealm. "The ideathat
societies ofthe periphery(so-called traditional societies) are 'closed' places,
ethnically pure, culturally traditional, undisturbed until yesterdayby the ruptures
ofmodernity, is a Westernfantasy about 'otherness', a 'colonial fantasy'
maintained about the periphery bythe West,which tends to like its natives 'pure'
and exotic places untouched"(Hall in Hall, Held and McGrew,1992:305).
At the turn ofthe 20th centurymigrancy was experienced and understood as the
movementbetween diametrically opposed coherent structures each with their
own welldefined systemsofmeaning-making. Early maskandamarks this
movementwith images ofa past whichare positioned in pre-colonialAfrica, and
images ofa present whichare positioned in life in the mines and factories, and in
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the compoundsand hostels -life as a unit oflabour. Over the last century this
state of 'in-betweeness' whichcharacterises migrancy becamethe established
way ofbeing for manyblack SouthAfricans. It can no longer be understood in
terms oftwo separate states ofbeing, western on the one hand and Africanon
the other. The authenticityofcontemporary maskanda is frequently sought
through the connectionthat it bears to early maskanda. In some instances the
connectionis made by implication and in others, as in the musicofShiyani
Ngcobo, the connection is quite overt. By markingearly maskandaas 'tradition',
Ngcobo positionshis contemporary experienceofmarginalisation in the context
of the experience ofpast generations ofSouth Africans, challenging western
constructionsofAfricanidentityas fundamentally rooted in the primordialpast,
through the acknowledgement ofthe Africanexperienceofmodernisation. The
close connectionbetween Ngcobo's music and early maskanda, however, does
not mean that hismusic is embedded with the same meanings as that ofearly
maskanda. The transference ofculturalpractices from generationto generation
inevitably involves shifting meanings as they are experiencedin different contexts
over time. "The fact that there are recurrent symbols and ideas used to define
cultural identitydoes not ensure that their meaning hasalways been the same or
that it does not change in the context ofnew practices" (Larrain,1994:163).
Shiyani Ngcobo honours a particularpast in hismusic, thereby making a
connectionbetweenhiscontemporarylivedexperience and that ofpast
generations. "Tradition is a means ofhandling time and space, which inserts any
particular activity or experience within the continuity of the past, present and
future, these in turn being structured by recurrent social practices" (Giddens,
1990 :37-8). He identifies earlymaskandaas the 'tradition' on which his musical
style is founded. His music containsimages and references which are overtly
reminiscent ofearlymaskanda, and is deeply rooted not only stylistically but also
aesthetically in this expressive practice. The connectionbetween Ngcobo's music
and performancestyle and the 'maskanda' tradition is made conclusively through
the formal structure ofthe music, the tonality, the rhythm and through the
inclusion of izibongo. '
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Each songbegins witha short, rhythmically free introductory passage on the
guitar(izhlabo). Thissectionis important as it establishes the parameters ofeach
song, setting the keyor scale and preparing the listenerfor the soundand styleof
the song. The boundaries ofmusical discourse are thus set at the verybeginning,
rootingthe music in a particular discursive realm. This section is most often
separated fromthe nextby a clearbreak. Thispause signifies a shift fromthe
impersonal to the personal, fromthe technical to the creativeand fromthe social
world to the individual world. Thebodyofthe songs is framed within a general
pattern characterised by,an instrumental introduction consisting ofat least two
parts, a vocal sectionbasedon the melodic patternsofthe instrumental section
and interspersed with instrumental interludes, (izibongo)", ending with a
restatement ofpart of the vocal section. This frame sets the stage, so to speak,
acting as a form ofclosure and establishing the boundaries ofthe discourse. The
maskanda aesthetic goes muchfurther however. It is importantthroughout the
song not to breachthese boundaries by introducing musical patterns whichare
rooted in different expressive realms.
"MadalaKunene is not maskanda. Heplays 'English' he plays reggae and at
the sametime it is like maskanda. Maybe the beginningwill be maskandabut
then he will change into something else. That meanshe is not a genuine
maskandi. "10
A rigid adherence to a structuralformat whichis recognised as characteristic of
maskanda is thus seenas a mark ofauthenticity and the 'sound' ofmaskanda is
seen as dependent on the proper observance ofthese principles of form. This
soundis characterised by the interplay ofshort descending melodic patterns
repeatedin variouspermutations, bya senseofkey as a seriesofnotes rather
than as a tonal centremarkedbya single pitch, and by a unification ofthe many
rhythmic patterns by implication rather than throughclear articulation. Ngcobo
not onlyuses structureto recall themusic ofearlymaskandi, but also confirms
9 Not allofShiyaniNgcobo's songs include an izibongo section.
However this is the placewhere izibongo is most often positioned when it is
included.
10 Shiyani Ngcobo, personal interview, 1998
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this connection throughother details in the music.
While the song 'Sevelina' was in fact composed byNgcobo's brother, it has
been 'appropriated' into Shiyani's repertoire and is firmly positioned within his
expressive realm.
"Sevelina is myfavourite song, I always include it everywhere. EvenwhenI go
to the university teaching people toplay the guitar - I believe that whenyou
have learnt that songyou knowmaskanda andyou can learn anything. " 11
'Sevelina' displays the essence of Ngcobo's musical style. Thereare a.number of
features in this song which establish a connection to the 'moment' ofearly
maskanda. It is this songthat Ngcobo selects as most suitable for performance on
the igogogo (tin guitar)", rather thanhis standard westernacoustic guitar.
Through this use ofthe 'tin guitar' Ngcoborecalls and reconstitutes someofthe
dilemmas ofhis own life. The tin guitar is constructed out ofmaterials which are
essentially by-products ofmodern living - an empty five litreparaffin or oil can,
bitsof fishing line or thin wire, and wood. It is an instrument which is commonly
associated withchildren, and withthe unemployed. While this guitar is clearly a
version ofthe westernacoustic guitar, it is used in this song not as a poor
substitute, but rather for its own innate qualities. Lessresonantthan the standard
western guitar, this guitarproduces a percussive soundwhichNgcoborelishes in
a style ofplaying inwhich everynote is markedlyarticulated. It is this styleof
playing which is most reminiscent ofZulugourd bow music. Zulugourd bow
music was essentially a female domain. Earlymaskandi, recalling mothers, sisters,
sweethearts and wives left at home, re-worked these songs to express their own
situation. The level ofarticulation ofindividual voice parts which is achieved in
this song highlights the connection betweenpast and present, andalso markshis
music with a style which is recognised as characteristically African . The
accentuation ofmulti-vocality is a striking feature ofthis song, providing a strong
"ShiyaniNgcobo, personal interview, 1999
12 See Dlamini 1998: 66
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contrastto 'smoothedover' versions frequently heard in commercial renditions
ofmaskanda.
The tonalstructureofSevelina is shaped around three short melodic phrases
which are inextricably interconnected, creating a dependance on eachother







The notescircled, E, B, and A areemphasised as pointsofdirection and provide
a clueto the harmonic thinking behind the song. The interval ofa 4th betweenE
and B, and that ofa 5th between E and A, are both intervals which dominate in
Zuluchoral music, past and present. The remaining intervallic relationship
between A and B connects the tonal structure to pro-colonial Zulugourd bow
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music which was based on the hexatonic scale arising out ofthe juxtaposition of
triadseithera tone (as inthiscase) or a semitone apart.The scale on which this
song is based, A B C#D E F# is a series brought aboutby the juxtaposition of
the major triad A C# E and the minor triadB D F#. The principle on which the
tonality of this song is based is closely linked to 1tOOt of early Ngunimusic. David
Rycroft writes : " TheXhosa andalso Zulu-speakers in southernNatal, most
frequently use whole-tone root progressions as typified in the C andD roots of
the uhadi bow. Descending hexatonic modes comprising notes fromthe C and D
triadsare very common" (Rycroft in Sadie (ed), 1980:200).
The lyrics in"Sevelind" bemoan the loss of a woman, andthe disintegration of
past social practices through which individuals are positioned in society. It is a
storyabout loss - lost culture, lost relationships and lost identity. The music,
however, addresses this loss through the strongconnections between past and
present, establishing continuity andcoherence throughmusical formandprocess.
'Sevelina' isofspecial importance in Ngcobo's repertoire because it marks the
beginning of his life as a maskandi, but more importantly because it provides the
means through which his identity can be reconstituted. Ngcobo uses the formand
musical procedures ofearly maskanda to establish an undisputed, firm and stable
'home-space'. Through the performance of songswhich havepersonal
significance (and which are full of the images ofdisjuncture which he has
confronted in his own life) in a context which has a solid foundation (being
firmly rooted in a set of established practices) Ngcobo imaginatively constructsa
social milieu withwhich he can identify. While there are deviations from the
particular procedures discussed here Shiyani Ngcobo's songs are modelled on
the style andmusical procedures shaped in 'Sevelina '.
The rhythmic aspect of Shiyani's music bearsa closerelation to ingoma dance
styles. The term izingoma used to describe maskanda in a general sense, reflects
the close connection between music anddance in Zuluculture, as doesthe
naming of the different styles ofmaskanda after the dance forms withwhich they
are associated (Joseph,1983 ; Davies,1992). These different forms are named
according to their region of origin, and throughthisconnection musicians could
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be positioned and associated witha particular group ofpeople from a particular
region. The fragmentation of Zulurural society has however broken down these
regional affiliations, and the extensive movement ofZulupeople has broadened
their experience ofthese different styles. The fact that Ngcobo does not play
exclusively in the styleconnected to his regionof origin, (isishameni), including
in his repertoire examples of different styles ofmaskanda, is indicative of his
experience of life in the hostels, inurban settlements. This life in essence bears a
strong resemblance to that of the earlymigrant workers at the turn ofthe
century.
However, while earlymigrant workersexpressed a certainnostalgiafor
pre-colonial waysoflife, Shiyani shapes hismusic conclusively around the
conditionofmigrancy, no longerexpressing regional affiliation, but rather
expressing the state of 'in-betweeness' .
The tensionbetweenrural socialstructuresbased on lineage and urban structures
founded on economic alliances is at the core of black South Africanexperience
throughout the 20th century. "By the end of the nineteenth century the peculiarity
ofSouth Africa consistedin the dominance ofa highly advanced form of
monopoly capital on the gold anddiamond fields, with the most sophisticated
capital structureand technology, basedon a mass ofunskilled migrant labour,
stilldependent on pre-capitalist socialformations for its reproduction and
controlled by a seriesofcoercive devicessuch as the compoundand pass laws"
(ShulaMarks in Erlmann,1999 :26). The crisis ofidentity that this produced
influenced and shapedthe development ofvariousexpressive forms as strategies
designed to confrontand reconcile what was a fundamentally disparateand
disjunct existence. "We can safely assume that rural danceforms continued to
occupy a great deal of leisure time ofnewly urbanised domestic servantsand
dockworkers(after World War I and during the early 1920's) and that African
maledanceswere one ofthe most powerfulsymbols ofworkingclass identity"
(Erlmann,1991 :97).
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During the 1920's migrant workers organised ingoma dancecompetitions as a
way of addressing the conflicts which "stemmed from the mobilization of
networksof kin and regional solidarity under the highly competitive conditions of
the urban labourmarkets" (Erlmann,1991 :102). In a contemporary context
ingoma is often associated with conflicts within black South Africansociety. In
group renditions ofmaskanda wherethe rhythmic aspect of the music is
emphasised and clearly articulated by bassand drumsand overtly displayed by a
dance troupe, images ofpower and group solidarity are clearly communicated.
In Ngcobo's solo versionofmaskanda, however, the dance-rhythm is seldom
clearlyarticulated. Positioned between the interwoven musical paths, the
rhythmic pulse is implicit rather than explicit. The connection to ingoma is
surrounded by some measure ofambiguity, and it can onlybe made by those who
have a comprehensive understanding ofthese Zulu dance styles. It is however
through this ambiguity that hegernonic discourses on identity are avoided. The
image ofZuluidentity as innately aggressive whichhas dominated western
discourse on Africathroughout the 20th centuryand before, is bypassed in
Ngcobo's music. He focuses on ingoma, not as the expression ofthe
consequences offragmentation of Zulu society but as the expressionof
fragmentation itself Ngcobomakes a more direct reference to the impact of










You havetold the whole
nation that you play
traditional music (ingoma)
Whilst you cannot play
I will challenge you by a song
You boy! You are still young
and yet you told everyone that
you play ingoma
And you cannot playat all
As he explains in the discussion of this song referred to in the previoussection,
Ngcobo uses the term ingoma as a wayofpositioninghis music specifically as
'traditional'. The notion oftraditionis called upon to expressa senseof
continuity with a way ofbeing which has at its centre an Africanexperience of
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the world. In this song Ngcobo uses the poeticstyle characteristic of ingoma
competitions and the strategyof challenging through song, withoutmarking his
music with images ofregional conflict.
The commercialisation ofrnaskanda has had a marked impact on the discourse of
identity presented in maskanda. Ngcobo challenges these discourses in more
ways than one. One ofthe distinctive characteristic ofhis style is the wayhe uses
different registers in pitch. Through these shifting :voices he adds texture and
variety to hismusic not only as a challenge to the commercialised versionof
rnaskanda but also as a statement ofindividual empowerment. He takes charge of
the consequences ofchange as an individual, and embraces it on his own terms,
just as he converts the notionof ingoma as an expressive formwhichexpresses
conflict into an expressive form which marks continuity, Le. into 'traditional'
practice.
The inclusion of izibongo (praise-poetry) in maskandais regardedas a
characteristic feature ofthe style.
"It is very important to introduce yourselfin maskanda. You can say who you
are before you start playing, but the only time that you do a real introduction is
when you say your praise names. " 13
Izibongo is thus more than a statement ofidentity; it is the performance of
identity, and is the means through whichselfhood and all it embraces can be
constructed. It is "ineluctably concerned withthe building ofidentity"(Erlmann,
1999: 41) (myemphasis). The significance of izibongo liesnot only in the
imagery in the text but also in the process of self- empowerment through the act
ofmaking meaning. "Migrant performers.....are not interested in communicating
fixed meanings. Rather their minds are set on communicating the ability to give
meaning" (Clegg in Erlmann,1996a :205).
13 8hiyani Ngcobo, personal interview ,1999
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Izibongo (praisepoetry) is an integral part of Zuluexpressive culture and is an
art which "has been acknowledged as the highest form ofpoetic expressionin
Zulutraditional society" (Joseph,1983:77). As the "quintessential traditional
South African genre for the definition ofpersonalidentity''(Erlmann,1999:41),
the selfpraises in maskanda can be understood as a "specifically spatialpractice",
through whichthe individual shapes his identity and positions himselfwithinthe
"moraland culturaltopography of strangers that characterises the urban
environment" (Muller,1995:123). The inclusion of izibongo in maskandacan be
attributedto the need to address and compensate for the anonymity ofthe
performance contexts migrantmusicians encounteredin an urban environment
(Erlmann, 1996a :208). Even thoughthe patrilineal homestead had, in the early
decades ofthe 20th century, become a "fractured reality" for manymigrant
workers, it was preserved in their imagination as the ''ultimate emotional,
spiritual and socialcentre ofgravity"(Erlmann,1996a :207).
Throughthe identification oflineage, community or clan, and the river and
mountains whichmark the geographical positionofthe 'home-space', migrant
workers communicated their identity to strangers and at the sametime fulfilled
their own need for confirmation of a place ofbelonging.
"Izibongo ispraises, mainlypraise names. Mostly they are derivedfrom the
actions that one hasdone inyour life;from something thatyou haveseen and
something thatyouforesee. Then you come up withall these images; they are
reallyand truly images which reflect whatpeoplesee ofyou and whatyou see of
yourself. My praisesare specifically my own; no-one else can havepraise
names like this. Even ifyou ask another maskandi to say mypraise names - he
willnot be able to do it. " 14
Izibongo performance playedan important role in the shapingofZulu women's
bow songs ofpre-colonial times. Manyofthe stylistic features and poetic
qualities associated with 'self- praising' such as personification, alliteration and
assonance, were used in the textsofthese songs (Joseph,1983:78). In these
songs whichwere essentially an intimate expressionnot intended for public
14 Shiyani Ngcobo, personal interview ,1999
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performance, the performer would "intersperse the lines oftheir songs with rapid
renderings oftheir praises" (Joseph,1983:80). The styleofperformance used for
izibongo was thus intertwined with other parts ofthe song. In Shiyani Ncgobo's
performance, and inmaskanda generally, the izibongo section is separatedfrom
the rest of the performance. However, the "tension betweenmusical flow and
speechrhythm, is particularly crucial in establishing a performers reputation"
(Clegg in Erlmann,1996:208).
"Thething is withizibongo, you have to use the same voice thatyou use when
you aresingingand at timesyoufind that the beat ofthe songdoesn't go along
with it; so you haveto speed up or take a breath and there is always thisfight
to keep with the beatofthe song"
The guitarpart continues throughout the izibongo section, keeping it within the
context ofthe song. It does however recede into the background, and the
superimposed izibongo assumes dominance, adding a new dimension to the
performance. The audience'sattention is thus focussedon individual identity as
a resultboth ofthe performance style and personal nature ofthe words. "Often
eloquent and compelling compositions fashioned from the skilful "playoftropes" .
(Fernandez, 1986), praise-names objectify the subjective experiences ofan
individual and transform them into objects ofshared knowledge. The self, even
thoughmade to standapart, is thus insertedinto the web ofwords that makeup
its social world" (Erlmann,1996a: 207).
Sbiyani's izibongo can best be understood as a collection ofpraise names. There
is some degree offlexibility in theway they are presented. In a concert
performance not every song willcontain izibongo and, furthermore, the izibongo
are not always the same everytime a song is performed. IS
"You can say that my izibongo isnot alwaysthe same I have different ones to
the ones used in these songswe are talkingabout here. There is the one that
ISFor example in oneofhisperformances in Franceat the Nantes Festival
Ncgobo beganthe song"Efulansi" with an izibongo sectionas wellas including
it in the most usualpositiontwo-thirds into the song, whereason my recording
ofthis same song the izibongo is completely omitted. .
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says I am a rabbit who whenyou think he is there in one place you won'tfind
him there; he is somewhereelse. They can 't chase that rabbit because ifyou go
and look at that place, he is already gone. It isjust that sometimes I only do
part ofthem, orjust add a few lines; I use different parts in different songs and
in different situations."
The first example quoted belowcontainsthe praisesused in some ofthe songs
presentedin the first sectionofthis chapter. The bracketed sections indicate the
additional sectionsincluded in individual songs. The second example is the





















*Ngabatshela ngath ' ayancinz'
amatsheketshe





If onlyyou could hear
I handedher over to the
medicine man's kinfolks
Who shamed me and mademe
loose face
The Nene clan were touched
Took her for a wife
Now when I show up they are
apprehensive (jealous)
Yet I would not bringmyselfto
ever court her again
This here is Shiyani
Ofthe Ngcobo clan of
Umzinto where I was born
The river from which I drinkis
Umtwalume
Up near its source at the foot of
Maqhikizana
The mountain where myhome
is built, wherePhiliso is chief
I let them know that I have
little interest in gossip
I told them the giantground
ants bite
Stop standing in the sameplace
You keep on beating *
(*....* Sectionadded to "Nginombhede")
**Ngiqhamuka le eDurban lapho ngiqhamuka khona I come from Durban
Ngila laphaeLe Plaza la ngikhona I am here at the Le
Plaza**






















Talk to them Jerusalem
Dwelling that is brightly lit
The eaglewhichflaps its wings
Over a man's homestead
The isiluvaofa cow
A cow which is kicking while
it is milked
A rabbitwith two burrows
A rabbit they have long been
trying to catch
But are failing
The Zion church called
ancestors the demons
That is whytraditionalists do
not mix with
The Christians
From Mzinto where I belong
I drinkuMthwalume river
At its upper end
Down there at Maqhikizana
The mountainnext to me
where Philiso rules
The chief! am talkingabout
Who is nervous
That is where I come from.
(The highlighted sections indicate the part whichis repeated in both examples.)
llYfhis transcription is taken :from Nollene Davies Master's thesis,"A
Study ofGuitarStyles in Zulu Maskanda Music" ,1992: 64-65).
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Themost striking characteristic ofShiyani's izibongo, and perhaps the most
significant, is the profusion ofimages of dissent, conflict, and movement. Added
to the tension between the recitative- like voice part and the rhythmic movement
of the song, is the conflict between the images of disjuncture in the first part of
both examples quoted hereand those of the patrilineal homestead in the
highlighted sections. Ngcobo compresses an imagined past and the reality of the
present intoa unitary time-frame inorder to givemeaning to his present
circumstances. Using customary methods ofidentification, he engages poeticsas
the means throughwhich a sense of belonging is established. What is important
here is not that he is trying to reconstruct the past, but that he usesan established
practice to give authenticity to his present circumstances whichimply that he is a
personwithno place, a lost wandering individual.
As seenin chapter1, early maskanda evolved at the turn ofthe 20th century, in
response to the condition ofmigrancy. Shiyani Ngcobo's music and performance
style is faithful to that of earlymaskandi, In fact he almost exaggerates their style.
The significance of the strengthof thisconnection lies in the statuswhich it gives
to the condition of migrancy. By marking early maskanda as 'tradition', Ngcobo
positions migrancy at the centreofhis musical discourse, thereby transforming
what is experienced as a marginalised condition into the established reality or
norm.
Likethe early maskandi, Shiyani Ngcobo's life is characterised bydisjuncture.
The images ofdisjuncture embedded in earlymaskanda thus havespecial
significance for Ngcobo. He empathises with theirexperience andtheir
expression ofthis experience has relevance to his owncontemporary experience.
However, the maskanda tradition is not recalled in Ngcobo's music and
performance style simply as an act of nostalgia for a lost moment. After all
Shiyani confronts contemporary conflicts and contradictions. In hiseveryday life
he moves throughandbetween remarkably differentrealms. His work as a guitar
teacher and mentorat university level standsin stark contrast to his illiteracy and
lackof formal education; his acclaimed performance in the international arena
contrasts withhismarginalised statusin the localmusic scene. This disjuncture is
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a different sort ofdisjuncture to that experienced by Zulu migrant workers at the
turn ofthe zo- century. Tradition is recalled as a strategy through which Ngcobo
gives meaning to the present. It is the past in the present and the present in the
past, and as such expresses both continuity and change. Continuity is established
through the recognition ofpast practices in those of the present, and change is
understood as the significance of these practices as the meanings attached to
them transform in the face ofnew and different experiences. Tradition thus
operates as a fundamental part ofa process through which Shiyani Ngcobo
builds meaning in his music. "Performers, like diviners and healers, by virtue of
their ability to direct the flow ofpower through special channels ofwords, music
and bodily movement, are privileged in handling power. This is why
performance potentially transforms individuals into persons in control of
their own destiny" (Erlmann,I996a: xix).





In this part ofmy 'journey' the focus is on JohnstonMnyandu, to whomI refer
by his stage name, 'Phuzekhemisi'. Phuzekhemisi is widely recognized as an
accomplished, and successful commercial maskanda musician. My first
impression of Phuzekhemisi's music and performance as a powerful statementof
ethnic identity directsthe course of this 'visit' . The impactofthis statement of
identity is most strongly felt in live performance:wheremusic, dance and visual
spectacle combine to transport the audience into a space whichis clearly marked
as 'Zulu'. The experience ofmusical performance thus becomesan experience of
Zuluness, providing the "meansbywhichpeople recognize identities and places,
and the boundaries which separate them"(Stokes,1994:5).
In contrastto Shiyani Ngcobo's "expressions ofethnic identification as
internalized, inextricable constituents of the selfand socialreality" (Coplanin
Marcus,1993:366), the focus here is on the expression ofethnicity in
Phuzekhemisi's music and performance stylethrough images which feed a
particular visionofidentity; one which is mobilised through the political rhetoric
ofthe leaders ofthe ethnic nationalist movement in Kwazulu-Natal, Chief
Mangosuthu Buthelezi 1 (leaderof the Inkatha Freedom Party), and King
Goodwill Zwelethini 2(the Zulu king).
Phuzekhemisi's music is exposed on a public platform in a society where issues
ofidentity have been, and continue to be, used to legitimize positions ofpower.
Ethnic division among blackSouthAfricans was promoted throughthe political
strategies ofthe apartheid order, and was subsequently eo-opted by the Zulu
1See appendix 6 C,OD.
2 See appendix {; A, B.
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nationalist movement and commercially exploited by the record industry. The
public recreational spaceoccupiedby Phuzekhemisi is politicised when the
images displayed throughhismusic and performance can be read in ways which
confirm political objectives. .Hence the "boundaries constructed in musical
contextsdefining identity (become) as importantas other formsofpolitical
mobilisation" (Stokes,1994:9). Phuzekhemisi's music and performance style is
categorised as a 'traditional Zulu' expressive form and is publicly paraded as an
authentic expression of Zulu identity.
Constructions of Zulu ethnicity in the past ~ some striking moments.
Different perceptions of Zulu identity have emerged as the product ofvarious
'stories' which, over time, have beenoverlaid and intertwined. Since the
emergence ofthe 'Zulu nation' at the time ofShaka (circa 1820), Zulu identity
has beenconstructedthrough reference to an ' imagined community' with
'invented traditions'. This 'imagined community' has been shapedat various
points in history by the events andstoriesofthe timesand is thus a shifting
'community' with features and characteristics being added and discarded along
the wayby manyagentswith varying agendas. Carolyn Hamilton's statement
that "the cultural ideas, historical notionsand identities that prevailed in
KwaZulu- Natal (at the time ofthe earlycolonisers) were complex and
powerfully articulated constructswith contested meanings and heterogeneous
origins" is equally applicable today (Hamilton,1998:6).
The notion ofa Zuluethnic groupwas essentially part ofearlycolonial discourse
rather than part of the consciousness ofAfrican people living in KwaZulu-Natal
at the time. Shaka is generally remembered as the founder ofthe Zulu nation.
However, during Shaka's time the Zulunation was made up ofa collection of
smaller chiefdoms, and allegiances were to these smaller communities rather than
to Zuluoverlords. Zuluidentity wasrestricted to those who had primary
connections with Shaka's chiefdom, with the term 'Zulu' beingused exclusively
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to describe members of the ruling Zulu-descent group. "It was white outsiders, .
ratherthanthe subjects of Shaka and Dingane, who usedthe term as a collective
designation for the people of the kingdom" (Morrell, Wright, and S.Meintjes in
Morrell (ed), 1996:55). ''By the early 1820's, Zuluoverlordship was recognised
by most of the chiefdoms in the region between the Mkhuze andthe Thukela.
...(C)ontrary to the commonly held view, acceptanceof Zulurulebythese
chiefdoms was not regarded by their members as acceptance ofa 'Zulu' identity.
Recent research' indicates that theZulukingdom at the timeofShaka was not,
as is usually maintained ... a cohesive and united body... it was an amalgamation
ofdiscrete, recently independent chiefdoms, eachwithits own established ruling
house, its own bodyof traditions about the times before the Zuluconquest, and
its own identity. Likemost kingdoms inAfrica before the colonial period, it was
held together partlybyforce and partly by the judicious disbursement of
patronage by its rulerto politically important notables and military commanders,
andto its soldiery" (Wright and Carolyn Hamilton in Morrell (ed),1996:24-25).
Thus, while the time ofShaka is frequently recalled to express Zuluunity, this
perception can be attnbutedto the"long established Europeanconception of
people inAfrica as living in distinct andcohesive 'tribes', eachwiththeirown
generic name" rather than"the complex and contested processes in which
Africans built up a range ofgroupidentities for themselves" (ibid,31).
The battle at Isandlwana" in 1879is an eventwhich consolidated thisperception
ofthe Zulunation, and which hascaptured the imagination of subsequent
generations, feeding 'inside' and 'outside' notions ofZuluness as a symbol of
Zuluidentity. The colonizers' perception ofa Zuluthreat was realised in the Zulu
3 The authorscite :
Hamilton, C. 1986. "Ideology, Oral Traditions and the Struggle for
Power in the EarlyZulu Kingdom", unpublished MAthesis, University ofthe
Witwatersrand.
Wright,1. 1990. "The Dynamics ofPowerand Conflict in the Thukela-
Mzimkhulu Region in the late 18th andearly 19th centuries" in Duminay A &
Guest B (eds)Natal andZululandfrom Earliest Times to 1910: A NewHistory,
University ofnatalPress, Pietermaritzburg.
4 See Morrell, R (ed) (1996) Pg 50 -51
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defeat of the British in this battle. It is a battle which has been remembered as
evidence of the innate power ofthe Zulupeople as a nationofwarrlors. It has
fed the fantasies ofBritish imperialists, and has beenused in the callfor Zulu
unity byMangosuthu Buthelezi and King Goodwill Zwelethini. It has found its
way into the music of popular, Zulu musicians like Joseph Shabalala and
Ladysmith BlackMarnbazo", and Phuzekhemisi. The context ofthe battle at
Isandlawana and the part played bythe Britishin instigating aggression against
the Zuluking, Cetshwayo, and the subsequent diminution ofthe power ofthe
Zulumonarchy, is seldom recalled to feed anyone's fantasy.
It was not untilmuch later that this ideaofZulu identity beganto emergeas a
concept whichwas referenced in theeveryday lives ofAfrican people in
KwaZulu -Natal, The early decades ofthe 20th centurysaw someshifts towards a
growing senseofunity amongst the peopleofthe region. "The conceptofall
Africans in the regionbeing Zuluwastaken up by the amakholwa and the
concept of a unitednationwithinit beganto gain acceptance" (Lambert and
Morrell in Morrell (ed),1996:91). As Lambert and Morrellpoint out, it is
somewhat ironic that the ideology ofZuluethnicity was promoted by the
amakholwa, African elites who, having been educatedin the missions, had
accepted their position as Britishsubjects. As landowners and entrepreneurs they
had historically opposedcustomary law. This growing call for unityamong
Africans can be seenas a response to the need to protect African interests in the
faceofwhitedomination. Furthermore, as migrant labourers moved further
afield, they experienced new and different people. In this wider context, the
peopleofKwaZulu-Natalwere identified as Zulu. At the sametime, the Union
government's decision to "eo-opt the (Zulu)royalhouse as an agentofcontrol"
by instigating the restoration ofSolomon", "to the positionheldby Dinizulu
5 See Erlmann, 1996a :173
6The Uniongovernment's decision to supportSolomonas the Zulu
paramount chiefwas a tacticalmove designed to strengthen the states "hold over
the chiefs and its ruralnetwork ofcontrol ....throughthe Zulu royal family. By
supporting the systems ofallegiance whichwere already established as part of
Zulusocial structure they hoped to channel dissent into an area which they felt
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before 1908", provided a symbol for this growing senseofunity(ibid). At this
point inhistory, because ofthe power structures inplace at the time, there was a
growing need amongst the African people fromKwaZulu-Natal to define
themselves both in relation to the white colonizers and in relationto their eo-
workers.
The political climate of the 1950's and 1960'scontributed significantly to the rise
ofZuluethnicity. In May1948, theNational party cameinto power, and while
the economic boom experienced at this time providedincreased opportunity for
blackpeople, the intensification ofracial segregation increased oppression. By
systematically discriminating against people on the basisofrace, the apartheid
regime encouraged the development ofa cultureofexclusion. As the 19497 riots
demonstrate, growing unityamongst the Africanpopulationwas motivated by
the general senseofcommon exclusion fromthe opportunityto advance in the
casheconomy, and to establish a place in the urbancentres. The exclusion of
blackSouthAfricans fromparticipation in all areasofsocietywas further
entrenched by Verwoerd's" notorious 'BantustansPolicy' whichonlyallowed
temporary residence for blacks in the "European"areas ofthe country, for as
longas they were employed. Zulu ethnicity beganto emergeas a formof
resistance to the status quo, while at the sametimeespousing an ideology which
resonated with it. The denial ofnational citizenship to black SouthAfricans
resulted in firmly constructed visions ofethnic identityripe for political
mobilisation.
was controllable, thus detracting from the revolutionary stance ofthe Industrial
Worker's Union. "There are more evil combinations under waywhich
Chieftendom [sic] wouldassist us tofight against.... Because ofhis birth and
theposition in whichwe haveplacedhim Solomon is regardedas the natural
head ofthe Zulu race. (Marks, 1986: 88-89)
7 Riots took placearoundDurbanbetween 'Zulus' and Indians see
Morrell ,1996,121 Thecause ofthese riots has beenattnbuted to the competition
betweenAfricans and Indians for economic resourceswithinthe township of
Mkhumbane on the outskirtsofDurban.
8 The Prime Minister andleaderofthe Nationalist party (1958-1966)
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For the purposes ofthisdiscussion, a final 'landmark' in the construction ofZulu
ethnicity is markedby the formation ofthe Inkatha FreedomParty (IFP) in 1975.
"Inkathawas formed as an exclusively Zuluorganisation - InkathakaZulu - and
its leadercouldonlybe a chiefanda Zulu"(Bonnin, G. Hamilton, Morrell and
Sitas in Morrell (ed), 1996:164). AllZulus were called to allegiance to Inkatha.
"(A)llmembers ofthe Zulu nation are automaticallymember ofInkatha if they
are Zulus....no one escapes beinga member as long as he or she is a member of
the Zulunation" (Buthelezi cited inKLAD,1975,5,134 in Morrell (ed), 1996:
164). Just as the National Party wasdeeply interconnected with Afrikaner
ethnic- nationalism, so the Inkatha Freedom Party came to be seenas
synonymous with Zuluethnic-nationalism. While the positionheld bythe IFP did
not go uncontested, it certainly occupied, or was seento occupy, a dominant
position in the area andpresented itselfas the rightfulauthorityon Zuluidentity.
It clearly defined the boundaries of Zuluness and "wove into definitions of
'Zuluness' loyalty to Inkatha and its leader, ChiefMangosuthu Buthelezi"
(Morrell, in Morrell(ed),1996 :2).
Withthe formation ofInkatha came the public parade ofZulu ethnicity which
was shaped by political rhetoric which depended heavily on a suitably
constructed notion ofwhat it meant to be Zulu. Inkathaused the growing sense
ofsolidarity amongblackSouth Africans, and the paralysing effects ofapartheid,
to constructan image of Zulu identity whichwould providea havenboth for
aspirant entrepreneurs anddisplaced migrant workers. It came with the promise
of empowerment and a senseofworthwhichhad beendenied by the apartheid
regime. "(Rjeified constructions of Zuluidentityand "tradition", is the rhetorical
stock-in-trade ofprophetsand princes, proletarians and politicians because it is
the symbolic embodiment ofan internalized, self-defining moral imagination"
(Coplanin Marcus,1993:306).
While "the mobilization ofethnicity can onlybe successful to the extent that it
resonated with an existing socialidentity" (Mare,1995:239), it has been
responsible for a the popularisation ofcertainimages ofZuluness whichhave
found theirway into the general discourses ofeveryday life. These discourses are
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reflected inculturalproductswhich, whenpopularised through
commercialisation, in turn participate in the constructionprocess. Maskanda has
not escaped such attentions.
The Rhetoric of Ethnic Nationalism.
As leaders in the political and social arena in KwaZulu-Natal, both the leader of
the InkathaFreedomParty and the Zulu king rely on the ethnicnationalist
sentiment to promote and secure theirpositions ofpower. While ethnic
nationalism suits their respective agendas, they do not always agree on the
positionassumed by Inkathaas the 'inherited' political representative ofthe Zulu
people.For so long as there is a 'nation' ofpeople ethnically defined as Zulu,
King Goodwill Zwelethini has a claim to a positionofpower". Buthelezi has,
however, consciously chosento position himselfas a Zulunationalist where other
political directions were an option. He choseto forward his career in politics
through the route ofchiefrather than throughthe ANCYouth Leagueor
through a legalcareer. While the relationship betweenButheleziand King
Zwelethini mayhave soured in recent years, together theyhave presenteda
visionofZuluidentitywhichcouldprovidea suitable havenfor a broad sector of
the African community in KwaZulu-Natal, in the face ofa commonthreat of
generaldis-empowerment in the political, economic and socialspheres. The claim
to this havenhas not onlybeen represented as the right ofZulu people,but also
has been identified as an obligatory pursuit. The images used to callpeopleto
exercise this claimare suitably powerful and confrontational, but not without
ambiguity and contradiction.
Shaka occupies a centralpositionin the ideological constructionofZulu
ethnicity, with ShakaDaycelebrations providing a platformfor the public display
ofZuluness. As Carolyn Hamilton points out, the image ofShaka functions
9 See Mare,1992 : 96
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metaphorically to embody the relationship betweenorder and chaos. This
dichotomy gives the imageofShakaa timeless resonance, and the impact ofthis
image is dramaticallymagnified in times of political and socialupheaval. While
Shakaepitomises the Zulus as a nationat war, he also representsa time of order,
discipline and security. He embraces both images ofresistance and images of
power from above. The image ofShaka is used to give legitimacy to the call for a
unified Zulu nationand provides justification for the castigation ofthose Zulus
who err fromthis path. It also functions as a metaphorofempowerment which
appealsto peoplewho havebeenkept on the peripheries ofmainstream political,
economic and socialstructures. "The irony that the:ability ofthe Shakansystem
to guaranteeorder was based on military despotism, whichwas as muchthe
cause ofupheaval as an answerto it, is echoed in the IFP's own mobilization of
violent authoritarianism" (Hamilton,1998:213). In :many ofhis publicaddresses
Buthelezi calls on the idea ofShakato legitimate hisauthority: .
I do not owe my politicalpower to the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly or
to Pretoria. King Shaka never owed his political eminence to any
politicalpower. The solidarity ofthe Zulu people was not dependent on
white-created institutions when they defeated the might ofthe British
Army. (Sunday Times) (Mare,1992:75)
Both Buthelezi and KingGoodwill Zwelethini promote the warrior image of
Zulu identity as one ofthe primary attnbutes ofZuluness. Through this image,
Zulu identity acquires the characteristic of innateaggression. In 1980, Buthelezi
"justified the presenceofregiments and the sticks they carried as 'part and
parcel ofthe Zulu national grouping, and the formation ofregiments ....(Ittis
part andparcel ofZulu tradition' (KLAD, 19, 1980:662)"(Mare,1992:88). The
public display ofthe warrior image ofZulu identitywas directed as muchto
those Zulus who presented a threat to Inkatha power structures as to the power-
structures ofwhite domination on whichthe Zulu ethnic nationalists had come to
depend.
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The identification of Zulu identity in the terms mentionedabovereflects an
emphasis on male dominance. "Theidea ofmanhood permeates the visionof
what the essence of Zuluness is.1bat essenceis tied to men, and then to men as
warriors, men as leaders, men as primary bearersof the dominant aspects of what
constitutes this ethnic identity, as carriers of the lineagefrom Shaka to Buthelezi.
In this lineage womanare acknowledged onlyas bearers ofmen.... they are
placed withinthe warrior tradition, but onlyas the bearers ofwarriors"
(Mare,1992:68). The following quote from Irene Buthelezi's speech at the
'Mother's Day' celebration in Ulundi in 1990reflectsthis perception:
We the mothers ofthispartofSouthAfrica have in our inner beings, in
our deepwisdom and in ourvery blood, the lessons that historyhas
taughtus. We are the mothers ofa greatwarrior nation. ...10
Buthelezi positionshimselfas living testimonyto the role ofwomanas mothers
of the nation. His connectionwithShaka is madematrilineally, and he presents
his innerwisdomas the product of maternal influence.
......1 am not addinginterpretation to historic events. 1 am tellingyou it
as it was. 1 tracemy own ancestrybackto the veryfounders of
KwaZulu. From my mother's knee onwards 1grew up beingseeped(sic)
in what it meantto be Zulu and whatZuluness meantto a man and a
woman. (Bs, 18.01.92/1
The intentionofthese explorations into the construction and mobilization of Zulu
ethnicity by the ethnic nationalist movement, has been to establish some of the
predominant images through which Zulu identity represented to the public by the
promotersofethnicnationalist movement. It is evident that the domainof
Zuluness is a stronglycontested area in whichthe threads ofhistoryhave
intermingled with contemporary experience to produce a seriesofcontradictions
which are submerged beneaththe overt display of a. particularversion of
Zuluness on the public platform. This versionfocusses on the idea oftraditionas
10 Quoted in Mare,1992: 68
11 Quoted in Mare,1992:66
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the foundation both of individual Zulu identity and a unified Zulu nation. It
drawspeople together through the constructionofa Zulu 'space' which is
defined by varioussignifiers which are perceived as belonging essentially and
exclusively to peopleofZulu descent. The signifiers whichare most frequently
referenced by promoters ofthe ethnic nationalist movement are those ofthe
warrior and maleness, ofa rural environment, and of momentsin historywhich
are seenas the epitome ofstrength and empowerment through unity. This
particular versionofZulu identity hasbeen so rigorously pursuedby the various
agentsofpower since colonialtimes that it has infiltrated the thoughts and
feelings ofall South Africans andof the world at large. 'Zuluness' has become
the most self-consciously markedblack South African ethnic identity
(Mare,1992:68; Meintjes,1997:230). While it is a version whichhas certainly not
gone unchallenged, its power resides in its resonance with the experience of




"Me, I am a maskandi musician, the musicI play is maskanda. The way I play
my guitar, my way ofplaying is traditional maskanda - guitarpicking - this is
whatmakesme a maskandi - the way I play my guitar.
I wasbornand raisedat Mkhomazi. I still live there and not in Durban because
I am afarmer. My cows are there so I can't come to Durban. I have another
house in town awayfrom thefarm, in KwaMashu. Another smallfamily lives
there but it not my base. That is inMkhomazi. Mkhomazi is where I have my
biggestfamily and where I live on the land run by the chief I had other
brothers whopassed away, they left theirfamilies behind, so I am taking care of
those. I can't moveawayand leave them alone. They all live down there, my
motherandfamily is together there, everybody. That is where my great-grand
parents lived. I believe in my ancestors and that is howI am touchedby that
place.
Thepeople at home haveno water, no electric. They don't lead a life like those
in the town - they still lead a kindof "old life". I go home to Mkhomazi when I
need to relax and to getpeace ofmind It is good living at thefarm. Everything
has to be done at thefarms - rituals, traditions and customs, as you can see by
the skins that I am wearing aroundmy wrist. I feel a strong senseofmy
traditions and I believe very strongly that tradition is importantto my life. Even
ifI have to buy another place in the town, I am still committedto thefarm and
the wayoflife that we have there. Where I comefrom will always be my home.
I wantmy childrento knowthe way that I grew up, playing stickfighting,
takingthe cowsto the dip and milking them. I believe that my children must .
learnall that. They must knowthatway oflife so that it becomes part ofthem,
so that they love it so much that theywouldn't part with it to lead another kind
oflife. They mustgo to schoolandlearn other things, butfirst they must learn
the ways oftheirforefathers.
Tradition in thefarms is still the same. It doesn't changefor us. It is what
makesus to be whatwe are. Tradition is tradition. To me it is the way a child is
groomed, the waywe teach the childto be a person. A skin isput on the wrist
beforea child gets to six months. That isfor the child to be welcomedand
acceptedby the ancestors, and when he is old enough, like above twenty, weput
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another skin. Yes, when thepersonis an adult going to lookfor employment or
going to mixanotherlife weput thatotherskin. When theperson startsworking,
thefirst earnings are senthome, andthose earnings take care ofthefamily.
The children must learn these ways and howto behave amongst theirpeople.
There comes a time when a younggirl is told not to comehome afterfive
o'clock, and boys can do whatever theywant. And why? Because she is about to
become a woman and she must learn to do all the stuff that women get to do,
the home chores, cooking, takingcareofthefamily and not to move aroundwith
boys, bad boysespecially. She mustbeable to take careofherself. Ifchildren
had to lose the senseoftradition, it wouldbe because their parents had lost it.
So ifparentswant tofollow a particular trendoftradition, or a particular
mannerand routine, the children willgrowup knowingthat and understanding
that. Iftheydon't know where theycome from it is because theirparents don't
teach them.
Ifyou have tradition, youfollow the customs, thepractice oftradition and when
it is rootedand strongyou will beokay. If halfwayyou decide to leaveout
someofthe things thatyou have to do, thenyou will have a problemwherever
you go because your roots won't be asfirm as they are supposedto be - ifyou
shakeandgo with the change. But ifyou are rooted in the tradition and
customs then everything stayswith you wherever you go andyou won't have a
problem. The wayyou express yourselforpresent yourselfwill be whoyou are.
It is very important that everyone mustfirst knowwhothey are, where they
comefrom, before theyget to know all the different societies in SouthAfrica.
SouthAfrica haspeople whoare Shangane, Sotho, Zulu's. Ifeachand every of
those is taken care ofwith their tradition, where they comefrom, then it would
be easy to understand eachother.
One thing thatfascinates me a lot is the way thingsare in the city, like Jo 'burg,
you see white people who are married to blacks. Whose traditiondo theyfollow?
These children don't know where theycomefrom iftheirparents don't tell them.
It is different in the city, as with the izangoma'". The sangoma sometimes are
professional especially in the citywhere somepeopleget to be isangoma when
they are not meant to be, as opposed to thefarm where it is known who is
12 isangoma- diviner (plural- izangoma)
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supposed to be a sangoma. In thecityanybody can tellyou he is supposedto be
asangoma
People who don't know about tradition - it is up to themiftheywantto learn
especially when there arepeople like Welcome Nzimande. He tookon the
commitment that this music, maskanda, had to be spreadacross the country,
because anyone across the worldneeds to knowwherethey come from and who
they are. So tradition is there andthere arepeople who are makingsure that it
is there all the timeand that it isfollowed It is their duty to introduce that to
people who don't know where they come from, so that they understand where
theycome from. The traditional musician is telling people where they come
from, tellingthemabouttheir roots.
When I performI dress in Zulu traditional- "Vunula" (is to takeon all your
traditional attire) and thenpeople cansee that this is me and I am notfaking,
this is me. Just as much as I sing in the language, in Zulu, people understand
whatI am sayingthrough the language and throughthe way that I express
myselfandpresent myselfto them. I project the music through the attire. HowI
dress, howI sing, howI move, all this is Zulu. On my head is ngwasi;
iZimbatho, coversthe chestand the upperbodyand mine is made from a
leopards skin, the real thing, I bought it for R1800in December. Isineni - buck
skin (tail) round the waist; ivolo, the skin on the legs, and imbatata, the hand
made shoes, tyre sandals" on the feet.
Maskanda is the 'Number One' music at home. Whatever waypeople can move,
from oneplace to the next, theycome from the ruralareasand when they hear
that music they identify with thatmusic. Especially because there areparts
where I am singingaboutwhere 1come from as a singer, izibongo. And then a
personfrom that kindofplace, hestartssaying 'See - this is my home-boy that
is howhe identifyhimself. '
We learn maskandafrom eachother, but the mostpopular thing is ingoma
dance, that is whatthepeople at home knowbest. All the Zulupeople knowand
understand ingoma dance. It isjust the same all across the Zulu nation. The
only thing is when it has to be named, like I say there is isiChunu, isiShameni,
isiKhuze, isiBhaca. The dance from Umkomasi is mainly isiKhuze; but there is
13 The car-tyre sandalswhichPhuzekhemisiwears are similar to those
worn by ingomadancersofthe 1920's and 1930's.
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some isiBhacawhich isfrom nearPort Shepstone by the Umzimkulu/" But all
thosestyles are ingoma. WhatI know best is ingoma, so my musicreflects all
that. As I do it, I can do all that. Not like say mbaqangawhich is about disco
life, you know urbanjive. I comefrom the farm and maskandafits with the
musicand dance I know, ingoma. The sound ojmaskanda allowsme to express
my own way oflife. Maskanda allows you to dance the ingoma dance, the Zulu
dance, as opposedto mbaqangawhere you have to dance the modem dance.
Because music is an entertainingkindofthing so people need to listen as well
as watching. They correspondthe message that is expressed though dance as
wellas singing. I would never do aperformance without dancers. .
The musicI play is traditional, it is the same as before.1 keep the whole set up,
the whole form. I keep the sameflavour ofmaskanda, what only changes is the
dance routines in the music that I am doing because you can't do the same as
whoever else is doing maskanda. It is my own when it comes to dance otherwise
the rest is maskandaas it was. I was born undera maskandafamily, I have got
it in myfamily. Myfather played the guitar, all my brothershaveplayed the
guitar. We listened to Phuzeshukela on the radio and then we took tins to make
guitars, putting stringsand westartedplaying. The main influence was
Phuzeshukela. That is how I got theflair for guitarplaying. It was very much
from the radio, the style I play, notfrom live performance. I actuallymet
Phuzeshukela in 1979, when I wentto Johannesburg, but twoyears after that he
passed away. The things that Phuzeshukela sang about are verydifferent to
whatI sing about. I am mostly aboutpolitics. I commenton chieftainpolitics,
urban politics, but the music is the same, there is the same style or taste of
maskanda.
It is the old style, there is an ingoma dance with the drumming, a traditional
kind ofdancing which is very separate from the maskandi dancing but they take
that into maskanda - they take the traditionaldance into maskandabecause it is
similar. The only influence is the western instrumentsbut theyplay it and still
dance in the traditionalway. Everybodycan see that, that is ingoma. It is in the
music, so much so, that ifyou put a cassetteand whoeverknows how to, can do
the Zulu dance with that music. All thepeople in the band are maskandi because
theyplay the same music that I amplaying. I call them maskandiand they call
themselves maskandimusicians too becausethey only play maskanda musicwith
me, and the dancersare also calledmaskandi.
14 Umzimkulu River
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Originally maskanda it is connected to thefarms. People in thefarms identify
withthe maskandi, theysay, "This is traditional music, because it comesfrom
thefarms; it has a tradition from the farms." So ifthey are in town or wherever
and maskanda isplaying, they identify that with theirfarm.
I never play another kindofmusic. I picked up a guitarand maskanda cameto
befor me. I like toplay maskanda, and I feel that theyoung onesshouldalso
play maskanda. They shouldn'tloose direction intoplaying disco, kwaito and
whatever else. They shouldknow maskanda as the basisofwhatthey must learn
to do when it comes to music.
What givesme courage intoplayingmaskanda is when I traveloverseas. The
peopleout there theylikemaskanda so muchso I startedbelieving in what I am
doing. It is the right thingto do; togive it to thepeople whoneed it. I worked
witha lot ofgroups in Canada, andI recordedin Canada with manydifferent
groups playing maskanda. They were singingand backingme up and doing
everything a maskanda way.
When I started in themusic business I startedworking with the mbaqanga
groups in Johannesburg. I wasnotaperformer. I washelpingthem with
choreography, dancing; and 'Special Five' was oneofthe groups. During
breaks we wouldtake on these guitars andplay our ownmaskanda music. Until
onepromoterheardusplay and he said "No, you need to take this into a
recording studio", andhe talkedto the business menfrom 'Umkonto Records'
in Johannesburg. That was when everything startedto cometogether. We
formed 'Phuzekhemisi No Khetani'" and we recorded Sales came to 15000, the
second10000- the bestsellerwas Imbizo that soldover 100 000copies. The
recentInkunzi Ka Bejana 16 - Rhinos horn - has not beenreleasedyet. There is a
songon therewhere I ask is there a rhino, and theproducerswhen they heardit,
theysaid this is the Rhino's Bull! I said no there is no RhinoBull in Zuluyou
can rather call it therhino's horn, then it became the rhino's horn. A rhino is a
much powerfulanimal compared to any otheranimalthat I like , or cameto my
mindand I use it to make it soundstrong.
15 Khetani -Phuzekhemisi's latebrother
16 See appendix 6 A
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My songsare political commentary, I sing about things that are happening in
politics. I hada problemwith the minister Sibusiso Ndebele", whotold me not
to carryon singingaboutthe situation inpolitics in the country. But I still say
okay, I canget awaywith it and there aresongs in the CD that is aboutpolitics.
I am not mentioning parties; the onlyproblemthat became confrontational was
when I calledan MP's name in one ofthe songs. ThatcausedNdebele to come
and tell me to stop doingthat. Mypolitical commentary is about tellingpeople
stufflike, "Nowthat we have electedyou all topower, andyou are havingall
thefood and the moneythere is, andyou are thinkingall thepeople down there
is okay, which is not the case. You also needto come down and lookat the
people andsee howtheyare struggling!" What I havetried to highlight in my
songs is thatpoliticiansmustbe made aware ofthepeople on the ground,
saying that, "Nowthat we havevotedfor you - you promised us heaven and
earth - butnowyou are in a strongpositionyou no longercome down back to us
and to tell us whatyou aredoing. " These problems that I am singingabout,
they are real. I am livingon thefarm, where people go andfetch water
kilometres awayfrom where theylive and sometimes they have to hirecars to do
that; and ifthere is no car to go there, they have to struggle to get down there
tofetch the water. And this becomes worse whenI witness an elderlyperson
living by herself, not havinganyone to get her waterand to assisther with the
basicnecessities oflife. You onlynotice her by the white cloth that she will be
wavingaround. Then you realise that thisperson needshelp, and sometimes
you will neverknowuntilyou see them. That's whenyou go to her. That is a
majorproblem that we areexperiencing. The youngpeople have to leave their
families andcome to the cities to get employment. Sometimes you find now that
the verysameyoungpeople that aregoing to the cities, they will have children
and theycomeand dump thesechildren with the elderperson back home..And
nowthese children go to schooland it is aproblem stillfor the olderperson to
do thingsfor themselves. At the same timewhenthe children are backfrom
school, ifthey are tooyoung, theycan't go to the riverandfetch the waterand
by the time theyget backfrom schoolthe water isfinished at their home. The
traditional way oflivingis broken now, because nowifpeople are to be that
destitute - children comingfromschoolneedingfood - and there is no way that
they canget it because there are no necessities like water in the houses, then
that meansshe mustgo wherever she cangetfood because she can't manage by
herself.
17 The African National Congress Provincial leader in KwaZulu-Natal.
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It is a big problem, like for me, we buy in bulk because now there is no rain and
there is no way to grow something on the farm. Sometimes there is nobody to
bring the money. Some people have to go and work to earn money to buy food
for those at home, and then there is no-one there to take care ofthe young and
the old. That is what it all about and since now there is no employment it has
become much heavier. "
Phuzekhemisi in concert at the Durban city hall (1999).
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In this 'story' Phuzekhemisi constructs various 'spaces', as allegories which draw
partlyon the reality ofhis lived experience and partlyon the constructions ofan
imagined world. Within these 'spaces', andthroughthem, he appropriates
dialectically positioned notions ofruralandurban, tradition and modernity, and
hegemony andresistance, anduses them as the key paradigms throughwhicha
senseofindividual identity and a sense ofcommunity are constructed. These
notions occupy a centralpositionin the formulation of identity on an ethnic basis
(Erlmann,1991:5 ; Erlmann,1996a:97-99).
The main focus in this chapter is on the connection betweenthe images of
Zuluness referenced in the ethnic nationalist movement, and the images of
Zuluness whichare displayed in Phuzekhemisi's music. It must, however, be
noted that Phuzekhemisi's music and performance, like most popularcultural
performance styles, is full ofcontradictory images which contest different issues
at different levels. As Erlmann states, ''Popularperformance in South Africa has
enabled migrant workers, teachers and shopkeepers to expressat the sametime,
pan ethnic African nationalist ideology andZulu nationalism, and pride in status
as permanent urban citizens as wellas ruralnostalgia and horror at the evilsof
the city" (Erlmann,1991:4) (myemphasis).
Both King Goodwill Zwelethini andChiefMangosuthu Buthelezi relyheavily
on the reconstruction ofhistory andon the notion. of 'tradition' in order to
constructan imageofcontemporary Zuluidentity. The past is referenced and
claimed to provide authenticity for this image, and to providejustification for
their particular course ofaction. Without imputing an intention to Phuzekhemisi
and his fellow performers to servethe political ideals ofethnicnationalism, I do
howeverassert that the images displayed in the performance of their music and
dance are open to appropriation by suchoutside forces, Nevertheless, it must be
said that the images ofZuluidentity which are promotedby the ethnic nationalist
movement have been visibly displayed in a very public realm, and it is hard to
imagine that the performers are unaware ofthese public presentations ofZulu
identity.
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Phuzekhemisi's musiccan be 'unpacked' by beginning with the most visible
layers. The music aside, the most obvious displays ofZulu identity in his live
performance occur in the visualspectacle ofdress, dance and movement, and in
the 'recitative like' rapid speechofthe izibongo. Phuzekhemisi performs fully
adorned in traditionalattire" in a display whichborders on the regal; the genuine
leopard skinwhich he wears aroundhis shouldersgiveshim an elevatedstatus
and is reminiscent ofthe leopard skinworn by Buthelezi.
Ingoma dancing plays a dominant role in Phuzekhemisi'smusic and performance
style. Ingoma dancing is historically positionedas a performancepractice which
correlateswith the ''politicaleconomy oftribal animosity among migrant
workers" (Erlmann,1991 :102). While the particular styleof ingomaperformed
here, a mixtureof isikhuze and isilihaca, positions Phuzekhemisi in the southern
region ofKwaZuluNatal, ingoma dancing is marked generically as Zulu.
In "Nightsong", Veit Erlmann draws attention to the close associationbetween
ingoma and imagesofwar and rural life. He says of ingomadance:
"Their significance in isicathamiya is perhaps best assessed by a
comparisonwith the terms for related positions and roles in ingoma
dance troupes. As J. Clegghas observed, ingoma dance teams are
compared to oxen ploughspans (isipani) or war regiments (impi); team
leadersare often referredto as igoso (Wall-leader) or ifolosi (lead oxen).
....In a similar mix ofpastoral and military symbolism, intermediate
positions are called iphini (inferior officer), and isikhulu (elder), while the
rank and file dancersare giventitles such as isosha (soldier)or inkabi
(ox). Quite clearly, these titles recall the pre-colonialZulu kingdomand
its foundationofcattle and military organization"(Erlmann,1996:152).
The emphasis that Phuzekhemisi places on ingoma dancing as a mark ofZulu
identity is significant. "Long after thedestruction ofthe Zulu kingdomand when
independent Africanpower had becomea distant memory, these dances
18,Vunula' is the term used to describe dressing in 'traditional' attire.
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continued to resonate in the minds ofdockworkers, domestic servantsand
farmhands with the gloryofthe Zulu heritage" (Erlmann,1991:103). Through
ingoma dancing the audience is thusdrawn into a realmmarked by a rural space
and by the 'warrior' image ofZuluidentity which is reflected in the performance
of male prowess and discipline in the dance. The dances are physically demanding
and the dance troupe singsand dances in unison showcasing cohesionwithinthe
group.
However, the connection betweeningoma dance and a performance of
Phuzekhemisi's music runs muchdeeperthan visual display. The rhythmic
structureofPhuzekhemisi's music not only evokes ingomadancing, but
emphasises it thorough the explicit articulation ofthe beat. While in solo
performances ofmaskanda (like thoseofShiyani Ngcobo) the connection with
ingoma is made through an implicit rhythm, in Phuzekhemisi's band performance
the rhythmwhichmotivates the dance in clearlyarticulatedin the drums and
bass. The visualdisplay is reinforced by musicwhich 'captures' the audience in a
powerful sonic experience ofmilitary prowess, strength and unity. Furthermore,
the amplified sound adds impetus to the music,driving the experience ofhis
performance on to a level whichresonateswith the experience of an advancing
troupe ofZulu warriors.
Ingoma elicitsa strong responsefromthe Zulu community, and in concerts the
dancing is frequently punctuatedby effusive gestures from the audience, ululating
fromthe women and strong applause from the men", It articulates and
emphasises some ofthe most powerful aspects ofPhuzekhemisi's music.
The song 'Amagama Akho' on the album, , Imbizo'; epitomises the relationship
betweenPhuzekhemisi's musicandperformance style and ingoma dance. In this
song, he not onlyuses a strategyassociatedwith ingomadancing, namely,
19 At one ofPhuzekhemisi's concert in the Durban city hall, I was
standing with the securityguardwho following the ingoma routine, could not
containhis pleasure- "It makes me strong inside!" - was hisresponse.
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contestation of identity throughperformance, but he also asserts the image ofhis
identity as powerfuland 'authentic' by claiming ownership of ingoma. Ingoma is
thus recalled here as a markofZulu identity.
AMAGAMA AKHO (Track 11)





Chorus: Thin' ingoma asiyithathi amachansi
Thin' ingoma eyakithi eMkhomazi
Solo: Eyakithi eMkhomazi
Eyakithi eMkhomazi
Chorus: Thin' ingomaasiyithathi amachansi




Man you needto be careful ofwhat you say- we are from Mkhomazi.
What are you doingdemeaning and defaming us as the chief s subjects
(the chiefis referred to as a Blackbear)
We are fromMkhomazi
We come fromMkhomazi
We don't take any chances with ingoma
Ingoma comesfromMkhomazi - its ours
Our mothers' breast-fed it to us
Our father's gave it to us
Translation: MadodaKraai
The challenge expressed in this songcan be read as beingdirectedboth to those
fromwithinthe Zulu 'space' and to those from without. The message could be
read as a rebuke to those who have turned their hackson their ethnic identityand
who no longer observe the hierarchies and structuresbased on the concept ofan
inherited 'tradition'. It could alsobe read as giving a strong base to ethnic
sentiments and contesting any threat from outside the ranks ofZuluness. Like
Buthelezi and KingZwelethini, inthis song, Phuzekhemisi challenges those who
disregard or threaten Zuluethnicity. The imageof ingomaas having been
"breast-fed" to the peopleofMkhomazi, assures the audience of the
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'traditional' status ofPhuzekhemisi's performance style and is reminiscent of
Buthelezi's own performance style where he claims authenticity for his role as
leader, and an innate knowledge ofthe 'facts ofhistory', through the notion of
tradition as practice past down from generation to generation. It is worth
repeating the extract from Buthelezi's speech quoted earlier :
......I am not adding interpretation to historic events. I am tellingyou it as it
was. I trace my own ancestry backto the veryfounders ofKwaZulu. From my
mother's knee onwardsI grew up beingseeped (sic) in what it meant to be
Zulu and whatZuluness meantto a manand a woman (BS, 18.01.92/ (my
emphasis).
The inclusion of izibongo in maskanda is generally regarded as an one ofthe
defining features ofthe style, and it is through izibongo that maskanda is
characterised as Zulu. The izibongo sections in all ofPhuzekhemisi's songs are
similar. He observes what has come to be regarded as standard procedure,
identifying where he comes, the chiefofhis area, and the river he drinks from,
and in so doing positions the 'home space' in a rural environment confirming
''the patrilineal homestead as the ultimate emotional, spiritual, and social centre
ofgravity" (Erlmann,1996a:207).
In reference to Homi Bhabha's use of the term 'unhomely', Veit Erlmann states
that, "(U)nhomeliness is a condition in which the border between home and
world become confused, in which private and public become part ofeach other"
(Erlmann,1996:103). Applying the corollary to the notion ofhome, one sees the
idea ofhome operating on two levels reflected in Phuzekhemisi's story. 'Home'
is a concept which is used here not only to describe the domain ofdomesticity. It
also alludes to a private realm where Phuzekhemisi takes hold ofthe
inconsistencies in lived experience and re-orders them according to his own
system ofmeaning. He finds solace in the 'home' space through a sense of
belonging to, and being part of, a history which is understood as being part of
I Quoted in Mare, 1992: 66
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the present. Thus while the domestic realm may be in turmoil, 'home' is still be
seen as a coherent, stable space.
In his narrative, Phuzekhemisi also clearly situates 'home' within a rural space.
While he speaks ofhis obligation to his family and to his cattle, the real
connection with this rural space is made through hisrelationship to the past. It is
the images of the past, his ancestors and 'tradition' which mark a rural space
both as the locus ofhis individual identity, and ofhis perception of 'fundamental
Zuluness'. By positioning himself as a farmer with cattle, Phuzekhemisi asserts
a sense ofbelonging which defies the experience ofa fragmented society and
contests the authority ofwesternisation. Phuzekhemisi is, however, a part-time
farmer, and would perhaps be better described as a musician who owns cattle.
He acknowledges the dysfunctional status ofrural living and yet it is glorified in
his imagination.
While one may read this shaping ofidentity within the boundaries ofrurality as
an empowering claim to 'territory', it can also be read as being part ofa western
ideological construction of 'othemess'. According to a stereotypical image,
Africans have been defined as essentially rural people. It is common knowledge
that the ideological underpinnings ofapartheid relied on the notion of 'tnbal'
identity as fundamental to the existence ofAfrican people, and on the idea that
this could be best realised in a rural society. Through this notion, justification
was sought for a policy ofseparate development where 'Africans' were kept
outside the hub ofeconomic activity in the cities. From this we can see that the
meanings attached to the rural space are paradoxically positioned and the
allegory operates simultaneously as an image ofempowerment and as one of
submission to hegemonic domination.
The following two examples ofPhuzekhemisi's izibongo are from the songs
Sidlal 'uNPA on the album Ngo '49 and Imbizo OIl the album Imbizo,
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respectively. The recurring image of the mamba' 'flavours' his izibongo with a
politicalslant, and marks Phuzekhemisi's claim to excellence as a force to be
reckoned with in the politicalarena. The mamba serves as a metaphor for a
powerful and dangerous opponentand is often understood to refer to politicians.
Example 1.
Zasha mfana Phuzekhemisi madoda
Wayihlaba ngempela umajazi amnyama
Khona phansi lapho izalwa khona
Emfuleni engiwuphuzayo, ngiphuza
umaKhwawato khona Emkhomazi
Ngangilokhu ngibatshola kancane, bethi
bayayibamba imamba isemgodini
Ngathi musani ukuyidlokodla , bafana, imamba ngobo
izihilimaza. Ha! Kuphuka-ke lapho mfana
kaMgwazi lapho emabhesini. Thintitha lapho ke Mfana kaMkhize, uthule
uthi nya. Emkhomazi kaNyama Ha!
Here we go men, Phuzekhemisi
He reallyhit it withhisheavyblackcoat
Down there where he comes from.
The river that he drinks from, umaKwawatathere at Mkhomazi
I have been telling them littleby little, when they were trying to catch the
mambawhile in its hole.
I told them, stop pesteringit boys, because:it willhurt you badly. Ha!
Come up Maywazi's son with your bass
Brush it quiet now Mkhize's son, at Mkomazi by Nyama's,
(Sidlal 'uNPA : translation by Madoda Kraai)
2 The mamba is a highlyvenomous snake, generally regarded as
aggressive. Although it is found in the furnorth ofSouth Africa, it is commonly









Ngathi khayi bafana iyonilimaza uma ike yaphuma
Wo bhasobhansizwa ungami ngezansi
Isigayane lesi esizayosibuyisa amatshe
Oh you stabbed it
Phuzekhernisi and Khethani
Down at Mkomaas where you come from
DownatDurnisa
I told them, my brother, Khethani
That they willtouch the mamba inside its hole
I told them, and said, look boys, you will get hurt if the snake comes out
Watch out! Young man, don't stand below (the hole)
It is a dangerous object which comes from the rocks
(Imbizo : translation by Madoda Kraai )
In dealing with the problems facing contemporary Zulu society, Phuzekhernisi
frequently recalls in his lyrics, images ofthe past, and particularly a time which is
revered as the epitome ofZulu unity and strength. This, together with his critical
stance in opposition to national politics, draws Phuzekhernisi into the ethnic
nationalist camp. The title track ofthe album released in 1996, Ngo '49, is a
representative example. The song promotes the idea ofa unified Zulu nation as a
solution to the economic and social problems which dominate Zulu people's
lives.
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NGO '49 (Track 12)
ssh usu!!
Singalwa sodwakanjena yini wemaAfrica
Yini indaba ngiyanibuza wemaAfrica
Nanikuphi namadoda mhla sishaywa eSandlwana
Sisaywa abelungu heyiwemadoda?




Kwathi ngo 49, sashaywa amaNdiya
We sithwele kanzima heyiwemaAfrica
Can we really fight each other this way, why Africans,
I am asking what's the problem, Africans.
Where were you guys when we fought the whites at Isandlwana?
In '49 we confronted the Indians with our solidarity,
there were no organisations
I keep telling them little by little to stop pestering
(Translation: Madoda Kraai)
The ideas in this song are presented in couplets, with each couplet changing time
frame. The song begins in the present with a question, " Why are we fighting
each other Africans?" This reference to 'Africans' touches on both inter-ethnic
conflict and the idea ofdisunity amongst Zulu people. At this point the direction
ofthe address is ambiguous.
The second couplet is, however, directed more explicitly to Zulus through the
reference to lsandlwana. This battle, where the Zulus defeated the British, has
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been marked, both locally and abroad, and for many generations, as a moment
which epitomizes the very essence ofZuluness. The removal ofthis battle from
its overall context facilitates the use of Isandlwana as historical evidence for a
particular focus on Zulu identity. (It would not be unjustified to adopt a contrary
view of Isandlwana, and see it as the battle which determined British resolve to
destroy the Zulu empire. However, this has not been the case, and Isandlwana
continues to be remembered with pride by Zulus and with reverence and awe by
others.) Here it is used to give momentum and authority to a call for unity,
which at this stage ofthe song we must now read as Zulu unity.
The next couplet recalls the 1949 riots where Africans, who were mainly Zulus,
and Indians clashed in a weekend ofrioting. Indians residents, as landlords, bus
owners and shopkeepers in black squatter settlements outside Durban were
targeted as exploiters oftheir black, African neighbours. Africans perceived the
riots as a victory against oppression believing that they had liberated
Mkhumbane.
"lain Edwards has tried to make sense ofthe (Mkhumbane) riots as a key
moment in the development ofwhat he calls 'proletarian populism... a
growing belief in ethnic unity, chauvinism, and indeed "Zuluism".
(Edwards,1989: 7/ 12)..For Edwards, the:people ofMkhumbane were
able to come together effectively as blacks first and foremost,
systematically thrown up into the urban arena by their need for entering
the cash economy as never before and forced to make their way in an
environment ofexclusion and racist competition" (Morrell, 1996:121).
It is this very sentiment that Phuzekhemisi expresses here. Furthermore, the
circumstances surrounding these riots are mirrored in the lives ofmany people
today, and thus the power of the historical moment is reinforced by the lived
experience ofexploitation and marginalisation. TIle extensive squatter
settlements surrounding all ofDurban are familial' territory to Phuzekhemisi's
audience, and are a monument to a social structure which has discounted a large
proportion ofthe population. The power ofPhuzekhemisi's social commentary
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therefore lies in his ability to identify issues which are part and parcel of the lived
experience ofthe working class, black South African.
In the song Sidlal'uNPA, Phuzekhemisi touches on an issue whichis close to the
hearts ofmany individuals who have experienced a. sense ofpowerlessness in the
face ofauthority. Althoughhe focusses on corruption within the traffic
authorities(NPA), there is an underlying suggestion that he is beingintimidated
by those in power. Whist this songwas published in 1996, when the ANC had
taken over governanceofthe country, the anti-police sentimentsare reminiscent
ofpolice corruption during the apartheid era. Many ofPhuzekhemisi's fans are
older people who would empathise fully with the words" uyasigebenga
amapoyisa" (the police are thugs).
SIDLAL'UNPA (Track 13)
Nginezimoto kodwa ngithwele kanzima 2X
Ayangikhathaza amaphoyisa lena emgwageni 2X
Ukuhamba ukubona imoto yami boyibuseal eceleni
Bathi handbrake indicator awushaya amahazard
Sidlal' u NPA, uyasigebenya uNPA 2X
izigebengu uNPA
nguyobhadala kuze kubenini amaphoyisa
isigebenga mapoyisa
isigebenga maNPA
I've got cars but I am struggling
The police are bugging me on the road
You learn as you go, my car was pulled off on the side
They say handbrake, indicators and hazard
NPA is makingfools ofus they are thugs NPA
Until when will I be paying a bribe
They are thugs, the police
They are thugs, the NPA
(Translation: Madoda Kraai)
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Phuzekhemisi descnbes tradition as a way of life which is protected within a rural
setting. It is passed on through the generationsand is the way it has alwaysbeen.
Through tradition, relationships betweenindividuals and society are structured
and defined, and people learnacceptable and appropriate codes ofbehaviour.
Tradition and custom are thus seenas instrumental in the construction of identity
and functionas a source ofsecurity.
It is somewhat ironic, however, that while tradition is understood as a static, and
self-contained body ofpractice, the practices which are marked as 'traditional'
emerged at different moments in historyand are themselves a combinationof old
and new. This is particularly evident in the way Phuzekhemisi marks maskanda as
traditional. Maskanda is connected to the idea oftradition in some very
contradictoryways and Phuzekhemisi articulates some ofthe most strikingof
these contradictions in his narrative.
Maskandahas never been a static styleofmusicalperformance and does not
complywith Phuzekhemisi's ideaoftradition as prescribed rather than
transmuting practice. Furthermore, he marks traditionalmaskanda at a moment
when the style was radically transformed at the initiative ofa music industry.
Phuzekhemisi'scareer as a maskandamusicianwas motivated to a great extent
by the music industry. Hisrole model, Phuzeshukela, was ear-marked by the
industryto 're-invent' maskandain order to suit the perceived demands ofan
emergingconsumer market. Under the direction of the record industry, maskanda
performance was transformedfrom what had been primarily a solo style, to a
group performance,with drums, bass guitar, backing singers, and often the
concertina. Phuzekhemisi thus marks 'tradition' at a moment which is
characterisedby change. Furthermorehe identifiesthe source ofhis own
inspiration with a product that marks the process of industrialisation - the radio-
rather than with the experience of musical performancesby membersofhis rural
community.
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The relationship between Phuzekhemizi's music, the commercial objectives ofthe
record industry, and the image ofZulu identity represented by the Zulu ethnic
















Lo mhlaba uyathengwa ungaboni sihlelikuwona
Lo mhlaba uyathengwa ungaboni sihleli kuwona
Njalo nyonyako sikhokha imaliyamasimuendunene
Njalo nyonyako sikhokha imaliyamasimuendunene
Lo mhlaba uyathengwa ungaboni sihleli kuwona





Ungaboni ila kulo mhlaba siyawukhokhela
Njalo njeFJJiff.fih;J,~' imbizo
Ungaboni il,a kulo mhlabasiyawukhokhela
Njalo nje-ni kukhon' imbizo
Ungaboni ila kulo mhlaba siyawukhokhela
Sihlalesibizwa emakhosini
Ungaboni ila kulo mhlaba siyawukhokhela
Sihlalesibizwa phezulu
Sihlalesi/undoesikoleni
Ungaboni ila kulo mhlaba siyawukhokhela
Bathi kukhona imbizo
Ungaboni ila kulo mhlaba siyawukhokhela
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Translation:
We pay for this earth
Do you not see us living on it
Every year we pay moneyfor the fields to the chief
We pay for this earth
Do you not see us living on it
There are always gatherings
We are always being called by the chiefs
We are always being called from above
We read notices at the school
They tell us there is a gathering
Do you not see us living here - we pay for this earth
(Translation: Madoda Kraai)
The title of the song, "Imbizo", situates this song in rural Zulu practice. An
'imbizo' (calling the people together) is recognised in Zulu culture as a
'traditional' way ofresolvingproblems. However, this song also parades a
numberoffeatures which mark it as 'Zulu' in a superficially plausible way.
'Imbizo' is positioned as maskanda through the observance ofa structural
formulawhich is associated with maskanda style. Formal recognition is given to
the outward and most obvious defining features ofmaskanda, However, a closer
examination ofthe musicalprocedures which take place withinthis framework
reveals that manyofthe rich and intricate detailsthrough which the maskanda
aesthetic is realised have been simplified or omitted.
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Analysis ofthe structure of "Imbizo' :
INSTRUMENTAL INTRODUCTION guitar + concertina (B major)













CHORUS Chorus and solo part interact
and overlap
IZIBONGO instrumental backing with bass
clearlyarticulating the melody
sung by the chorus
SOLO SECTION as above with variation to
lyrics hi the last two phrases
CHORUS as above with variation to the
solo lyrics at the end
SHORT INSTRUMENTAL INTERLUDE confirming the melody sung by
the chorus
CHORUS as above - fade out at the end
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Instrumental introduction:
Maskanda characteristically begins with a short, rhythmically free, virtuosic
passage which is intended to prepare the audience for what is to come. The scale
is established through the articulation ofa melodic pattern which characterises
the song. In this song, Phuzekhemisi begins with a short, simple, descending,
melodic phrase on the guitar which begins on E, moves down to B (which is
repeated a number oftimes), and then descends to F#. He thus establishes the
key as B major, through the tonic, and fourth and fifth degree of the scale. The
guitar is then joined by the concertina with a slightly ornamented version ofthis
phrase. Thus while he uses the principle associated with maskanda, the diatonic
harmony, and the 'metred' melodic pattern gives his introduction a western
flavour.
Vocal Introduction:
Phuzekhemisi deviates from the standard structural format ofmaskanda with the
inclusion ofthis section in the song. It is important to note, however, that the
dominance ofthe choral part in this section is indicative ofwhat is to follow.
While this section begins in the 'call and response" style associated with Zulu
work songs, the chorus completes the section on its own. The relationship
between the voice parts, and the descending melodic lines are characteristic of
Zulu vocal music, giving this section a decidedly Zulu sound.
Instrumental Interlude:
This section not only serves as an introduction to the main body ofthe song, but
also provides the foundation for the rest ofthe song, continuing unrelentingly
from this point until the end. It begins with an ornamented version ofthe part
which is sung by the chorus, played on guitar. The guitar is then joined by the
concertina and drums. (On the recorded version a drum machine is used.)
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Solo Section.
In this section Phuzekhemisi mirrors the invocation in the words with a melody
which rises to the word 'imbizo', falling only on the second syllable. This phrase
is repeated and then answered with three statements ofthe next melodic idea.
The symmetry is maintained by a final statement (slightly varied) of the first
melodicphrase.
Chorus.




In this section there is tension between the solo part and the chorus. The chorus
is supported by a clearlyarticulated rhythmic pulse in the drumpart. Thus
strengthened, it contains and controls the solo part. As is clear from the diagram
both the chorus and the solo part make six statements. The section begins with a
balancedalternation between chorus and solo. However the last four statements
in the solo part are much shorter, and are heard as interjectionswhich make no
impressionon the regularityof the chorus part.
Izibongo.
In the lightof the preceding section the izibongo can be seen as somethingofa
contradiction. The brevityof this section is; however, an indicationthat it serves
primarilyto give the song the mark ofmaskanda.
As the diagram indicatesthe rest of the song is simplya repeat ofpreviously
heard material.
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This song articulates a strong callfor Zuluunity at various levels. It is common
practice for maskandi to clothetheir public commentary with ambiguity, and in
keeping withthis practicethe message in this song is multi-layered. While there
is an element of dissent in the words: "We pay for this earth. Do you not see us
living on it? Everyyear we pay moneyfor the fields to the chief', these words
also presenta challenge to those who contest the tnbal affiliations on whichZulu
ethnicnationalism depends.
While there might be somemeasure ofambiguity in the lyrics ofthis song, this is
dissipated through musical procedure. Furthermore, the musical procedures
associated with the commercialization of maskandaprovide the means through
whichstrong sentiments of Zulu unity are evoked. Both the chorus section, and a
clearlyarticulated rhythmin the drums were introduced as part ofthe
commercialisation process. The chorusoccupiesa centralposition in the song.
The melodic pattern sung by the chorus is heard from the first instrumental
sectionright through to the end ofthe song. It providesan inflexible and
uncompromising foundation for the song. Together with the support of the
drums it dominates and controls the musical ideas whichare presentedby the
solo voice. Furthermore, the drums and the ingoma dancing which is associated
with the rhythm, work in cooperationwith the chorus section, and together they
performunitywithinthe socialbody, markedhere as Zulu.
The detailed and interactive multi-vocality ofsolo maskandahas been simplified
in "Imbizo", Consequently, the expression of individual experience has been
replacedby broader, stereotypical statementsofZulu identitywhichare
frequently used to inciteethnic nationalist sentiment. Furthermore, "Imbizo" is
giventhe appearance ofmaskanda through the formalstructure, and it thus falls
easilyinto a category used by the record industryto mark it as 'Zulu', and as
'traditional'.
Phuzekhernisi's music reflectsa processofnegotiation in which identity is
constructed and asserted through the 'management' ofan available history.
"(T)he re-interpretation of tradition,ofselectedmaster metaphors, is the
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fundamental strategy the displaced, marginalised and powerless ofAfrica 's neo-
colonial societies mobilize in the service ofthe creation ofa positive self-identity"
(Erlmann,1996a:135). The process ofre-interpretation is shaped in ways which
inevitably reflect a hegemony which was very much part of the colonial ethic.
What is more, this colonial ethic was :firmly entrenched in South African power
structures when the Afrikaner nationalist government came into power, and in
turn informed many of the ideological paradigms which have motivated the
course taken by the Inkatha Freedom Party.
The audience to which Phuzekhemisi's music is primarily directed is Zulu. The
direction ofcommercial music towards specific ethnic groups is one of the many
legacies ofapartheid which remain within contemporary South African society.
The music industry and the SABC3are both burdened with a history in which the
construction ofethnically defined groups played a decisive role in shaping their
policy ofcategorising music according to the social groupings ofthe apartheid
era. Phuzekhemisi traces his musical lineage back to Phuzeshukela, and in so
doing, he marks his music and performance style with a formula for success
which takes full advantage ofethnic divisions in society. The signifiers of
difference within his music, serve not only as symbols ofZulu identity. They have
and continue to be eo-opted by the music industry and the SABC to feed a place
in the market which grew out of the divisions in society imposed by the apartheid
regime. As a public site ofcultural symbols, the music industry and the SABC,
were carefully monitored and controlled within the boundaries ofapartheid
ideology. Music was marketed and aired with a particular ethnic group in mind:
"You must appreciate different tastes - a Zulu can't groove on Shangaan
music....similarly I couldn't hear too much ofwhat is played on Radio Zulu being
right for playlisting in Springbok" (Billy Forrest ill Andersson,1981 :56).
3SABC - South African Broadcasting Corporation
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"Radio Bantu, as the collective services (in the major Africanlanguages)were
called, started operating on 1 January 1962, and within less than a decade it had
grown into one ofthe most powerfulradio stations on the Africancontinent"
(Erlmann,1996a:252). Radio Bantuhad two main objectives: to attract as many
listeners as possible, and to confirm apartheid ideology by "emphasising the
allegedcommunal nature ofblacksociety" (Erlmann,1996a:258). Commercial
maskanda, was suitably manipulated to serve both these objectives. The success
of Phuzekhemisi's musicalcareercan in manyrespects be attributed to the fact
that hismusic fulfilled the objectives both ofthe record industryand the SABC.
Phuzekhemisi has had considerable support from the influential SABC radio and
televisionannouncer, Bhodloza (Welcome) Nzimande.
"Five years ago, in 1993, a softly spoken Maskandi musiciancalled
Phuzekhemisi, whose real name is Johnson Zibikwakhe Mnyandu, entered
the local music scene aftermuch encouragement:from Welcome
BhodlozaNzimande, the station managerofUkhosi FM (formerlyknown
as Radio Zulu)" (Galloofficial biography ofPhuzekhemisi).
.Nzimande is widely recognised in the Zulu communityas a promoter of
'traditional Zulu' music, and particularly maskanda. He presents programmes on
television(Ezoduma)and radio. Through histributes to Nzimande in song",
Phuzekhemisi acknowledgesNzimande's status as one who not only reflects
publicopinionbut who also has a considerableamount ofinfluence over it.
Bhodloza's story :
"1was born nearRichmondin a very small rural place. My father was a
concertina player as were othermembers ofmyfamily. Some ofourfriends were
also concertina or guitarplayers. 1 alsoplayed a bit when1was veryyoung,
still at school. 1pursued my education even thoughsome wantedto go and work
411 WeBhodloza " on the albumNgo'49 (Track 15), and "Sidedele" on the
albumImbizo are both addressedto Bhodloza Nzimande.
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in the garden to earn some money and buy nice shirts and stuff But we did not
forget our styles when we moved around to the other neighbouring places; we
would compete, playing our instruments in the traditional styles. We grew up
like that, singing the traditional styles but going to school as well, getting the
western side as well as the traditional side.
When I was working as a teacher I was introduced to the urban type ofmusic,
but I had this background ofthe traditional as well. And when I came to the
SABC in 1978 on the first ofAugust, I eventually came across a traditional type
ofprogram and I said, "I think I can do something better here, because this is
the type ofmusic that I knewfrom when I was veryl young." I felt that I
understood the music better than most ofthe guys at the radio station. The
managers ofthe SABC at that time were white people and the announcers were
black guys who were mostly born in the urban areas. These.guys didn't know the
traditional music and so I had an advantage ofhaving a rural background. I
knew that the people who were in love with this music were so many, but they
didn't have any exposure. I said, "Let me be the person, like the messiah to this
type ofmusic. " I did it and it was a great success. In 1982 I declared the year
ofthe traditional music where for the first time we had some artists reaching the
gold status with sales over 25000. Those other announcers couldn't believe it!
Maskanda is very close to me. When I opened my eyes, when I started hearing,
I heard maskanda. The most strikingfeature for me is the message in maskanda.
Ifsomebody is talking or is doing something before a person who is maskandi,
the maskandi is able to just compose a song which describes exactly the action
ofthat person. Sometimes I even say, "Don't do something which is bad in front
ofa maskandi, something that you would regret. Because if it was done in front
ofa maskandi guy, he will compose a song and he will perform it andyou might
hear it on the air. When people say, "Oh so and so, is that you!" It is just like
that. Like Phuzeshukela, one ofthe maskandi, he talked about something that
happened in a certain family where the woman became in love with two guys of
the same mother. And he was advising that this is a wrong thing that you are
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doing, so and so - calling the name ofthe girl. "iou are making these people
quarrel. They are comingfrom the same mother; this is wrong". And the
names, they are mentioned.
Even political things. Oflate they sing ofthings they are not happy with, or
things that are happening in politics. But previously, in the apartheid times, it
was difficult for the black person to talk They were scared ofsaying things that
might mean they would be put intojail. They were scared ofmentioning
anything in the music in case the government heard that and know that you said
it. It would only be very secretly done, in a way that is hidden. Today they still
sing about the political things but.... there is a guy who says, "My uncle, come
back, lets talk. It doesn't mean that ifwe are in different denominations that we
should quarrel. " In essence they are not referring to denominations they are
referring to politicalparties.
During the time when we were about to be free from apartheid there were many
maskandipeople that sang aboutpolitics. It was not very hard at that time,
because everyone was talking about getting rid ofapartheid, "We wantfreedom,
everybody wants freedom." So the maskandi, they started singing about
freedom saying that there is no way that we can keep quiet about this when other
sections ofthe community are already talking about it.
Maskanda is very much Zulu music, although it just depends on the
developments that have taken place, because maybe previously I toldyou that it
got worked out very extensively on the mines. When we got these guitars now,
because they are not ofthe origin ofthe people, the concertina as well, it
depends because in the mines you can't say it is only Zulu that is there. You find
that Swazi andXhosa is also there. Xhosa's also play the concertina, but in the
tune ofthe Xhosa people and they do their own thing in their own way, but
perhaps it has not been exposed as we have exposed it here. As I am doing the
program, with the television as well, I call upon these guys on the side ofthe
Xhosa's and the Swazi's, "Come guys, come and do the work". Because I
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started it hereand I made it big, and I think that perhaps on television because I
reach a biggeraudience than in the radio. I call and they come, some ofthem
also appear and theyparticipate in the traditional trends.
I think the Zulupeople feel a great satisfactionwhen they hear maskandaon the
radio because it is their ownmusic, even though there areparts ofit that are
borrowedfrom western culture. Zulupeople are very creative. Although this
guitar doesn't belong to them, they tune it and sometimes they made their own
guitars with tins, imitatingwhat they see, imitating this guitar which originated
from overseas. Being creative, they make their own tunes to suit their styles.
They do it that way and when itplays, they know this is our thing, itsjust our
thing. Although the origin isfrom somewhere else we have modified it to be our
own thing.
The type ofguitarplaying and the izibongo, they can be identified as beingfrom
Zulu history before. It is importantfor maskandi to say who they are and where
they comefrom and who theirfather is and the chiefofthatplace, because they
want to popularise their place and themselves; to compete and have that sense
ofbelonging: I am doing it for mypeople. I am doing itfor myfather, and to
show offeven to the girls, that we are the rightpeople. IfI court a girl, or
propose love to a girl, I am the rightperson. Don't chose there, chose here.
And also to beproud ofwhere you comefrom, this is who I am. A sense of
competitionand belonging, that is what masaknda is.
Maskanda must have izibongo and the guitar as well. There are those that do
not have izibongo, like Sipho Mchunu ofJuluka. He doesn't have izibongo,
but it is still maskanda becauseofthe guitar and the way he plays. But there
are veryfew ofthose who do not have izibongo.
The instrumentation sometimes differs, sometimes they have got guitar,
concertina, violin. The others, that are not modern enough, isthontolo' and all
5 isithontolo - mouthresonated musical bow
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those, most ofthe maskanda's don't use them anymore. Because this type of
music that we play on the air now, it's a bit on the side ofthe sales now, on the
,
commercial side. These guys would like to live by playing this. As I said to them
in the beginning that if they are unemployed and they play this music they can
live by just playing this music. I had a vision that ifunemployment is growing
up, those people who are good at that, let them live by just having that there,
their music.
Maskanda makes you feel good. It is not simply fo r the individual; it is also for
the whole community. When people see me they recognize me because I present
this program on television and they say "Yes this is Bhodloza. We see you on
television; we don 't miss that programme; it is our programme." They identify
with that.
Because ofour history it is important to encourage this, especially when it
comes to the economy. It is important that we don 't order everything that we
have from overseas. We need to have some things that are home grown; things
that we are going to be proud ofand sell to other countries. During the time of
the apartheid most ofthe music that we used to love, came from overseas and
you wouldfind that on the radio station they would mostly play the overseas
artists. Our people would say, "No! why you playing this local thing, this
traditional? This means that we are not yet civilised You mustplay this English
type ofmusic from overseas." It is really not viablefor our country 's economy.
It is good that we develop most ofthe things that we can do for ourselves. Like
the Americans, they promoted their own products andyou find the money that is
got when you sell these things, is coming to America. There are people who are
still holding on to the things from overseas; we have not won the battle. We need
a proper awareness campaign, where people should be educated Not an
imposition type ofthing, but in order that in a long term we live by the things
that have been grown here in this country. We must make culture acceptable
and develop it in such a way that it becomes a good thing to know and people
want it all the time. Re-engineering is the way to go.
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Our own thing is very valuable out there and ifwe don 't take the initiative of
leadership in our own thing you find the other people will come and take it and
sell it outside and then they bring it back to us and they sell us our thing!
Traditional music is not only maskanda. You have that mbube; Solomon Linda
in the early fifties, he had a song which was called mbube. It went overseas
and they re-invented it, they called it "Wimowe ", and they sold it in SA. We
bought it, and it was our own making!
We play all different music at this station because we feel that people must know
what is happening all over the world. And our artists can gain some ideas from
this for composing; they can learn from these artists. Like kwaito, they
borrowed some ofthe trends from overseas, this rap, and they had their kwaito.
There is a way oflearning something as an artist. Ifyou don't hear anything
from other countries we will remain what we are and we won't learn from other
things that are happening all over and we are talking global village now.
As you know I am a man ofthe Africanrenaissance. I am an Africanist and I
have a beliefthat in order that you be competitive world wide, you better start
at home and showyour competitiveness andpower at home first, and then you
can go and compete elsewhere; 1still believe that renaissance is uniting the
people in this country so that whenever they go out they go out realising that
they belong to South Africa; they belong at home . I don't think that it would be
forgotten that I belong to the Zulu. We have to have our own common focus as a
nation ofSouth Africans, but we know our roots are not the same. Anybody
must keep their roots. It very difficult when you don't know who your father and
who your mother is. But we must go forward in diversity. We are united in
diversity, it is no problem. Now that there is this coalition government, you see
now when you go to any function ofthis coalition government, youfind that the
leaders ofthe ANC are there and the leaders ofthe IFP are there, together.
They are strategizing together and therefore the issue ofhaving the followers of
those people who are comingfor the ANC and the IFP planning to beat
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Inkatha or beatANC is diminishing. Infact it is reallymoving out ofstyle. If
there are those people who still believe in that, it meansthey are gaining
something out of it.
I am Zulu, but it should not be taken for a politicalparty. You can be ANC, a
Zulu; you canbe IFP, a Zulu. It shouldnot be that there are Zulusfor this
party, that's out. You are Zuluand it ends there; it doesn't have a tag ofa
politicalparty. Theywouldlove to have it that way. My choice ofpoliticalparty
is according to my choice as a person, not because I am a Zulu.
Tradition brings thepeople together. Thatwe used to do these things in this
way, we respect this wayfrom longago, from ourforefathers who brought us
up. This is the trend that we'vegot tofollow as the typeofpeople whowe are.
We also believe, some ofus, in the ancestors; that they are still looking at us
although they are dead. So these are the traditions which they left for us.
Traditions and customs, you have to abide with those traditions and customs
because we are those clansand we belongto a particulartribe and the like. So
they unitepeople, giving them a sense ofbelonging to the same tradition and
these thingsarepractisedwhen people gather together. You see in some areas,
you find that thepeople come to urban areasbut they still slaughterand the
people whohave been livingin theseareasfor a long time are startled. This is
something which goes with tradition and custom and there is nothingwecan do
about it. Tradition followsyou wherever you are, although there are those
people whonever tasted it because they stay in the urban areafrom dayone and
they are not used to traditions anyway. You find that those people are different
from us then.
Phuzekhemisi comesfrom the regionwhere I was born. He comesfrom sort of
South Coast. I amfrom Richmond but on the Umkomazi side and he comesfrom
Umkomazi this side; so the styles are more or less the same. I grew up in the
midstofthe maskandipeople, so whenPhuzekhemisi approached me, I
encouraged him. I also advisedhim on an ongoingbasis, that ifyou want to
compose a song that is going to have an impact, you needa strikingmessage - a
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message that is going to get through to the minds and hearts ofthe people. I
advised him in this way, and that is why he became so successful. In the end he .
came up with 'Imbizo', and he sang about politics but in a very hidden way. It
went into the hearts ofthe people, and they started talking about it. The lyrics
themselves were moving with the rhythm ofthe song in a proper way and that is
why it got into the townships. Everywhere people started singing about it.
People from the Sotho speaking stations told me that there was some requests
for that song even from the Sotho people who could not understand the
language. I have advised many maskandi, like mixing the guitar and the
concertina, that was my idea. When I started it, usually we had guys who were
just playing guitar and they did not mix these to have an ensemble ofthat type.
Some were trying the violin and the guitar and I said, "No, this doesn't click
Drop this violin one. A good mix would be the concertina, guitar and bass
guitar." And they went on and they did that, and right up to now they still do it.
I also went out my way to encourage the girls. "Take your place, girls. There
are songs that needyou. " That took about three years to catch on. That is how
it happened, my involvement in music became so great.
(Personal Interview, 1999)
The complex interactionbetweenthe political, social and economic imperatives
whichmotivate the production and dissemination ofcommercial maskandaare
revealed similarly in Nzimande's story and Phuzekhemisi'smusic. In each
instance 'tradition' emerges as an emotive concept though which the authenticity
ofa particular notion ofcontemporaryZulu identity is sought. Nzimande's
statement, "A sense ofcompetition and belonging, that is what maskanda is", is
a succinct descriptionofthe tensionwhich is inherent in the commercial
production ofmusicwhich carriesthe labelof 'tradition'. Nzimande characterises
maskanda through a discourseon tradition whichis dependant on the
polarizationofthe concepts of tradition and modernity, of urban and rural
experience, and Africanand western practices. Maskanda has, however, always
been characterisedby a combination ofpractices which can be sourced both in
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the past and in the present. It is, andlhas always been, a musicalstylewhich is
shapedby transition and change, andwhich therefore resists beingbound within a
I
I
static time, space or place. i
I
While Nzimande's statementsregarding the current relationship between the
ANe and the IFP suggests that he believesthat a more tolerant political
I
environment than that which has beenexperienced in the past is developing, he
clearlyrecognises the appropriation:Ofethic identityas a politicalstrategy.
I
The marginalised status ofZulu peo~le over the past century intensified the need
for identitymarkers through which1sense ofbelonging could be established.
I
Traditioneffectively :fu1fi11s this need, by engagingthe imagination in the
construction ofa 'home-space'. Th~ power ofPhuzekhemisi'smusicand
I
I
performance style lies in its capacityto evoke the experience ofbelonging. When
this experienceis givendefinition in'terms which coincidewith the rhetoric of





"Ex-Mkhumbane inhabitants often reminisce fondly about theplace oftheir
youth, to which they refernostalgically as 'Ezintabeni', literally 'on the hills'
(Dlamini,1998:27).
"The newglobal cultural economy has to be seenas a complex, overlapping,
disjunctive order" (Appadurai,1990:6).
In this chapter I explore two areaswhich can be broadly descnbed as Madala
Kunene's world and music, and Madala Kunene in 'world music'. Each 'area' is
shaped around a 'story' constructed out ofinterviews and my own research
encounters. Through these stories I hope to draw the reader closer to Madala
Kunene's own experience and to illuminate some o:fthe processes through which
meanings are attached to hismusic.
MadalaKunene's public image is that ofa maskandiwho had recently 'broken'
into the internationalmarket. According to reports in the press! and on the
Internet, his music appears to be indisputably positioned within the 'genre'.
However,hismusic is clearlya mixture ofstyles and hisconnectionwith
maskandaoccurs outside the framework ofcommonly understood boundaries of
maskanda performance.
Madala Kunene reveals a different view of 'tradition' to that expressed in the life
stories and music ofthe other two musicians discussedso far. Both Shiyani
Ngcobo and Phuzekhemisi connectthe notion oftradition to an idea of
1 See appendix4 A and B
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Zuluness as rooted in a rural 'space' , albeit for different reasons. Madala's
version of tradition is deeply entwined with his experience ofurban life.
Much of the discourse on South Africa and its peoples reflects an historical
obsession with the notionofracial, and more specifically, ethnic identity as
fundamental to people's perceptions of themselves and of others. Nevertheless,
the development ofa diverse blackurban South African culture bears testimony
to the growth ofa proletariancommunity which defies the fundamentalist notion
ofethnicity as the basis ofsocialstructures. Throughhismusic, Kunene
confrontsthe constructionofhis identity by outside forces, and in the process
presents a challenge to the idea that tradition is a static body ofpractice which
connectsall people ofZulu descent.
Madala's World and Music:
"It wasone day when I was a smallboy, I will neverforget it. No-one can ever
forget somethinglike that !
We were living at Mkhumbane at aplace called Jibhakhoti, there outside
Durban, not sofar, you could takea long walk to the centre ofDurban. That is
the place where I was born. We were all sorts living there at Mkhumbane; some
were teachers, like myfather, Themba Kunene. He was a teacher but he left us
whenI wasstill young and movedto Johannesburgto open a school in
Randfontein. Otherswere casualworkers, all sorts and Indians and Coloureds
too, but mostlyAfricans.
Those were different times. I wouldplay in the streets, marbles and those kind of
gamesand we wouldmake wire cars. We had no money so we made our own
things. I never went to school - I used tojust go some otherplace andplay with
the boys instead ofgoing to school. Sometimeswhenwe weresitting and people
weredrinking, myfather wouldplay his guitarfor us, my grandmother and my
brother, and then I wouldjust sit still and listen and then fall asleep. .MY father
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he brought music into our home because he was a guitarist. He was not playing
maskanda. No, his wastownship blues andjazz, his style was like thosefrom
Sophiatown. When he sang it wasAfrican music, but blues - like the American
music ofthe time. There was a guystaying near 0 urhouse, he was called Brush.
That guy, he wasfrom Zululand. He wasplaying maskanda.....but me I was
alwayshearing thefriends ofmyfather when they came to visit and sit down
and rehearse and sing very nice.....that music heplayed was verypopular in the
50's.
Then one day I say "Ay- I mustplay this guitar!" So ] made my own guitar. ]
take a tin, the one the oil come in, and open it up, and then shine up a plank and
thenput four strings, not three, just four one time, We used a kind ofwirefor
the strings, you knowthe one they usefor fishing. And then]play, and my
father was happy hejust said, "Oh ya". ] had grown up now, ] couldplay
nikabhenilike my older brother. We would go around now and earn money
playing on the street andpeople wouldthrow some coins to us. There was a
place known as EmaKhaladini, down there near Abrahams, wherewe used to
perform....we wouldcome back with mounds ofcoins and then walk home to
Jibhakhoti and share thepickings.
Ay, things changedfor us on that day.... they came , notjust one ... maybe
sixteen ofthem, withguns. The white guys carryingthe big gun with a knife in
front ...something likeyou have neverseen before, ] was scared And then came
the Saracen, like a big caterpillar and they put the chains this side and that side
and the house is moving..and all thefurniture it is inside.....you move and the
house is moving too. Theypulled the house down and we cried]just watched
it... that was where] was born... but today your house mustfall down...] can't
do anything, ] just watch it. And thenyou just sleep here on the ground and
when it rain......nowyou just can'tforget that, no its not easy toforget. "
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Mkhumbane developed on the outskirts ofDurban in the years preceding World
War II. Positioned on the peripheries ofDurban, but in relatively close proximity
to the hub of economic activity, it offered a home space to many people from
the rural areas ofKwaZulu-Natal who converged on the city in search ofwork.
The reconstitution of South African society through urbanisation was a natural
consequence ofa rapidly developing cash-based economy which depended on a
large labour force . Despite legislation which severely restricted the movement of
members of this labour force, communities had begun to emerge on the outskirts
ofmajor cities. These marginalised people who had previously lived in
communities which could easily be defined in terms ofethnic identity, began to
emerge as a constituted whole, united through common experience. In Madala
Kunene's early years, Mkhumbane was home with all the connotation of
belonging. He expresses no sense ofMkhumbane as a temporary place between
the city and the farm. Instead he sees himselfas deeply and fundamentally rooted
in the space embraced by Mkhurnbane. Even though Madala was very young on
that fateful day described in his 'story' , his experience and memory of
Mkhumbane have played an important role in shaping hismusical style.
Along with the different people who came to live in Mkhumbane, came many
contrasting experiences ofmusical performance. Existing scholarship on urban
township music in South Africa has identified the inter-relationship between
music brought into the couritry from outside by touring musicians and in the form
ofrecordings, and the pre-industrial musical forms which were part ofthe lives of
people already living in the country (Coplan,1985; Erlmann,1991, 1996a;
Ballantine,1993). The integration of various imported musical resources, such as
American Jazz, Ragtime and Blues with the song and dance forms ofpre-colonial
times produced a rich and diverse urban cultural heritage for musicians like
Madala Kunene. The community at Mkhumbane \\iere drawn together through
and around this heritage in a moment which is captured in Madala's memory and
referred to as 'tradition'. Madala's sense of ,tradition' and hisclaim to it, rests
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withinthe memoryofbelonging to and beingpart ofa structure which defiedthe
marginalised status afforded to people on racialand ethnic grounds. This
'tradition' incorporated practices whichaccommodated, and gave expressionto,
primaryconceptualcategories on which modernurban lifedepended. The
customs and rituals, such as the rite ofpassage, which had previously served to
position people within a community held together by a common history, were
replaced by practices whichmarked individual status in terms which were
relevant to an urban landscape. Nikabheni, looselytranslated as 'busking', was
one such practice. While it provideda source ofincome vital for many adults
who were unemployment, it was also a mark ofstatus for young boys who were
now in a position to contribute to the family coffers. "In the absence of
traditional institutionsand rites ofpassage marking the transition from boyhood
to adolescence, the nikabheni socialperformancepractice bad come to play an
important role in the livesofMkhumbane children" (Dlamini, 1998:47).
The name nikabheni reflects the process oftransformationwhich was taking
place withinAfricansociety: it combines the isiZuluword, nika meaning, 'to
give', with the English, 'a penny' - and thus bears the literal translation, 'give a
penny'. This busking tradition, and his father's performances, are at the core of
Madala Kunene's musical style. However the events which followed the
destruction ofthe Mkhumbane settlement in October of 1959, also had a marked
impact on the development ofhis style.
Not only were homes and belongings shattered and crushed in this act of
destruction, but so too was the spirit and soul ofthe community. Fragmentedand
compacted into inadequate housing structures with strangers, people were re-
settled in various demarcated areas away from the city centre. Madala's family
was relocated to KwaMashu three months after the destruction oftheir home.
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"After three months they camewith a big truck and they take twofamilies here
and twofamilies there andjust drive there all the waypast Durban North to
KwaMashu. Somefamilies were in G Section others in L section.... for me I no
longer knewwhere my neighbours from Mkhumbane werestaying. For the
government it was time to break the blackpeople up. It was theirplan because
they saw that we were gettingstrongand clever. Theygavefour families, four
rooms.. and we werefive in onefamily! Before that time my mother was selling
fruit and nowshe can't do that... you can't sell on the road, the police take
you....Apartheid! It was the main killer, the main killer!"
"The legislation of the 1950's, andthe official violence that implemented it, put
some ofthe final touches to the consolidation ofthe apartheid state"
(Ballantine,1993:7). Peoplelike Madala and his family, were pushed into a
vacuumin a dehumanising processwhichwas inevitably to take its toll on
performance practice. In the sixties Madaladevoted most ofhis time to his
other passion, soccer, playing guitaronlyon a casualbasisat wedding
celebrations and parties.
"I was not thinking ofmusicas a job, for full-time so I can have money. I was
sellingfruit andplaying soccer and only sometimeplay my guitar and rehearse
a bit. For music I was thinkingvery late ...it was only after I got shot in the leg
by thepolice.....we wereplaying cardson the street in town and they came ....
we ran... we werealwaysscared ofthepolice..and I got shot in the leg. Now I
was lucky the bulletjust wentstraight through. .. but I could not play soccer
anymore. In 1979 I met a guy calledDuze Mahlobo and wejust do music
straight. In 1981 I was in a band, "Songamasu" ; with 'Doc t Mthalane and
Muntu Mkhize and some otherguysplaying brass, The music weplayed was not
like I am doing now - weplayed kwela, mbaqanga and sometimes we imitate the
Beatles.. . 'Its Been a Hard Days Night'. That time, we also imitateda band
called "Osibisa" and sometimespeoplefrom America, and Earl Klug. Then
after only oneyear 'Doe' went back to Jo 'burg Q1!d the band wasfinished. From
this time I just started to compose my own songs. Then in 1985 I played with
sister Busi Mhlongo at Hotel California there in Florida Road...Iwas there with
my guitar doing one session in Bust's group, "Twasa", and the introduction for
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her songon Jewish harp. After thatshowI just do onesolo set by myself. It was
thefirst timefor me toplay on stage like this, andpeopleput moneyright there,
a donation for me. From here I got a showat the Hermitrestaurant and that is
when I thoughtofthe name, "Isanusi ,,2 . You know I am a sangoma; I have
done the trainingfor that; I knowhowto heal. For some songs the spiritsdrive
my music, like 'Abangoma' and 'Vumela baPhansi'. I used to open my set with
this song, calling the ancestors to be with us and let theperformance happen









Sangoma (calling the:attentionofthe sangoma)
Your student is sick
We need to slaughter the cub of lion
(thesangoma would refersto a goat as the 'cub
ofa lion'.)
Where are we to get it from?
Theancestors must provide
BhekiMkawayne' andNathi Kunene' expanded 0 11the meaning ofthis song as
follows:
"What is beingsaid here is this: You, our ancestors ifyou really wantus to
slaughter a goat, you mustprovide. We areprepared to do itfor you. We will
offer its life to you for you to take.
You see when we slaughter a goat, it is not us killing it; it is the"ancestors, they
take the life ofthe animalaway. That is why wefeel good whenwe do this
2Isanusi is alternative to the isiZulu term sangoma meaning, 'diviner'
3 BhekiMkawayne is a close friend ofMadlala Kunene. He is a successful
actor and playwright who performs locally and abroad.
4 Nathi Kunene is relatedto MadalaKumene. He is a localactor and
playwright.
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thing, because it means that the ancestors are with us. If it happensthat you
slaughtera goat and it does not make a sound, it means the ancestorsdid not
accept it. Weget excited if the animal screams because then it means the
ancestors are here even in myfamily when they slaughter a goat they say,
"Did it scream? Yes thereyou are; good, it waswell done" (personal
Interview, September,1999).
'Abangoma' is shapedas an intonation emulating the experience of a ritual
ceremony. Both the rhythmand themelodyare ahnost static. The melodymoves
by close intervals in a descending pattern which is incessantly repeated through
most ofthe song, being punctuated only by improvisatory outbursts fromthe
backing singers. By positioning himself, not as a commentatorofthe
event, but within it, Madalaenacts the ceremony, breaking down the
borderlines betweenthe imagination and reality, so that in the moment of
performance the music becomes theevent.
"Dreams ...play a significant role inthe livesof individuals whose loyaltyto the
ancestorreligionremains strong..... as Bengt Sundkler has asserted, it is at the
'dream levelof life' that a great many black South Africans ofvarying religious
orientations 'experience their deepest conflictsand somehowtry to come to
termswith them"'(Erlmann,1996a:301).
In the context ofMadala's life experience and 'world view', 'Abangoma' must
be read not only as the reconstruction ofan eventbut also as part ofa process
throughwhich Madalamakesmeaning ofhis life and constitutes a sense ofself
Throughthe dreamexperience, andits realisation in the song, Madala integrates
"the selfin the overarching entityofthe ancestral lineage" (Erlmann,1996a:302).
'Abangoma' does not simply reflect Madala's perception ofreality, it also
shapes it. Through the idea ofcontinuity with the past, he is able to claiman
identity which lived experience has deniedhim. It is in this sensethat the notion
oftradition is employed as an underlying strategy ofidentification in the face of
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social fragmentation. Madala connects himselfto the past through his beliefin
the ancestors, since kinship relationships and his sense ofcommunity havebeen
severely disrupted by the apartheid policyof 'divide and rule'. It is through
music that Madala is ableto create and experience:his life in a way other than
that whichis prescribed by outside forces.
Hisbeliefin 'the ancestors' isa veryimportant part of the way Madala seeshis
life and his music. Beforeeachconcert he burns incenseand calls on his
ancestors for approval. He associates the role of a musician with that ofa healer
andprophet. BhekiMkawayne remembers hearing the story whichreflectsthe
beliefthat musicians transmit messages fromthe ancestors. According to the
myth, people who had learnt to playthe guitarhad acquiredthe skillby sitting for
twentyfour hours on the graveof a musician. "And that is why it is believed that
ifyou are a musician, you are a prophet who has been sent by the ancestorsto
help heal the people throughmusic" (BhekiMkawayne, PersonalInterview,
September, 1999). The mood and 'spirit' ofeachperformance is thus not seen
as beingentirely in Madala's hands.
The soundsofMadala's childhood are in hismemory, as a subconscious musical
resource. Thesesounds inhabit a spacewhichis nostalgically remembered as a
havenfromthe outsideworld.
"Life was different in those times...and the music was different...! can only say..
It was nice. "
Madala associates a senseofbelonging with his early childhood at Mkhumbane,
and he marksthe practicesof that time as 'tradition'. It is these memories that
find expression in his music, and these memories which he regards as tradition.
Throughthis ideaoftradition, he connectshimselfto an ethic and a historywhich
isnot defined in terms ofZuluness, but rather in terms ofAfricaness.
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"It is right to call my music 'traditional' because this is my tradition. It is not
the tradition ofthe Zulunation. No, its theAfrican nation. I am a Zulu, because
I am bornhere. But this name Zulu, I don't knowwhere it comesfrom, because
a long time ago all thepeople here were called 'abablguni '. It is Zulu musicfor
people abroad, and may befor peoplehere, because they call me amaZulu... I
sing in Zulu, I am not singing in another language because I don't knowwhat
anotherlanguage is. "
In formulating his idea oftradition, Madala by-passes some of the most dominant
discourses on identity which have had a marked impact on his life. Through his
music he marks his own space in terms which confront, and in fact negate, the
ideological stance ofhis oppressors, simply by disregarding the categories on
which their ideology depends.
Furthermore, even though Madala began his musical career imitating a broad
spectrum of musical styles, he appears to have made a conscious decision to
develop his own musical style from resources within himself, rather than from
those which are publicly displayed though channels which are associated with
dominant discourses ofpower. His sources are predominantly found within his
own belief system, and within the oral traditions which he learnt as a young child.
The originality of Madala's music arises out ofhis own personal interpretation of
practices in the past and out ofhis refusal to assimilate or conform to any
particular stylistic trend. The idea therefore that his music can be described with
a 'style-defining' label like maskanda seems to contradict the essence ofhis
mUSIC.
The source ofMadala's music, its lineage, so to speak, is different to that of
Shiyani Ngcobo and Phuzekhemisi, The lyrics ofrnany ofhis songs can be traced
to a category ofZulu oral poetry called imilolozelo, a broad category of
children's songs, lullabies, games and nursery rhymes. Oral tradition is by nature
constantly changing in response to the circumstances in which it is transmitted. It
is a fluid practice which often embraces many versions of the same basic idea
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The versions ofchildren's rhymes which are incorporatedin Madala's musicare
layered with multiple meanings. He presents a series of imagesrather than a
sequential account of events. Through this, one gets the sense that he has
positioned himselfas an agent of the ancestors and that these free flowing
thoughts are the expression ofhis spiritual encounters. The format whichhe has
adopted in these songs confirms the aesthetic intention ofthe music. This
aesthetic intention is not to reflectreality but rather to ritualise realitythrough
musical performance. The lyrics in these songs are characteristically
idiosyncratic, with the juxtaposition of imageswhichappear like sporadic free
flowing thoughts rather than constructed argument.
Mala Gola Free (Track17) Translation and interpretationby BhekiMkawayne.
This song has three parts :









Martha got me free
Free diamond
Out goes she
Pudding (a substantial reward)
No ink (No school-work)
Dumpling (reward)
This rhyme has a similar turn ofphraseand rhythmic lilt to a rhyme which I sang
as a child growing up in a 'white' suburb ofDurban in the 1960's. The
intermingling ofchildren from the 'black' areas with those in the 'white' areas
was not uncommon sincemanyZuluchildrenaccompanied their mothers who
were employed as domestic servants, into the white suburbs.
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In the second section 'the set' changes. We are now in the home, probably in the




Respondbecause they are calling you
Your father and mother
You who are busy with biology
In these fewlines Madala captures the atmosphere of family life. Educationwas
not always reveredand children wereoften calledawayfrom their schoolwork to
see to choreswhichwerean essential part ofthe running ofthe household. When
parents called, children were expected to respond immediately. The reference to
biology as "metamorphosis" is also symbolic ofthe impact that education had on
these children. They learnt about things whichwere entirely foreign to their
parentsand in many respects werechanged in wayswhichtheir parentscould
never anticipate.
The third sectionpresentsyet another picture.
Isispokisaphukaamathambo
Bathi imelika bayikhomba ekhishini
Bathi hayi umuntuamnyama
Bathi hayi umuntu onsundu
Bathi hayi umuntu African
The skeletonhas broken its bones
They say the American is in the
kitchen
They say not a black man in the
kitchen
They say not a black man in the
kitchen
They say not an African in the kitchen
Here Madala comments on the position ofAfrican menwho worked in the
homesof the whitepeople. Manyofthese men who were employed in the white
suburbs took on some of the affectations oftheir employees, and were seen as
imitators ofwhat was broadly termed an 'American' identity. Theywore smart
hats and suits and parted their hair in a style similar to that ofthe American
dandies who toured the country in the 1950'swith 'song and dance' troupes.
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Thesepeople were called "amazinti deskatasin " (thosewho are exempt from
native laws). Theyhad special permits whichallowed themto walk the streets of
the town, even after hours, and theycouldbuy liquorfor their employees. These
peoplepostured a status whichset them apart from other Africans, and the
children sawthem as superior.
"Ifyourfather wasone ofthosepeople, you wouldbefamous and all the kids
wouldsay...hisfather is exempted Butyou didn't knowwhat exemptedmeant.. .
you wouldjust see him with the English paper and that kind ofgroove on the
hair... not anybody couldpart their hair. It wasa sign ofthose exempted
people. " (PersonalInterview, NathiKunene, 1999)
'Mata GotaFree' reflects the fragmentation experienced by blackSouth Africans
throughthe juxtaposition ofthree frames imaging three separate events. These
frames, however, are connected bya common'story' - the story of a society in
transformation, whereold and new(past and present) interact in a process of
reconstruction. SimonFritharguesthat identity is "mobile, a process not a thing,
a becoming and not a being"(Frith in Halland DuGay, 1996:109). This
perception ofidentity is most evident when there are marked shifts in the
fundamental structures of socialgroups. This song expresses the experience of
identity in process. It speaksofthe development ofan urban African identity,
shaped by changing circumstances - employment, pass-laws and movement
between'white' and 'black' areas.
Madala has forged a musical style which resists categorisationin terms which
havebeenconstructedby dominant political, social and economic discourses. He
presentsan alternative image ofreality whichconfronts the urban/rural
dichotomy whichhas informed much ofthese discourses, and imaginatively
constructsa place for the urban African whichrefutesthe stereotypical images of
identity whichare so often used to justifythe actions and agendas ofmainstream
power constructs.
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In 1994, Madala's career took a different turn.
"Iwas performingat a club in Durban, called 'Africa Jam'. One night, just
when 1wasfinishing the set, playingthe last song, 'l'vfata GotaFree', theseguys
from London came in. That waswhen 1was introduced to RobertTrunzand
Airto Moreira andJose Neto. Robert liked my music; and laterSipho Gumede
came to me and said, "Robertwants to listen toyour music. " So 1went to the
SABCandjust recordthree tracks to send to London. "
RobertTrunz is the founder ofa British based recordingcompany, M.E.L.T.
2000 - Music,Energyand Loud Truth'. He has been. involved in the music
industry for a number of decades. Trunz playeda considerable role in building
the British speakercompany, B&W, whichhe expanded to include B&W Music.
M.E.L.T 2000 is the labelwhichhas emerged out ofB&W Music, being created
by Trunz whenhe decided to branch out on his own. M.E.L.T. 2000 focusses on
the productionof music for the 'world music' category. As its name suggests,
thiscompany's main focus is on collaborative projects: "MELT 2000 is all about
melting stylesand talents". (Robert Trunz, Internet Article")
Madala Kunene's first recordingon an international labelwas motivatedby his
meeting with Robert Trunz. ThisCD was a compilation ofSouth African music
called FreedomCountdown, recordedunder the B&W label. Madalahas
subsequently been involved in a number ofrecordingprojects for M.E.L.T.2000,
most ofwhichinvolve collaboration with artists from all over the world.
It is at this point that I come to myown 'story'.
5See appendix 1 A, B, C.
6 See Appendix 4 E.
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At the beginning ofApril thisyear (1999) I had the opportunity to add some
ratherdifferentpictures to myportfolio ofMadala Kunene. A group ofSouth
Africanmusicians had been gathered together to work on some tracksfor a new
ME.I. T.2000 release. Each dayfor nearly threeweeks musiciansfrom the
greater Durban area embarkedonajourney ofapproximately 150 kilometres
into the KwaZulu-Natal midlands toafarmjust outside Fort Nottingham..Mabi
Thobejane , a percussionist mostoften associatedwith the bandAmampondo,
had come down from Gautengfor the project and was staying withMadalafor
its duration. In orderto offer some relieffrom their rather tedious travel
arrangements I agreedtofetch Madala and Mabifrom Madala's home in
Hillary, just outside Durban. Ourstop over at the smallfarming town called
Nottingham Road, for some chillirelish andfruit for lunch, seemedto cause
something ofa stir. In retrospect we must have beenquite an unusualparty,
particularly Mabi, who is clearlyno Zulu! With his Cossack-style pseudofur
hat, T-shirt, sarongand seedpods tied around his ankles, Mabi waspropelled
aroundthe shop eitherby an excess ofenergyor the idea ofchilli-relish.
The farm, .tucked in valleyblanketed with crisp cleanair and graced with
thoroughbred horses, provided a glaringcontrastto the smog and refuse which
are the by-products ofhigh density living in the city. Despite the longjourney,
the musicians, eagerfor progress, settled down to work soon after their arrival.
A studio, equippedwithsophisticated, and no doubt extremelyexpensive
recording equipment had beensetup in a barn which I was told was the original
site ofFort Nottingham. True or not, it certainlyhad the air ofa colonialrelic.
The recording was in the handsofChris Lewis, an experienced sound engineer
from the UK who, althoughafreelance engineer, works almostexclusivelyfor
ME.L. T. In a very relaxedandfriendly atmosphere (goodfor creativity), the
dayswork beganwitha discussion ofthe trackswhich had beenrecordedin the
previous session. Chrisspoke aboutsome problems that he had with the rhythm
on one ofthe cuts. He tried to explain how he sawthe endproduct - the
possibilityofaddingin a saxophone. He neededthem to 'make space' for the
possibilityofa riff. This wasnot an easy song to work with and theypractised it
overand over again, eventually breakingfor af ew momentsrelief The
drummer burst out ofthe barn -"I can't get it ! Theparts don't mix". In the
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transition between sections ofthesongthe drummer had to execute a complete
change ofrhythmic pulse without interrupting theflow ofthe music.
After the breather they managed toget it down on tape, although 'Sibu' was
still muttering to himselfas theyplayedthe trackback Theycontinuedworking
on two othernumbers. Each take consisted ofan entire run through ofeach
songwith discussion in-between, except ofcourse on the odd occasion, when
someone froze in response to an obvious mistake.
Work continued untilabout2 0 'clock by which time everyone wasdesperate
bothfor food and a smoke! Time for the chilli- relishMabi!!
The farm handswere preparingto innoculate some ofthe horses, and lunch was
sporadically punctuatedwith a parade ofscreeching stallionsand anxious
mares. Some ofthefarm hands tookthe opportunity to chat with the musicians
and sharesome lunch. ....
"The problem with that song is that it says that the government must sort out the
crime. "
'Ta I am not sure if we wantto make it a political thing - and things are
changing- everybody isfed up. I mean before - you see someone doing
something - youjust turn away. Now we are sick ofit. No-one isjust going to
just watch anymore. Ifpeople seeyou comingwith trouble they'll say - 'Hey
what you doing ? '"
Mabi called to me acrossthe courtyard, "Kathryn did you get a picture ofme
when we were playing inside? You must take one here in the sunshine, me and
Madala. "
Chris and I sat down on the grass with my recorder and his cell-phone to
discuss theproject, the music industry and AIELT2000.
Kathryn:
Chris:
What is your experience ofSouthAfrican music?
Myfirst encounter with SouthAfrican musicwas in 1996. I came
down to do an intensive two weekrecording session at Downtown








whatwould happen. There were some Cubans there as well. What
we do is give the rawtracks to youngpeople to re-mix, so that it
gets into a whole newmarket. We want to spread the word really
because then, hopefully, people buy that and then get interested
in the originalthingand buy that as well. We have got loads of
recordings oftraditional stuff, like the Transkei stuff... its totally
traditional, totallypure. I am going to be mixing some time this
year, here in Durban, this Transkei stuffand some other bits with
afew over-dubs done by the guys themselves.
What is the idea behindyour projects here in South Africa?
Thewholepoint ofbeing here is, not to exploit the musicians,
that is for sure. It is to spread the word and to get the musicout
there. We are veryconsciousoftrying to sell, notjust in South
Africa. but world- wide. It is importantfor these musicianslike
Busi (Mhlongo) and Madala to have theirprofile raised so that
they can, for a start, make a living, but also get known, get out
thereandperform, pull in good audiences.
Doyou feel that these collaborations are worthwhile?
These collaborations work well because most music has African
roots anyway. Africa is known for certain types ofguitar sounds,
and a lot ofpeople.arefamiliar with it because ofPaul Simon.
He opened up the world's ears to South African music.
Whatareyourfeelings about Madala's title "King ofZulu
Guitar"?
Madala is the kingofZulu guitarplaying. He isprobably the
best, or one ofthe best guitarplayers; ... best is hard to say, but
he is a renowned guitarplayerfrom Zululand, and he also comes
from quite a highfamily as well. So does Busi. They are both
closelyconnected to the upperechelonsofZulu society. Busi is
connectedto royalty. Tribal things have been a problem in South








tribes, to get them tofight. But it is important to keepyour
identity.
How doyou market Madala's music and these collaboration
albums?
Well, youfind channels ofpeople who are interested in music
from aroundtheworld It is quite a big effort when you release a
CD. You haveto have a whole campaign. You havegot to havea
goodpublicitycompany... one that is good with music. You have
to contactthe TVandthe radio and keep thepressure up. Radio
producers and Dd'sare very powerfulpeople ... they hold the
door to thepublic. So they can makeor breakyou to a certain
extent, so you have to be nice to them! There is a lot of
compromising in trying to sell music.
Doyou think the label 'maskanda' which has beenattachedto
Madala'smusic is one such compromise?
Musicians aresuspicious aboutlabels. You don't want to be
restricted by the style because ifyou sayyou are a maskanda
musician andyouplay in a waythat is not traditionally
acceptable, people are going to criticise youfor playing
maskanda badly, orwrongly. Labelsare sort ofset in stoneso if
youplay differently you are wrong. Musicians who earn their
moneyby music, asopposedto traditional musicians... haveto be
free ofcategories in a way.. Todrawfrom soundsfrom all over
to get closerto what they hear in their head
Can you explain whathappens between thisprocess hereand the
final release?
Well, hereI am a sort ofpart produceras wellas engineer, so my
job is to makesure that its... well the musicians look to me to say
yes or no, because it is hardwhen you areplaying musicto be
detached I willbedoing thefinal mix on my own.in England..
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there will be more work in England. As the engineer, I am
concerned with the wholepicture, unifyingthesound It is like
painting apicture. Presumably the musicians wouldn't workwith
you ifthey didn't trustyou. Madala is verykeen that I usesome
keyboard and other things .. he is verymuch open to the idea of
me recording over-dubs because he has heardwhatpeople do
there and he likesit. And that is in the budget. There are a lot of
people involved atevery levelofa project like this. It is insane
whatwe are doing here, but it has workedout very well.
The final songrecordedthatdayhad a mixture ofZulu and English lyrics. Two
singers hadjoined theproject to sing the chorus; although theywerehopingto
get Busi Mhlongo to sing in thefinal version. They put thissongdown with a
short introductory sectionon acoustic guitar, reminiscent ofMadala 's solostyle
with its shortdescending melody enrichedby apoly-vocalaccompaniment with
close harmonies. The subtle alterations to the shapeofthe melodyrestrained the
melody within welldefinedboundaries which were maintained throughout the
piece, even when the other instrumentsjoined in. Thissongseemedto workwell
and it did not take too long to complete the dayswork.
At about5.30, witha sharpchillfalling in the mist, wegatheredourselves
togetherfor thejourney home. Mabi and Madala were relieved that on this
occasion theycouldgo straight home, ratherthan catcha lift in the combi with
the othermusicians whoall had to be dropped offat different points around
Durban. Madala lay back in his seatand was asleepbefore too long, butMabi,
onlyslightlysubduedby the day's work, disappeared intohis 'rhythm-world',
tapping on the backofmy seataswe drove home.
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The bam which was converted into a studio on the farm at Fort
Nottingham.
I
Chris Lewis behind the computer monitoring the recording
process.
148
Madala Kunene during the recording
session.
Mabi Thobejane during the
recording session.
149
Madala and Mabi relaxing during the lunch break.
Sibu' (the drummer) getting some advice from Baba and Mabi
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Embeddedwithin the process of 'world music' production are a numberof
conflicting and paradoxically positioned ideas and motives. Much ofthe
academic discourse on world musichas focussed on the exploitative nature of
such ventures, and indeed manyofChris Lewis's commentsjar one's sensibility
with the realisationthat colonialideologyremains deeply entrenched and
intertwinedwith the languageof identityformation and systems ofmeaning-
making, even within the most well-intentioned and 'liberal' oftbinkers.
There is an inherent disjuncturebetween the aesthetic which drives the
production ofworld musicandthe aesthetic which is behindthe creative
expression ofmusicians like Madala Kunene. The production of 'world' music
involvesa series ofprocesses, and the musiciansare only one part of this
process.
During the recording sessionsat Nottingham Road, Sibusiso Motaunge (bass),
Sibongiseni Mndima (drums), Mabi Thobejane, (percussion), Baba Mokeona
(guitar) and Madala Kunene (guitar and vocals), and two backing singers came
together to work on ten cuts for an album, consisting of five numbers composed
by Madala and five by Baba. It was clear, however, that the original musical
ideas ofeach ofthese musicians were simply a starting point for this part of the
process. The music was worked on and transformed throughout the recording
process, with a number of 'takes' at various points along the way. The D.A.T.
recordings, the material product ofthis venture, were the result ofcollaboration
between all the musicians, and the engineer/producer, Chris Lewis. Chris's input
was concerned primarilywith the 'shape' ofthe music, while the musicians
worked the musical ideas. Chris's unimposing manner gave the musicians the
opportunity to work through their ideas without being pressurized to produce
any particular sound or style.
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"If I had to work with someone else, it may have been different. But I knew to
work there at Nottingham Road with Chris the professional engineer would be
good. I was happyfor that. "
However, all ofthe musicians were aware of the intention to produce a
commercial album, and the musical ideas were modified to suit this overall
objective.
The next step in this process involves the complete dislocation ofthe music from
its source, as the mixing process and further over-dubs were to take place in the
UK, with Chris Lewis providing the link between the stages. His role, and indeed
the role ofany engineer in projects ofthis nature, is extremely important. In
many respects he 're-composes' the music as he puts the various tracks together.
The music now takes on a new identity.
A further disjuncture occurs at the level ofmeaning making. The idea that
projects of this nature are motivated by the desire to broaden people's experience
may be in substantial conflict with the desire to create a product which will
generate profit. The intention expressed by Lewis, to 'spread the word' ,
reminiscent ofthe religious rhetoric ofmissionaries who also shaped a large
portion ofSouth Africa's music, invites the question: "Whose word is M.E.L.T.
2000 spreading here and why?" There can beno doubt that collaborative
projects have boosted the careers ofmany South African artists. Certainly, as
Lewis points out, Paul Simon's Graceland gave Ladysmith Black Mambazo
unprecedented international exposure and can thus be seen as having boosted
international interest in South African music generally. ''Numerous international
releases of South African music not mediated by Simon, or any other Western
artists have followed Graceland" (Meintjes,1990: 62). In this sense,
collaborations can be viewed as a means to an end rather than an end in
themselves. They provide an opportunity for musicians who are positioned
outside the mainstream to gain entry to mainstream markets in the hope that they
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will eventually be in a position to make a:firm claim to their 'space' in more
assertive and substantial ways. However, for so long as these projects are
marketed as representative ofthe creative expression ofmusicians there exists a
gross disjuncture between the aesthetic ideas of the musicians, and that of the
industry. "Keil has argued for a dialectical relation in the appropriation ofBlack
music by the dominant market" (Meintjes,1990:67). While it has contnbuted to
the "revitalisation ofBlack music" it has also been motivated by the need to
maintain the relationship between dominant and oppressed, through
stereotypical representations ofBlack identity which emerge as a "discourse of
consensus and (imagined) consolidation, containing its identity in stereotypes"
(ibid).
The essence ofMadala Kunene's music is one ofresistance. His challenge takes
shape in the form ofa complete denial of the imposed forms ofdominant power
structures, and yet here in collaborative projects such as these, his music is drawn
into and becomes part of the dominant discourse. His individual identity is
subsumed as a result of the inevitable compromise that arises out ofthe need to
'educate' potential consumers on their own terms. This process bears an uncanny
resemblance to the process ofcolonisation which marked and shaped the social,
economic and political history of South Africa. "What is crucial here is a view of
world music industrialisation that views power relations as shaping forces in the
production ofmusical styles and icons ofcultural identity" (Feld, 1994:260).
Madala Kunene has been involved in various 'world music' projects under the
M.E.L.T. 2000 label. Two CD's which are peculiarly his are the solo album
King ofZulu Guitar Voll, and Kon'Ko Man, in which Madala Kunene is backed
by musicians from South Africa, Brazil and England.
The King ofZulu Guitar Vol 1 was recorded at a farm near Ndwedwe
approximately fifty kilometres north ofDurban, and was released in 1995. It is
reasonable to assume that the sleeve notes accompanying this CD are intended
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to establish the authenticity both of Madala's music and ofthe recording. In the
sleeve notes' the authenticity ofMadala 's music is sought, not through an
explanation of the music, but through positioning him as an authentic Zulu
according to the stereotypical image of Zulus as warriors:
"Madala is self taught and lives in one ofthe many South African
townships on the periphery ofDurban, Natal - once the homeland of
one of the most feared and proud warriors, the Zulus. Those who
read or watch the news will have noticed the on-going violent clashes
between the still-fighting factions ofdifferent political views" (Liner
notes, King ofZulu Guitar, Vol. 1).
Through the words "still fighting", the reader is invited to make a bizarre
connection between the Zulu warriors ofold and contemporary township
violence. This connection feeds directly into the long- indulged notion that Zulu
people are inherently war-like.
The authenticity ofthe recording issought by renouncing apartheid and
oppression, by alluding to notions ofBlack empowerment, and by situating the
recording process, not in a studio, but on a ''farm in the KwaZulu-Natal
hinterland" (ibid). The appropriation ofa rural space completely by-passes
Madala's lived experience in an urban environment, and positions him within the
realm ofZulu'tradition' as it is most commonly perceived. The denial ofa black
urban proletariat associated with colonial and apartheid ideology surfaces in this
sort of representation ofMadala's musical style.
The juxtaposition offact and fantasy is used in this representation ofMadala's
music to persuade the audience by allusion, rather than assertion, that this
7 These liner notes are published on the Internet - see appendix 4 D.
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recording captures a rare moment and offers an exotic and intimate experience of
the world ofa musician who is the suprememaster ofa style identified here as
'Zulu guitar'. It is as a Zulu guitarist that Madalafinds himselfassociated with
maskanda.
In an article entitled"Chakide - The Teller ofSecrets : Space, Song and Story in
Zulu MaskandaPerformance", CarolMuller says, '''Zulu guitar' refers to a
particularkind ofguitar tuning andperformance style that is practised by
traditionalmusicians in KwaZuluNatal. It has been discussed in detail by Nollene
Davies in.... A Study ofGuitar Styles in Zulu Maskanda Music (1992)"
(Muller,1995:129). Madala's music, however, does not follow the musical
procedures referred to here by Muller. MELT 2000's use of the description
'Zulu guitar' must therefore be understood as referring to Madala's ethnic
identityrather than his musicalstyle. In the international arena the notion of
Zulunessin closelylinkedto the idea oftradition, where tradition is diametrically
opposed to that which is modem. This is substantiatedby the contrived
positioning ofthe music in the heart ofrural KwaZulu-Natal.
Kon'ko ManS is marketed as Madala's first solo project with MELT 2000; lie
composed all but two ofthe songs on this album. The songs are presented ina
form which is the result ofcollaborative work between all the participating
musicians and the producers - Robert Trunz , Pops Mohammed (South African
musician), and Airto Moreira - a Brazilian percussionist also signed to MELT.
Once again the focus is on Madala's Zulu identity, albeit in 'diluted' form. The
re-working ofthe original title "Qom-Qomane" to the westernised Kon'Ko
Man reflects the ethos ofthis production. The song "Qom-Qomane" (Track 18),
is essentially a play on the soundofZulu words with very little importance
attached to their meaning. In this sense this song feeds into the international
market with a strong rhythmic drive accentuated by the articulationofwords
SSee appendix4 C
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which sound exotic to an international audience. It is somewhat ironic that the
clicks in the Zulu language (a well recognized point offascination) which are
frequently heard throughout this song are purposefully omitted from the title.
A direct connection is made between Madala's music and maskanda in an article
entitled 'The Roots ofMaskanda' published on the M.E.L.T. 2000 Internet site!
"Several M.E.L.T. 2000 artists - Madala Kunene, Skeleton, Shiyani
Ngcobo and most unusually, a woman, Busi Mhlongo - are masterful
exponents ofmaskanda."
On the Internet site the description ofMadala as an "exponent ofmaskanda" is
superimposed (over-dubbed) on an article entitled "The Roots of this Zulu Folk
Music" by Sazi Dlamini", Dlamini says, "As a social class, maskanda musicians
have not embraced western values, have always sought to uphold traditional
customs, and have constantly viewed their existence within the urban centres as
temporary. They sang oftheir maidens and wives, the hills and rivers, and their
cattle"(Internet, Melt 2000 site). Dlamini positions maskanda musicians as
migrants who move into urban spaces in body rather than in soul, and whose
connection with rural life is fundamental to their perception ofidentity.
Madala Kunene's connection with maskanda is tenuous, and it not without some
reticence that I position himon the 'sound spectrum' ofmaskanda. Madala does
not see himself as a maskanda musician. The other musicians selected for this
study do not consider his music to be maskanda since it is not structured
according to the procedures recognised as characteristic of the style.
Nevertheless his music has been connected with the label particularly in the
international arena. "Madala himselfdoes not like to be called a maskanda player
although I do not fully agree with him. To me Madala is a top trance and
African rock guitarist with deep folkloric roots" (Personal Correspondence with
Robert Trunz).
9 See appendix 5 A
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Taking my cue from Appadurai, I reflect on these representations ofMadala
Kunene's music as the constructed narratives ofan imagined world which says as
much, ifnot more, about those formulating the images as it does about those
who are being imaged (Appadurai, 1990:9).
Appadurai identifies the problem with the construction of such narratives as
being both "ofa semantic and a pragmatic nature" (Appadurai,1990:10);
semantic in that descriptive terminology is understood in different ways within
different contexts; pragmatic to the extent that the use ofwords, "may be
subject to very different sets ofcontextual conventions that mediate their
translation into public politics" (ibid).
In the context of 'world music', the interpretation both ofrepresentations ofthe
music, and of the music itself: fluctuate as they are processed in a variety of
circumstances. The meanings attached to the music do not arise out ofan
esoteric value .system, but emerge rather as subjective reflections ofthe ideals,
attitudes and experiences ofthe audience. The story told by the word 'maskanda'
feeds different fantasises; the positioning ofpeople in relation to the source ofthe
music determines the way it is interpreted. Since 'world music', as a cultural
commodity, is as much about products as it is about music, the imaging of
maskanda by the industry must be seen as being motivated as much by economic
directives as it is by artistic integrity. What is presented as information may in
fact be a metaphoric reflection ofthe fantasies ofthose who are seen as potential
consumers. What might be seen by some as an idiosyncratic juxtaposition of
different individual musical styles (as in the Internet article mentioned above),
may go unnoticed in an environment where the music is understood at a very
superficial level.
"We are in the throes ofa major trend where claims of 'truth' , 'tradition', 'roots'
and authenticity', under the cover terms 'world music' ... are contrasted With
practices ofmixing, syncretic hybridisation, blending, fusion, creolisation,
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collaborations across gulfs, all under the cover term 'world beat'" (Feld in Keil
and Feld,1994:264). In the case of the 'world music' projects ofwhichMadala
Kunene has been a part, the distinction between 'world music' as music of
non-western origin, and 'world beat' as the best known and popularvarieties of
world musical styles(likereggae), is obscure. "This discursive merger of 'world
music' and 'world beat' draws out senses ofcommodified othemess and of
blurred boundaries between the exotic and the familiar, the local and global in
transnational popular culture" (Feld in Keil and Feld,1994:266).
Coos Lewis's comments on traditionfall in linewith a popular perception ofthe
notionoftradition. Lewis's notionof 'traditional' as "totally pure", implies that
traditionis the expression ofa primordial essence. The relationship between 80-
called traditionalmusic and worldmusic is riddledwith contradiction. The
soundsrecorded in projects like the one witnessedat NottinghamRoad, are
ultimately released in the globalarena, disconnected from their source and re-
contextualised, so that meaning ispositioned at variouspoints between the act of
music making and listening. The point here is not so much the idea that these
encounters result in the 'contamination' of South Africanmusic, but that the
labels attached to South Africanmusic by 'outside' forces, influence global
perceptions ofZulu identity. Traditionis a complex and contingentconcept
which is frequently calledupon to establishand confirmperceptionsofidentity
and difference. The imagesofthe past, which are embeddedin the notion of
traditionare referenced in ever increasing and diverse ways, in a world where
established boundaries are perpetually being challenged. Appealsto the notion of
traditionare made in a variety ofcontexts ranging from the politicalrhetoric of
ethnic nationalists (as discussed in Chapter 4) to the consumerjargon of
entrepreneurs. The idea oftraditionis underwrittenwith meanings which are
motivated as muchby fantasy as they are by the realityoflivedexperience. This
is reflectedin the disparity betweenthe content ofso-called traditionalpractice
and the meanings attached to thesepractices.
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As a site which is characteristically transnational, 'world music' epitomizes many
ofthe dilemmas which arise out oftheincreased flow ofpeople,money,
technology and ideology. McGrew'sdescription of globalization as a "complex,
discontinuous processwhich is driven bya number ofdistinct but intersecting
logics" (McGrew in Hall, HeldandMcGrew,1992:72); has particular significance
in relation to the production and dissemination of 'world music'. Thechanging
possibilities that ariseout of a broadening ofthe contexts in whichmusic is
createdandexperienced has opened up a 'mine field' ofintersecting directives
which impact not only on our interpretation ofmusic as socialpractice, but also
on the waywe understand and position ourselves in a rapidly changing world. As
a resultofthe globalization process, time, space andplace are referenced and
experienced in new andcomplex ways which have radically alteredthe scope and
interpretation ofthe established identity markers ofhistory, community and
locality. Events, actions and ideas in one part ofthe world impact in increasingly
significant wayson the lives ofindividuals and communities in different and
distantparts.
The 'world music' categoryembraces music ofwideand diverse origin and style.
It is characterised by a focus on music outside the mainstream, where the
mainstream is understood as the metropole dominated by Europe, Britain and
America. While the productsof 'worldmusic' are drawnfrom outside the
mainstream, the industry itselfis essentially driven bymainstream directives. In
the 1980's, in response to the music industry'sflagging growth rate, the term
'world music' was invented by the industry as a marketing strategydesigned to
alleviate the uncertainties withinitsown market base. "The term displays a
peculiar, self-congratulatory pathos: a mesmerizing formula for a new business
venture, a kind ofshorthand figure for a new - albeit fragmented - global
economic reality withalluring commercial prospects"(Erlmann,1996b: 474).
The tendency to 'romanticize' world music as evidence ofthe disintegration of
boundaries established by imperial conquest, is firmly restrained by the
recognition ofthe ubiquitous nature ofglobaleconomic structuresand the
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commodification ofmusical performance. Economic directives 'set the stage',
from which music is launched. Furthermore, they are connected with ideological
constructsin a symbiotic relationship resulting in a networkofagendas which
must ultimately be read as part of a general contestation over positions of
power. In the contemporary global context, this contestation takes shape in the
radical re-structuring ofthe time, space andplace. Froma 'top-down'
perspective 'world music' simultaneously satisfies economic and ideological
intentions.
The re-structuring ofthe marketcanbe seenas a strategy employed by the
industry to maintain a disparate distribution ofwealth, while at the same time re-
defining difference on its own terms. In order to regulate the market, the music
industry has, through necessity, reformulated itself In the process it has assumed
some ofthe characteristics ofthose who operate outsidethe mainstream.
"Worldmusic represents an attempt by the West to remold its image by
localizing and diversifying itselfthroughan association with othemess"
(Erlmann,1996b:470).
The other sideofthe coin, so to speak, is that 'world music' offersboth an
opportunity for economic empowerment and a platform on whichidentity
markers can be substantiated. It cantherefore be seenas a site in whichthe
relationship betweencentreand periphery is constantly beingredefined, and
where the division between the two is not always clearly demarcated. "The new
globalcultural economy has to be seenas a complex, overlapping disjunctive
order, which cannot anylongerbe understoodin terms ofexisting centre-
periphery models"(Appadurai,1990:6). The blurring ofthe division between
centre andperiphery is manifest in the peculiarpresence ofcontradiction as a
~
feature of world music.
This contradiction is reflected in the disparity betweenthe imaging ofMadala
Kunene in world music and the reality ofhis lived experience. Madala has lived
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his entire life in an urban environment. He recalls Mkhumbane as a vibrant urban .
community built on alliances whichdeveloped out of a commonneed to engage
with westerncash-based economic structures, and the sharedexperience of
marginalization. His image of a 'home-space' arisesout ofhis sense ofbelonging
to this community. His earlymusical experience rangedfromtownshipjazz to the
Beatles, and he began his musical careerimitating this music.
In his formative years Madala's exposure to maskandawas limited. His
experience of maskanda was primarily as the music ofrural-based Zulu people
who cameto Mkhumbane in searchofwork," There are, however, some
interesting, and perhapsunexpected, parallels whichcan be drawn between
Madala's music and performance style and that ofearlymaskanda. The forced
removalofhis family fromMkhumbane epitomises Madala's experience, as one
ofdisplacement and dehumanisation. His music and the relationship that it bears
to earlymaskanda can best be understood in terms ofthis experience.
Likethe early maskandi, Madalaconstructs a sense ofbelonging through
reference to music and performance practiceswhichare remembered in
association with a cohesive socialenvironment. He frequently beginseach song
in a 'maskandastyle', with a short rhythmically free passage. His use of various
guitar tunings is also typical ofmaskanda. However, his musicdoes not follow
the standard path whichis generally understood as fundamental to the realisation
ofmaskanda style. He diverges from the structural format, and does not include
izibongo in hisperformance. While his connection with earlymaskanda is less
tangible than that ofPhuzekhemisi one needsto questionwhether this isn't a
consequence ofa generalpreoccupation with the structural featuresofmusic
rather than aesthetics.
10 "Yes there were someZulupeople whocamefrom thefarms to
Mkhumbane who usedtoplay maskanda. I remember one guy, he usedto sit by
the storeandplay his guitar. The musicthat heplayed wasmaskanda."
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Madalanegates any form ofoutside construction ofhis identity through a
musical stylewhichresists categorisation eitheras maskanda, mbaqanga or any
other conventional labelling. Usingthis act of denial as a form ofempowerment,
he shapeshis identity on his own termsin an individual style, whichhe calls,
'Madala-line'. Hismusicis characterised bythe use ofsimple chord patterns
whichhave a unique sound due to the unusual tuning ofthe guitar and the
extensive use of harmonics.
Through the trance-like quality ofhisexpressive style,Madalaengagesmusical
performance as a vehicle throughwhich a transformed state ofbeing can be
experienced. Hismusicthus has a similar role to that whichis performedin
African ritualceremonies. "The metaphoric forging ofcorrespondences between
musical and social order.....is often more a matter ofexpressive "qualities"
(timbre, texture and rhythmic flow) than ofthe abstracted musical structuresso
privileged in Westernanalytical thought" (Erlmann,1996a:236/7). Through
musical style, Kunene makes a connection with an imagined moment idealised as
an Africanness and completely devoid ofethnic division and western hegemonic
control.
There is no doubt that Madala Kunene perceives his forays into the 'world
music' marketas an unprecedented opportunityto achieve economic success.
The significance ofthis perception cannot be underestimated, in viewofthe fact
that Madalahas no formal education, and would find it difficult to find any
source of income in the currentdepressed economic environment in South
Africa. He is therefore in a veryvulnerable position. Whether he is exploited or
empowered depends largely on the discretion ofthe industry. It would be naive
to imagine that a record company could function primarily as a philanthropic
proponent ofthe cause ofthose who have been marginalised both economically
and socially.
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The overt focus of 'world music' is on difference. It could be described as an
industry which depends on the commodification ofdifference. The concept of
tradition is commonly used to delineate the boundaries which define and
demarcate difference.
I refer once again to a quote from by Homi Bhabha, "...we find ourselves in a
moment oftransit where space and time cross to produce complex figures of
difference and identity, past and present, inside and outside, inclusion and
exclusion" (Bhabha,1994:1). Through the fantasies oftradition however, space
and time may be refracted to reveal an image which says very little about the life
and artistic expression of people like Madala Kunene. Instead they are
"crossed" to serve constructions ofidentity through which contestations over
positions ofpower are played out. 11
Madala in concert at 'Africa Jam' in Johannesburg
liThe photograph on this page and those on following page were not
taken by the author. They come from Madala Kunene's private collection;
unfortunately he has no record ofthe photographer's identity.
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Mabi in concert with Madalaat Y2K in Durban.




"... thismarginal space has beena greatproblemsince the beginning ofthe
colonialising experience .... it hasbeen the locusofparadoxes that called into
question the modalities and implications ofmodernisation in Africa"
(Mudimbe,1988:5).
The music andperformance style ofShiyani Ngcobo, Phuzekhemisi and Madala
Kunene is markedly different. As a bodyofcontemporary practice, their music
embraces a rangeof experiences offering a broadperspective of some ofthe
most salient discourses on Zulu identity. As a repository ofmeaning, tradition
plays an important role in the construction ofthesediscourses in theirmusic.
Through the sensibilities of ,rootedness' evokedbythe notion oftradition each
musician establishes a stable pointof reference against whichthe complexities of
the present can be matched. In eachinstance, however, a different moment is
marked as tradition. This moment is not arbitrarily selected, but can be seen as
the consequence oftheparticularities ofeachmusician's life-experience.
Tradition is referenced, not simply out ofnostalgia, but because of its relevance
in the present.
In Shiyani Ngcobo's music and performance style tradition is located in early
maskanda. Likethe early maskandi, Shiyani's life experience is characterised by
disjuncture. The nature of this disjuncture and the context in which it is
experienced is, however, no longer the same.
Early maskandi had access to different memories anddifferent experiences to
those of Shiyani. Thereferences to the past which are madein early maskanda
thus take on new meanings as theyoccur in a contemporary context. The
significance ofthe connection between Shiyani's music and early maskanda lies in
the statuswhich early maskanda isafforded as tradition. Tradition serves as a
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trope for a 'home-space', and gives authenticity to early maskanda as an
established bodyofpractice. In thissense, through Shiyani's discourse on
tradition, marginalization is 'de-marginalized'; it is recognised as part of
contemporary Zulu experience.
Phuzekhemisi's point of reference is the music and performance style of
Phuzeshukela, and as a consequence he presents a discourse on traditionwhichis
motivated primarily byeconomic and political directives. The record industry
capitalised on the culture ofexclusion whichwas promotedby the apartheid
policy ofseparatedevelopment. Commercialisation transformed what was
essentially the intimate expression of individual experience into the expression of
a generalised and morestereotypical versionofZulu identity; one whichsuited
commercial marketing categories andthe political aspirations ofboth the
apartheid order and Zulunationalism. The commercialisation processre-shaped
maskanda in ways which significantly alteredthe wayZulu experience was
represented. The rise of Zuluethnic nationalism is one ofthe most significant
consequences ofthe marginalization ofblackSouth Africans both under colonial
rule andunder the apartheid government. The launch ofPhuzekhemisi's career
as a commercial musician coincided with a surge in ethnic nationalism in the .
1980's and early 1990's, and hismusic is stampedwith a versionoftradition
whichcorrelates withthat whichis visibly espousedby the ethnicnationalist
movement. Furthermore many ofthe proceduresin hismusicwhich can be
attributed to the demands ofcommercialisation giverise to a display ofZulu
identity whichis compatible with this versionofZuluexperience.
The reference to tradition in Madala Kunene's music presents something ofa
dichotomy. He marks tradition paradoxically in an imagined distant past, which
he identifies as essentially pan-African, and also in the urbanpracticeswhichhe
recalls fromhis childhood. He thusengages traditionboth as practicewhichis
handed down fromgeneration to generation, and as an imagined and temporally
distantpast. In so doing, he presents a discourse on contemporary Zulu identity
which contests the constructed versions ofZuluness whichwere used to
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legitimate the destruction ofhis home at Mkhumbane, and at the sametime
claims authenticity for the Zuluexperience ofurbanisation. While Madala's
musical style reflects an eclecticism characteristic of urbanpopular culture, it is
shaped in accordance withan aesthetic principle whichis deeplyrooted in an
African past. It is in this regard that I makea connection betweenMadala
Kunene's music and earlymaskanda; for in marking a distantpre-colonial
moment as tradition, he, like earlymaskandi, moulds the multi-dimensional
images ofhis everyday life intoa discourse which is fundamentally African. Early
maskandi valorised pre-colonial ways oflife as stableand secure, and established
a senseofcoherence and belonging throughreference in their music to musical
proceduresassociated withthat time. The over-riding aesthetic principle ofearly
maskanda gives precedence to an African, and more specifically a Zulu
perceptionofwhat is good and true and valuable. The difference between
MadalaKunene'smusic andthat of earlymaskandi lies in his strategyof by-
passing anyspecific or substantial reference to structuresand procedureswhich
can be identified as essentially Zulu. He would liketo thinkthat he is African, but
happens to be Zulu.
The representation ofMadala in the worldmusic marketas 'King ofZulu
Guitar', and the contrived positioning ofhis music in a rural environment
associated withpre-colonial waysoflife, is madepossible by a globalization
process which is motivated by mainstream economic, political and ideological
directives. Burdened withpreconceived notionsofAfrican/Zulu identity, the
industry by-passes the implication of Madala's own strategyand replaces it with
their own. The superficial focus on the connection betweenMadala's music, his
ethnic identity and the pre-colonial past, withoutany accurate representation of
how this connection comesabout, arisesessentially out ofthe intention to find, in
the expressive forms ofthose outsidethe mainstream, the raw materials for the
products ofmainstream consumer market. Throughthe manipulation ofcultural
identity underthe direction ofconsumer jargon and ideologically constructed
notions ofdifference, the relevance ofcontemporary African experience in a
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globalcontext is trivialised, to the detrimentboth ofmusicians and ofthe
industryitself; for ultimately the world music industrymust seek mainstream
status for expressive forms like these in order to fulfill their intention to maximize
the economicviability oftheir products.
Shiyani Ngcobo, Phuzekhemisi and Madala Kunene are associated with the label
'maskanda' in different ways. As can be seen from the previous chapters,
contemporary maskanda is experienced in a varietyofsituations and the term
maskanda is interpreted and understood in different ways, depending essentially
on the context in which it is used. The identification ofthe defining features of
maskanda thus ranges from a focus on the finer details ofmusicalprocedure and
aesthetics, to widelycirculatedand historically constructed symbolsofZulu
identity. The notion oftradition occupies a central position in the formulationof
these different perceptions ofmaskanda. Like 'tradition', 'maskanda' is a term
which is frequently used as a markof identity. As a marketing category used
both locallyand abroad, maskanda is referred to as 'traditional Zulu music'. The
meanings attached to the idea oftradition in this context arise generally out ofan
ideologically constituted perception ofZulu experience as rural, and tribal. (The
record sleeveofMadala Kunene's albums provide atypical example ofthis type
ofrepresentation ofZulu identity.)
In academic circlesmaskanda is understood largely in relation to specificmusical
characteristicswhich are identified as distinguishing features of the style
(Davies,1991 ,1992,1993; Muller,1995,1996). These characteristic are frequently
described in terms ofZulu 'tradition', where 'tradition' is taken to mean pre-
colonialpractice.
In local discourseson maskandathe concept of tradition is referenced in ways
which reflect a more general ambiguity surrounding the term. This ambiguity
arises primarily out ofa disparity between the idea oftradition and what is
identified as traditionalpractice. The dialectic between an idealisedpast and a
livedpresent is therefore at the root ofcommonperceptions ofmaskanda and is
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reflected in the way all three of these musicians interpret maskanda. The power
ofperformance, however, lies in itscapacity to imaginatively construct
'moments' whichare experienced as reality. The 'virtual' time ofmusical
performance draws the audience into a world in which the past is in the present,
and the boundaries of reality are stretchedto accommodate new possibilities for
the future.
Shiyani Ngcobo, Phuzekhemisi andMadala Kunene's music and performance
styleboth reflectsand contests various imagesofcontemporaryZulu experience.
Shiyani Ngcobo addresses the disjuncture withinrural communities,
Phuzekhemisi offers a version ofcontemporary Zulu experiencepopularised and
motivated by economic and political agendas, while Madala Kunene confronts
the paradoxes inherent in the Zuluexperience ofurbanization. Each scenario is,
however, characterised by the experience ofmarginalization, a conditionwhich
has been part and parcel of the process ofmodernisation for black South Africans
throughout the past century. Positioned within this marginalised space Zuluness
has been constructed both from withoutand from within in a seriesofinteractive
processes whichhave been, and continue to be, dominated by colonial
constructionsofZulu identity.Thepower of tradition lies in the value which is
attributed to so-called 'traditionalpractice' as an authentic expressionof identity.
It is thus a concept which is frequently called upon to validate discourses on
identity, and engaged in contestations over positions ofpower.
As a consequence ofthe ideological assumptions which have been made in the
past concerning the relationship betweentradition and modernity, and Africa and
the West, the meanings embedded in contemporarymusicaldiscourses like those
ofShiyani Ngcobo, Phuzekhemisi, and Madala Kunene are frequently converted
to facile and oversimplified statements of 'othemess'. However, through the
restructuringof the time-space referents whichoperate in everydaylife,
contemporaryexpressive forms like these present a "new master narrative....one
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Musical Excerpts on the CD.
With the exception of 'Track 17' the following tracks were recorded with the
permission of3rd Ear Music, Gallo Recording Company, and M.E.L.T. 2000
respectively:
ShiyaniNgcobo
Track 1 : Sevelina
Track 2 : Ngimkhohlwe Kanjani
Track 3 : Nginombhede
Track 4: Ikathi
Track 5 : Asihlahle Phansi
Track 6: Uham' Utshel' aBantu
Track 7 : Ayesaba Amagwala
Track 8 : Ngizofel' Ingoma
Track9 : lsambani
Track 10 : Efulansi
Phuzekhemisi
Track 11 : Amagama Akho'
Track 12 : Ngo '49
Track 13 : Sidlal' uNPA
Track 14 : Imbizo
Track 15 : WeBhodloza
Madala Kunene
Track 16 : Abangoma
Track 17 : Mata Gota Free (recorded live at the Bat Centre by the author)
Track 18: Kon'ko Man
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APPENDIX 1 : MELT 2000
A) Press Article: "Foreigner loves local music"
B) Internet Article (www.melt2000.com) :
"Musical Energy and Loud Truth Beyond 2000."
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Ami if!; 110 wonder that hnlf of
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ic, Overseas things am very jll'og·
ressive and in n igbt -cluhs nJs
arc spinning blue-room (a techno
label). bh nngra and Afro-ja zz
together, because peopleare open
to all types of mus ic,"
Sounding mm" hopeful for the
future of the industry he savs
that things will surely ch ange in
th is country as the youn~r.r
crowd era\\',:and mix.,,;with
ea ch oth er more. Hc IIlso
c\t~ a m"1ssivctalent fesliml
as a, wa:· of promotinfl our
home'brewedRrtists.
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A new jol is rising up against the mall. From Boksburg to Berlin discerning ears are
being seduced by a revolutionary record label that measures its success in the currency of
meaning. And that meaning takes the form ofa headspace and structure where lifeworlds
melt into each other on their own terms. If this jol reaches critical mass 'the global
village' might just stop being a convenient American euphemism for Americanisation. We
might even reach the point where 'international' and 'local' mean what the dictionaries say
they do.
We don't have to throw paving stones at Babylon to discover the beach beneath the city.
We can start living the revolution today and, just to make things easy, there's a meta-hip
record company providing a perfect soundtrack. The company is called Musical Energy
and Loud Truth beyond 2000 (M.E.L.T.2000). Its artists dissolve the borders between
the familiar categories ofjazz, trance, dub, maskanda, drum 'n bass, kwaaito and
divination rhythms and nobody seems to know if this is post-genre or a new genre
waiting for a name. But everyone does agree that the artists are mediums opening
channels between meaning, pleasure and their labels.
Despite being based in the Tory infested English country side M.E.L.T.2000 is
internationalist in spirit and built on a breath takingly broad imagination. And, ifyou
haven't heard, the kiffnews is that its been sharing some of South Africa's best music
with the world since 1994. Robert Trunz (aka Chiskop and Temba) is the man whose
vision and resources fuel this insurrection of subjugated musics and ideals. Originally
from Switzerland he moved to England in the early 80's to run the B&W speaker
company. The company's radicalism ranged from the shape of their speaker Pods to
providing the PA system for the illegal raves run by the Innerfield Crew. B&W
sponsered the Montreaux Jazz Festival for a couple ofyears and began releasing
compilations recorded at the festival.
Then, in 1993, Robert.heard jazz legend Sipho Gumede weaving his spells at a club on
the Durban beachfront and, not for the first time, Sipho's magical bass trips changed a
life. In October '94 Robert returned to South Africa with plans to record. He bought
along a group ofB&W's top artists that included Brazillian drumming genius Airto
Moreira and it wasn't long before B&W had put a whole range of innovative
collaborative albums, as well as.a sublime Sipho Gumede album, on the shelves. Since
then the label has changed its name to M.E.L.T.2000 and released a remarkable
collection ofalbums by artists of the stature ofMadala Kunene, Deepak Ram,
Amampondo and Pops Mohamed as well as a large number ofground breaking
collaborative projects and compilations. Although most ofthe artists are South African
the stable includes musicians from everywhere from Switzerland, down to the Cameroon
and across to Cuba and Brazil. In addition to this the label also has a bootleg.net division
which releases recordings made in the field on a car battery powered DAT machine and
an Electric M.E.L.T. division which specialises in cutting edge drum 'n bass, techno, jazz
funk, house and dub projects and remixes.
The label's co-operative spirit means that all the artists on the label get to play on each
other's albums and, for example, a maskanda band like Skeleton have digeridu on their
album and Indian flautist Deepak Ram has West African kora on his album. In addition
there have been collaborations like Pops Mohamed and traditional Khoisan musicians,
Madala Kunene and Swiss guitarist Max Lasser, English techno dub innovators Bandulu
and Skeleton, ex-Orb engineer Greg Hunter and Umrubhe (mouthbow) virtuoso
Madonsini Manquina and Mabi Thobejane and Juno Reactor.
Moreover artists on the label have worked in top class studios around the world, had
access to the very best producers and played at leading festivals like WOMAD. The
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downside is that despite a fairly high mediaprofile in Europeand a superb website
(www.melt2000.com) the label's marketing and distribution in South Africahas been
poor.
But thingsare improving in that regardand jazz prodigy Moses Taiwa Molelekwa, who's
beenwith M.E.L.T. since the beginning, isn't complaining: "There's still something ofa
monopoly by the large companies but M.E.L.T.2000 has powerful artists like
Amampondo and Busi Mhlongo and willbe a powerful force in the future. I'm planning
to stay with them for a long time. Theydiscovered me and its reallyworking out very
well. Somevery efficient peoplehave come on board and thingsare shaping up. I mean
mynew albumdoubles as a CD ROM. That's a step ahead. This is a labelgoingplaces."
Madala Kunene's just as happy. "It is", he says, "very, very nice for me. M.E.L.T.2000 is
holding my life. I was very luckyto get the company. All my life, the money, the house is
M.E.L.T.2000. My music is selling here and overseas and I'm going to record another
album in September."
For Busi Mhlongo whose long awaited maskanda album, Urbanzulu, willbe out on 19
OctoberM.E.L.T.200Q has meantmore thanjust a chance to work with Angelique
Kidjo's producer Will Mowat and top musicians like Cameroonian drummerBrice
Wassy. "M.E.L.T.2000", she stresses, "don't just sign artists as a business. They care for
how you live, for your health, where you stay. South Africanmusicians have been
surviving on words for so longnow but with M.E.L.T. we're finally seeingsome action.
Andbecause ofM.E.L.T. South Africans are at last getting a chance to listento
ourselves and to believe in oursleves. I mean we'vealwayscopied American music but
we haven't copied the way that theysupport their own culture. We need to understand
that our music industry is a babythat needs our love to help it grow."
Brendan Jury'sband Trans Skywill be releasing their deep ambient trance albumon the
Electric M.E.L.T. division in December. Trans.Skyhave got to work with people like
Greg Hunter and Amampondo andBrendan enthusesabout the "collision ofuniverses
that would never have happened without M.E.L.T." Brendan met Robert Trunz when he
was playing with Durbanjazz ProfessorDarius Brubeck at the Nantes Festival in France.
That encouter turned into what Brendan describes as a "Wild opportunity" and he adds
that "Robert'sa dream. He's hugely warm and kind and he's prepared to take enormous
risks. He's passionate about music and for himits not about money. His mission is to
manage situations in a way that generates new creativepossibilities and recreates lives.
He's transformed the spaces in which a lot ofSouth Africanmusicians work and
although it's a seriouspoliticalmission the records are all made in a spirit ofserious fun."
The bootleg.net series has received major critical acclaim. The Sunday Tribune called the
series "remarkable" and described MadalaKunene's King ofZulu Guitar Vol. 1 as "truly
beautiful." And ofcourse albums byartists likeDeepak Ram, Madonsini Manquina,
Sipho Gumede, Pops Mohamed and now the brilliant new drum 'n bass influenced jazz
album by Moses TaiwaMolelekwa have all been critically celebratedacross the globe.
The Electric M.E.L.T. division hasalso been receivedwith serious excitment. And when
Dl's Andre and Roy, who manage Durban's most innovative, sussed and hip DJ
collective, Evenflow, took a listento the 10 track Electric M.E.L.T. compilation
StatementofIntent they pronounced that: "Everytrack is brilliant. This is an albumthat
you buy and whenyou drop the first track you know you'll listento it forever. It's an
album likeU2's Boy, it'll changepeople'swhole lives." They're particularlyexcited about
the African involvement because "This is where the rhythm comes from. Latin sounds
have been informing House and pushing its boundariesfor a while and it's time that
African music did the same." But they do caution that "this isn't for a commerical club.
It's more for the discerning listener but we'llplay it at Red Eye where we can drop what
we really like deep inside."
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SL caught up with Robert Trunz in San Francisco and he was able to confirmthat
Amampondo are the top selling South African band on the labeland that Germanyis
currently the best market although "themessage is spreading fast to the USA and the Far
East and will soon also cometo South Africa." Robert is well aware that many South
Africans are onlyjust beginning the struggle to decolonize their mindsand develop some
selfrespect but he believes that the situation is improving steadily and that: "The current
strong emphasis on everything America exports to your country could be the key to
entering your industry throught the backdoor by making your music popular in the States
first and then releasing it in South Africa."
Robert recognises that "SouthAfrican radio is still reluctant to really get behind South
African music" and says that one of his pet hates in life is "the more cheesycrap being
played on South Africanradio stationswhichseem to be dominated entirely by America's
music industry." He adds that "distribution companies seemto be either unable or
unwilling to placeour products in most parts ofSouth Africa, especially the rural areas
where a lot ofour music comesfrom." But he has firmplans for change and is convinced
that Moses Molelekwa's new album Genes and Spirits is set for major success and that
Busi Mhlongo's Urbanzulu will makeher "the bright new star on the international scene
and the pride ofyour country."
Robert likes to keep the focus on the artists and it's difficult to get him to speak about
his motivation. But he does insist that: "There is no such thing as THIS music in my life
becauseI havealwasytried to keep in touch with forms ofmusic that either have deep
roots or concernthemselves with daily life and allow a deeper look into resolving
differences through music." He's also gone on record as saying that a key influence in the
development ofhis taste was the Swiss government funded radio station Couleur 3
whichbroadcast the whole spectrum ofunderground sounds from so called 'world music'
through to electronica. At the same time that Switzerland was reveling in the deep pools
ofCouleur 3 Englishradio was plugging Madonnaand Elton John as the cutting edge.
Once againprogressive socialpolicies havemade the world a better place and it seems
that we need to be asking whyour goverment owned radio stations still follow a largely
commercial agenda.
South Africa has produced great labels like Shifty Music, Tic..Tic..Bang!, Wildebeest
Records and Sheer Sound. And now, with the release ofthe superb remixcompilation
Rerooted, FreshMusic has instantly earned a place in the history ofprogressive South
African music. M.E.L.T.2000 is not the wholestory but it is the most significant
intervention into the avant-garde side ofour music industry. Celebrate it. Catch a fire.
Richard Pithouse
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M.E.L.T.2000 - 'Musical Energy& Loud Truth beyond 2000' - is a new and unique
recording label set up by Robert Trunz, former bossofB&W Loudspeakersand its
subsidiary, B&W Music, who last year decidedto leave the company to pursue his
dreamof reinvigoratingmodem music by injecting the passionofsome ofthe world's
greatest players.
The story of how M.E.L.T.2000 came to be really started in September '93, in a mixed-
race (and, therefore, illegal) music joint in Durban. Brazilian percussionist, Airto
Moreira, was playing hisfirst ever gigs in Africa withFlora Purim, guitarist Jose Neto
and theirband, Fourth World. Afterthe show, Airto and Robert Trunz, visited the bar to
be greetedby the owner, with wiseand propheticwords: 'Nobodycomes to South
Africa without a mission'.
That night, Robert and Airto met the legendary bass playerand founder of Sakhile,
SiRh-o Gumede. The encounter, andothers with such extraordinary musicians as Pops
Mohamed, persuadedthe pair that they had to return to South Africa. Gradually, it
became clearthat their mission was to offer their new musical friends the opportunity for
a free exchange ofculture and ideas; to facilitate the creativecollaboration that had been
denied to them throughout the cultural boycott ofthe apartheid era.
In October '94, this processbegan with a group ofB&W artists travelling to South
Africa meetup and jam down withmore than 50 localmusicians under the banner,
'Outernational Meltdown'. For B&WMusic, this adventurewas a step into the unknown.
As sponsors ofthe MontreuxJazz Festival from 1988 to 1990,B&Winitiallyreleased
compilations of performances fromthe festivals. But, increasingly, Robert Trunz began
to take a global approachto the label's repertoire and creative direction.
This grew from Robert'sview that a mixture ofdifferent cultural and ethnic stylesboth
informs and enhances playing styles and works particularly effectively in a jazz context,
but also fromhis beliefthat, as a purveyor ofspeakers, whichare onlyanimated - given
life and soul - by the music played through them, he must pay his dues to the musicians
who created the (soul) music and to pay respect to those people who stillhave a more
spiritual than material perspective.
Anotherfactor that shapes M.E.L.T.2000 is Mr Trunz'spredilection for percussion-
based music, which has led himto collect some of the world's greatest percussionists.
There's Airto, of course, plus Changuito - Jose Luis Quintana- from Cuba. From South
Africa comesMabi Gabriel Thobejane and Nelson Mandela's favourites, Amampondo,
whose forthcoming album is produced by another world class drummer, Brice Wassy.
Add to this mix some of the most promising youngjazz musicians, like pianistMoses
Molelekwa (who is the natural successor to Abdullah Ibrahim), trumpeter Byron Wallen
(who stands comparison with the mighty Miles) and saxophonist lain Ballamy (currently
enjoying huge successwith his band ACME)and you have the most exciting and
innovative label around.
APPENDIX 2 : ShiyaniNgcobo
A) Press Article : "Less is better, says music guru."
B) Internet Article (www.melt2000.com) :
"Zulu Blues."
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about social and polit-
ical issues.
"I sing about people and
MUSIC teacher Shiyani
Ngcobo made his first
guitar from an empty
metal oil container
when he was 11 years
old.
Now, 36 years later, he
digs out a guitar made
from a discarded oil
drum and strums it for
audiences who come
to listen to the old
style of maskanda.
"Maskanda is different
today. People use too
many instruments and
it becomes difficult to
learn or understand.
"I like to play the old
isiZulu esikhulu style,
which sounds like a
concertina, but it Is al-
so very difficult to
play," says Ngcobo,
who teaches maskan-
da to six students at
the University of Na-
tal's School of Music
as part of its African
Music Project.
Hewas taught maskanda
by his older brother,
Kethuyise, who gave
him an acoustic guitar MUSIC MAESTRO:Shiyani Ngcobo says a large number of instruments are
and taught him the not required to make good music Picture: JACKIE CLAUSEN
song Seoelina.
"I listened to this song
and then I started to their eyes to watch
play and sing it. It has how I play and that is
become one of my" how th~y learn. .
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"It's about a young man music. It is better
who is crying because whe,n students who
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cobo a father of two come to me, because it
from' Kwamakutha is easier to teach
outside Durban. 'them..
Hehas written more than "Sometimes it's difficult
300 songs. "I teach the to teach someone who
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Zulu Blues
Maskanda is the music ofthe people ofKwaZulu-Natal,
and the Maskanda players are the spokesmen ofthe
people. Shiyani Ncgobo has been acclaimed at home and
abroadfor his musical expertise. Gisele Turner reports.
MASKANDA! The music played by the man on the move, walking the long miles to
court a bride, or meet with his chief. The music of the man who sings of his daily
sorrows and joys and his observations of the world, the man who's got the Zulu blues.
Maskanda derives from traditional Zulu music, but the genre has undergone many
changes over the years ..Traditional instruments have been replaced by guitars and
concertinas, tuned or doctored to reflect the polyrhythmic sounds of ancient Africa.
And whereas Maskanda was originally solo music, in the fifties Maskanda bands were
formed by men living in hostels or inthe suburbs, a long way from home. Today,
Maskanda is performed on amplified guitar, with electric bass and drum kits, and dancers
- dressed in personalised modem versions of trad gear - add visual impact.
Every year, there are huge Maskanda competitions and contestants come from far and
wide, dressed to the nines in outrageous finery, touting their musical skills.
Musicians of the calibre ofSipho Mchunu (Juluka) judge these contests, which are fierce
and serious, and the winners are deemed heroes by the followers ofAmaskanda.
Such a man is Shiyani Ncgobo, who won the solo guitar category in 1991. Negobo
began playing Maskanda as a small boy.
"In 1956 I was born," he tells me as he tunes his oil-can guitar for his concert at the
University ofNatal'in Durban last week, "and in 1966 I was starting to play tin guitar. At
the end of 1966, I started proper guitar. My brother 'tuned' me at that time. He gave me
a guitar and showed me Maskanda style. During that time I was going one way until
today. I have not stopped playing guitar..."
Indeed. Ncgobo has played at major festivals like Splashy Fen and Guitars for Africa. He
also teaches Maskanda guitar at UND and the University ofDurban- Westville.
Last year, he had his first experience in the international arena, playing at the Fin De
Siecle Festival in Nantes. I asked him what it was like to play his music in France. He
grins shyly.
"Ayee, yaee, yaee" For Francie, I was big man that day! They were very liking my music!
People saying'Shiyani, come this side! Shiyani, come that side!' "
His manager , Peter Rorvik ofThird Ear Music, put it this way: "Apart from the main
venue where Shiyanl played for a couple of thousand people, he also played in a variety
of bars and bistros, and attracted a lot ofmedia attention. Sometimes he could hardly be
seen for booms and cameras! It was the same in Norway at the beginning ofthis year.
It's not just the novelty factor that draws the crowds, you know. Overseas audiences
know a good thing when they hear it."
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Ncgobo's trip to Norway meant that he had enough money to finish playing lobola for his
wife. When 1heard that, 1 was reminded ofthe words ofone ofhis songs: "1 was
proposing a lady from Khuzwayo I and the lady left for Durban I 1 tried from Hadebe but
she went to marry somewhere then,l changed to Dlamini Ithere they.isald that she was no
longer a virgin I what am 1to do? I Because 1really do want a second wife am unlucky."
It would appear that Ncgobo's luck has turned. A week after performing at Splashy Fen
later this year, he leaves for Yaounde in Cameroon to attend a World Music Festival.
And in August he will be in Modena, thrilling the Italians.
Ncgobo steps onto the stage and his traditional Zulu garb gives him flair and dignity. He
plays the opening bars ofa song he wrote many years ago.
Then he begins to sing, and his voice is fluid and versatile, changing pitch and intonation
with ease. Then he moves into the isibongo section - the fast, spoken piece that states his
father's name, where he grew up, and the name ofthe river from which he drank as a
child.
1 catch the word "Francie" and know that in his self-introduction he is recounting the
tales ofhis experiences in a foreign land.
Ncgobo will have many such tales to tell in the future as he carries the magic of
Maskanda, the music ofhis people, across the world.
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SHIYANI NGCOBO (article first published: 2000-03-27)
The School of Music at the University of Natalcontinues its regular series of free
lunch-hourconcerts today with a recital of maskanda music by Shiyani Ngcobostarting
at 12h15 in Howard College Theatre. Membersof the public are welcome to attend.
Shiyani Ngcobooriginally hails from the UmkomaasValley in KZN and is now based in
Kwamakutha outside Durban. He teaches maskanda part-time for the African Music
Project at the UND'sSchool of Musicand taught at the music department at the
University of Durban-Westvifle until its closure in February this year.
Those familiar with the fiercely contested maskandacompetitions run by the UCD's
School of Musicwill rememberShiyani as KZN winner in 1991 in the solo guitar
category. He is a regular guestat the Guitars for Africa concertsand big festivals such
as SplashyFen where he plays and conducts maskandaworkshops. Shiyani appeared
as a guest artist on the Guitars forAfrica stageat the international WOMAD festival
held in SouthAfrica for the first time in 1999.
Shiyani's performancesat the Turn of the Centuryfestival in Nantes, France in October
1997were his first in the international arena. He has subsequently performed at the
World Music Festival in Yaounde, Cameroonand in Modena, Italy. He is in the process
of signing a new recording contract on the MELT2000 label.
Maskanda is neo-traditional music originallycomposedand playedby Zulu migrant
workers - the modem day folk-singers of KZN, whose songs are about social and
political issues. Maskanda artistswear neo-traditional dress and usually accompany
their songswithgUitars, mouthorgans, Zulu gourd-bows or concertinas. Shiyaniplays
severalguitars- one of which he madehimself.
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APPENDIX 3 : Nantes Festival
A) Internet Article (www.melt2000.com):
"Turn of the Century at Nantes, 1991."
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The idea of the Festival du Fin de Siec1e is to invite to Nantes, in western France, all kinds
of cultural representatives from three of the world's great cities, in order to illustrate the
creativity of each of these places at the dawn of the third millennium. The festival began in
October, 1997, with a celebration of Johannesburg, representing Africa, continent of roots.
Beautiful costumes and great visual performances made thefestival a unique event.
Around 380 diverse artists were selected from every creative field and months of
preparation was necessary to put this thing in place. Pascal Letellier travelled extensively
through South Africa, looking for artists to participate in the festival and, naturally enough,
several of the musicians he approached were associated with M.E.L.T.2000 and
recommended that he should contact Robert Trunz.
The Festival proved to be a great success, although it was
something of a logistical nightmare considering the scale of the
event and the numerous venues involved, but all the shows were
recorded and filmed for future release. We used a mobile
recording studio called The Van, operated by the two Flying
Dutchman, Jan and Paul (right, receiving quiet words of
encouragementfrom Mr Trunz). They did a fantastic job of
running from venue to venue in order to catch all the performances and worked at least
sixteen hours a day for us. Thanks guys!
Amampondo played late night concerts at the largest venue,
a former old biscuit factory - l'usine lu - which has been
converted into a cultural centre. Unfortunately, even the
privileged citizens ofNantes have to go work in the morning,
so the place was cold and a bit lifeless during the week.
There was no acoustic treatment and the atmosphere was
cold, so it didn't always do justice to the artists, although
M.E.L.T.2000'S chief engineer, Chris Lewis, insured that
they had the best possible sound under the circumstances and Amampondo never fail to
warm up the area.
A group that formed out of Amampondo (left) - consisting ofMantombi, who plays
umrhubhe (mouthbow), and Mangaleswa playing accordian, with Dizu playing uhadi
(berimbau) - appeared on a separate, smaller stage, to perform some traditional tunes before
joining the rest of the group onstage for the main event.
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Madala, centre left, and his band BusiMhlongo, right, onstage at Nantes
Madala Kunene and his band played the factory with Busi Mhlongo, as well as several
concerts at l'Olympic and both shows were rapturously received. Madala has put together a
terrific new band who it is hoped will be playing more live concerts in Europe before long.
Brice Wassy was also in effect, playing a couple of fantastic concerts with Busi, who is
currently recording a new album with producer Will Mowatt.
Moses Molelekwa (left) arrived fresh from the studio in
Johannesburg where Chris Lewis has been helping to put the
finishing touches on his eagerly anticipated CD, played in
different formations: with Zolani Mkiva, with Sibongile
Khumalo, and solo at La Tour a Plomb, where he previewed
songs from the new album and seduced audiences with songs
. from his debut, Finding One's Self
Darius Brubeck, (right)the mastermind
ofGathering Forces II had written a
couple of new songs especially for the festival, where he
performed Gathering Forces Ill: '2000 Minus 3' together with his
frequent collaborator, Deepak Ram, whose forthcoming solo .
album on M.E.L.T.2000 is Flute For Thought (BW104). Deepak
also gave a one-off recital of Indian Classical flute while another
great flautists, Zim Ngqawana played with his Quartet every
evening from 10pm at the hotel Duchesse-Anne.
Also appearing at the Festival
was a new discovery, a maestro maskandi from the
beautiful Umkomaas Valley in Kwa-Zulu Natal, Shiyani
Ngcobo,(LEFT) who was playing his first gigs outside of
SA Renowned for his purest approachto maskanda
guitar style, plus his catchy story lines, Shiyani is a
popular winner of the fiercely contested maskanda
competitions and now teaches part time at the University
ofNatal-Durban. We used the NAGRA-D to record
Shiyani in the bathroom of the hotel room and those tapes are being worked upon, with
overdubs from Mabi Thobejane and some of the Amampondo guys.
In his own unique niche is Pops Mohamed, who had
been playing gigs across Europe to promote his current
album How Far Have We Come? Pops played a
showcase concert at l'Olympic with his touring band and
also, together with Zena Edwards, performed with the
Xhosa Singers ofLady Frere n the atmospheric church
of St-Georges Des Batignolles. This choir from, Ngqoko
Village are the last practitioners ofumngqokolo -
ambient trance music - which Pops describes as one of
the future sounds of Afrika. These concerts were very successful and Pops attracted several
complimentary articoles in the local press.
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The South African groups made great efforts to dress as colourfully as possible and they
certainly brightened up the streets of what is a rather drab industrial town by wandering
around wearing great traditional costumes despite the weather, which got pretty chilly
towards the end of the week! We all had a great time and now have a lot of material, both
video and audio, that will be forthcoming over the next few months. Stay tuned !
...
APPENDIX 4 : Madala Kunene.
A) Press Article:
"Illuminating the dark with music."
B) Article published in 'Drum' magazine:
"Madala's Musical Dreams."
C) Internet Article (www.melt2000.com):
"Madala Kunene Kon'Ko Man."
D) Internet Article (www.melt2000.com) :
"Madala Kunene - King ofZulu Guitar Live Vol.l."
E) Internet Article (www.melt2000.com) :
"Recording Project - Madala Kunene and Baba Mokeona
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.....'hen I'm playing.my brainls nct
there," he says. "Each time I go to
a place I'Veneverbeen before,"
As each of these lldrea:mtime-
journeys is different eNerj per-
formance becomes a particular
event with a certaincharacter.
AA especially bn1iiant perfor-
mance has beencaptured en his
live solo albIlm. King of ZUlu
G-uitar Veil. It was recorded in
one take. outside his home. 00 a
portable machine and it's so live


































Despite belr.gborn into a
familyof teadi ers, Madala re-
fused to go to school opting
instead to form a marabi band,
Amanikabheni, when he wasonly
seven,
It feaMedhirn on gua (made
froma cookingoil tin and fish ing
gut for strings}. and two friends












huge stage ?n the
beach. The restive
crowd falls silent as he picks up
his gUitar and begins to play, the
sound of the sea caressing his
music.
Bythe endof :he first song
most of the aL'dience sittlng on
thesandareswayinggentlyto the
musk. This is whathappenswhen
peoplelisten to the soundsof
Durban's MadalaKunene.
He's been popular in Kwa-
Zulu-Natal sincethe '50s. It's
only In the past fewyears that
hiswork has taken off nationaDy
and Intemallonally.
Now more and more people
arewakingup to Madala's lalent







BornIn CatoManOrIn t 951 and
/at.".. forcedto moveto KwaMa-
shu,he started playingfor cash on
Durban's beach1ronL
'People threw moneyout of
the flats: he recalls. "Sometimes
moneywould hit you on the
tubes fa" skins).
In 1963 he bought his first real
guitar, and began playing songs
by the BeatIes and the Shadows
at weddIngs. Three years later
he worked with I'huthu, a top
mbaqangaguitarist. and soon
graduared to playing township
halls.
But he wasstiD restless.
, wanted to playmyown thing,
I didn't want to copy anybody," he
says.
Sohe listened 10his inner
voiceand Ietlhe musicinside him
comeDULHe calls it the "MadaIa-
line", which requiressix different
tunings and a delicate plucking
style.
Although it's based on trance-
lilre rhythms. it uses elementsas
different as maskanda and rock.
Europe and Africa.
Mer their meetingin SouthAfrica
Ma>< invited Madala10Switzer-
land to work with him, and they
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Madala's musical dreams
(FROM PAGE 89)
fascinated by his unique sound.
When he's not playing or
touring Madala stays home with
his second wife and an extended
family. When he needs to relax he
rocks a crying baby to sleep, or
works in his garden.
But even though he's suc-
cessful, Madala battles to support
his family on his musician's earn-
ing. "' love what I do but the
money is not there: he says. "My
record company, MELT2000,
helps me out, but it's hard."
But he's trained only to play
music. That's why he tells his
children" "Do what you like. but
don't do like Dad. Go to school
first."
His one regret is that only now,
in his later years, has he been
able to travel overseas and learn
more about music and other cul-
tures. Besides touring a little in
Europe he was also invited to
teach at a Scandinavian University
last year.
"Those young musicians were
so interested in what I was doing,"
he says. ''They wanted to learn. It
shows that white people can
learn, which is good.
"Overseas musicians know
how to work, and they work so
hard. They're focused and orga-
nised.They know what they want
and there's no messing about. It's
something very special.
"I saw now apartheid killed
creativity for us. We lost our
direction. Now we must find it
again."
That brings Madala to the
subject of kwaito. "It's good be-
cause it's about young South
Africans and it doesn't imitate
America," he says. "Youngsters
are building something that's
their own."
Madala is considering another
crossover album, this time with a
Danish jazz group, and also
wants to pressure the govern-
ment into establishing a ministry
of music. "It would be more im-
portant than a ministry of sport,"
he says.
Meanwhi!e he wants to bal-
ance the meaning in his music
with a little money. If he could
have both, he'd be a happy
man. D
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Madala Kunene - Kon'ko Man Page 1 of2
Kon'ko Man (meaning, 'The Big
Man') is the debut solo album from
the KingOf The Zulu Guitar,
MadalaKunene. Many of the tracks
were producedby two other
M.E.L.T. 2000.artists: fellow South
African, Pops Mohamed and
Brazilian masterpercussionist,
Airto Moreira.
Kon'ko Man features contributions
from many musicians that Madala
has met through his constant
touring of the townships,
particularly hisgood friends, Mabi
Thobejane, who playspercussion
on all tracks, and Busi MhIongo,
who sings on several songs. The
album also features contributions
from Madala's new friends from the
extendedfamily ofFourthWorld,
including Flora Purim andher
daughter, Diana, Jose Neto, Gary
Brown, Jovino SantosNeto, and
Chil Factor.
1. Company








All tracks composedby Madala
Kunenewith the exception of8,
'Celebrate' byPops Mohamed.
Recorded at Downtown Studiosin
Jo'burg and SABC Studios in
Durban in January and August
1995. Produced by Robert Trunz
and Peter Thwaites. Overdubs at
Milo Studios, London and
Brownhill Farm, Sussex. Mixed by
C~is Le~t~dRiCha:.d.~.wards
Madala Kunene, Kon'Ko Man
Catalogue no: BW058
Category: Township Jive/Guitar
Download samples from Company,
Kon'ko Mall and Khono Thwele:
(653K)
(l.3IvIB)
Download a quicktime movie of Madal.
performing Kon'ko Man
(l Min, 1.9IvIB)
MadalaKunene - Kon'ko Man
__ .... . . - -----, ------. - . - O-. ----J
CoosLewis and Richard Edwards
at Brownhill Farm, assisted by
Pluto. Masteredby Ray Staff, Coos
Lewis andRichardEdwards.
Reviews of 'Kon'ko Man'
'Former Durban football star Madala Kunene comesthrough with a profoundly
engaging, deep and soulful set. The "oldman" is joined throughout by friends old and
new- percussion masterMabi Thobejane, Busi Mhlongo, Airto & Flora, Jose Neto,
Jessica Lauren, Ike Leo and Shades. This is not South African music as you know it.
Madala's music has been honed since hiscontributions to the Outemational
Meltdown recordings, but the Kon'ko Man remains deeply rooted (in townshiplife, in
the trials and tribulations that preceded the downfall ofapartheid) and Madala's
voice, songs and guitar provide a stronganchor. Revel in the hypnotic Abangoma -
it'shere that the spirits of the ancestors resides - or ride the gentle melodic waves of
acoustic guitar and percussion on Khono Thwele.'
Paul Bradshaw, Straight No Chaser, Autumn 1996
'Lanormalidad musical, al menos esa, ha llegado a Sudafrica. La compafiia
Londinense B+W esta llevando a caboun seguimiento de los nuevosvalores
sudafricanos y elaborando una colecci6n de primeros trabajos que pone de relieve 10
que nos hemos estado perdiendo durante todo este tiempo. Pese a no tratarse de
worldmusic en el sentido mas aglutinador del genero, la musicade Madala es mas
bien un prmer acerca-miento a los esquemas occidentales con un tratamiento tribal y
foicl6rico del pais que acaba de despertar. Konko Man no gustara a los amantes de la
W.M. que se escuchaen las discos negras de la peninsula. pero si a los parti-darios de
la musica etnica en la que, por primera vez, la balanza se inclina a favor del sur. Aqui,
los temas son largos y eminentemente vocales, largos fraseos enajenados y
estremecedores acompafia-dos por ura percusi6n dura y repetitivaque deja el
exotismo de Yma Sumac a la alturade Francisco. Para insomnes tropicales.'
Pau Toda, 1 WorldMusic, Abril-Mayo, 1997
nttp:llwww.melt:,wuU.comJreleaseS/tlWU)~/bWU)~.ntml l~/U)/UU






'Madala' translated means 'old man'.Althoughnow in his
mid forties, Madala's guitar and his very distinctive voice
don't exactly sound old, but quite different from whatwe
are used to hearing. Madala is self-taughtand lives in one
ofthe many south African townshipson the periphery of
Durban, Natal- once the homelandof one ofthe most
feared and proud warriors, the Zulus.
Those who read or watch the news will havenoticed the
ongoing violentclashes between the still-fighting factions
of different politicalviews. As isso often the case..it is the MadalaKunene,
common people who ar.e sufferingand it is stillv:ryKing of the Zulu Guitar Live
dangerous even for Africanpeople to go out atmght. The VoI. 1
soundsofgunfire throughout the night leave one with no Catalogue no:BNET CDfLP
choice but to barricade oneself andwait for morning, 001
whenit's.timet.o coun~ the bodies.. Downloadsamplesoftracks
Those incredibly patient andlo~g people~ho have fromthe album:
gonethrough decades ofapartheidan~ brutality have Apartheid and Gumbela
comethrough at the end under a presidentwho knows
moreabout repression than most, but is still srniling,still ••
loving and forgiving. South Africa isa country.full of 1 h
contradictions, but with lots ofenergy and a willingness to
change in its own way and perhaps.for once.onthe terms
ofthe black community.
There is talent everywhereand IYl~4~1.'-LKl.my..D~ · is one of
the people that can help make a difference, so it is a
privilege for me to introduce youto such anoutstanding
musician. Madalaplays an ASPEN acousticalguitar, serial
no. 000101, as he proudly states in his.letterto me with
the basic descriptions ofthe sounds I recorded live on the Downloada.quicktime.movie
riverbank at the bottom ofhisgarden usingmySonyDAT ofBusiMhlongowithMadala
recorder and a Soundfieldmicrophone, everythingbattery- Kunene.
drivendue to the lack ofelectricityin places like the farm
in Kwazulu hinterland.
Dick Jewellwas kind enough to filmthe unique
encounters ofMadala with percussionist Mgj,bi ThQJ2~jane
andBusi Mholongo rehearsingin their hotel room in
Johannesburg. Check out their collaboration with Airto
Moreira and other internationalmusicians on the
Outernational Meltdown project.
Sleeve notes by Robert Trunz
(l Min, 2.6MB)
nttp«/www.meltLUuu.comtreleases/.l::SNhlUUlIbnuul.ntmi
I I . r~ ~ '.'~, ! -,
lI/U)/UU














































RECORDING PROJECT MADALA KUNENE AND
BABA MOKOENA
























































APPENDIX 5 : Maskanda
A) Internet Article (www.melt2000.com) :
"The Roots of Maskanda."




The Roots Of MaskandaMusic
The Roots Of Maskanda.
Page 1 of2
Several M.E.L.T.2000 artists - Madala Kunene, Skeleton, Shiyani Ngcobo
and, most unusually, a woman, Busi Mhlongo - are masterful exponents
of maskanda. Here, Sazi Dlamini explains the roots of this Zulu folk
music.
Likemost egalitarian societiesaround the world, the Zulu have no singleword that
encompasses all the activities that involve music-making. Beyond celebration, music and
dance formed an importantpart ofthe rituals and ceremoniesat the core ofa functioning
society. Performance found expression in activities addressingthe various institutionsof
power, including the kings and chiefs, religiousinstitutions ofthe ancestral spirits, the
family and the clan. The rites ofpassage from birth to grave - childhood, puberty,
courtship, marriage - were all celebrated with the performanceofappropriate songs and
dances, relevanttexts and rhythmic/melodic elements.
The traditionalconceptionof songis as "musicwhichaccompanies dance" and the term
ingoma is used generally amongtheNguni to refer to both song and dance (as well as
unaccompanied songs and the various genres ofdance). This tradition of ingoma - the
unityof song and dance - along withtraditional rhythms and melodies, has been inherited
by the contemporary maskanda musicians. Today, the term maskanda is understood to
meanboth the musicians as well as the traditionalNguni and primarily Zulu musicthey
playon Western instruments such as guitar, violin, concertina and electronickeyboard.
Alongside other generic forms ofmusic such as mbaqanga, isicathamiya, gospel and
African jazz, whichcan be heard inSouth Africa, maskanda stands out as the most truly
indigenous expressionofthe African working classexperience. Maskanda practitioners
conveythe contradictions inherent in the rural/urbandichotomyofthe migrant labourer
and their music is closely bound up with the social, political and economic implications
ofcolonisation and the loss ofindependent politicalpower. Musicians have, in the past,
defined the finer margins ofthe black urban social identity.
The adaptation oftraditionalmusic to Western-style instrumentscertainlypredates
industrialisation, but it is in the urbanhostels and mining compoundsthat the maskanda
guitar styleburgeoned. Withinsuchconditions, maskanda playeda significant role in
reaffirming the symbolic role ofperformance and the social organisationofdestabilised
traditional societies; to strengthen'homeboy' ties and to test, symbolically, the
adaptability of individuals in dealing with the changing social order. Other socio-cultural
male bonding rituals, such as competitive dancing, stick-playing, gumboot dancing and
isicathamiya also played a significant role in this culturalisation process.
Mission school-educated and urbanising Africans in the early decades ofthis century
were at pains to shed the 'primitive' connotations oftheir culturalheritage in their
assimilation ofmiddle class Christian values. As a social class, maskanda musicians have
not embracedWesternvalues, have always sought to uphold traditionalcustoms, and
have constantlyviewedtheir existence within the urban centres as temporary. They sang
oftheir maidens and wives, the hills and rivers, and their cattle.
At this point, it must be noted that the word maskanda comes from the Afrikaans,
'musikant' - 'musician' - and the term is generally used by the musicians to describe
themselves. They refer to the music generally as ingoma. Through time, though, a style
ofmusic has evolvedthat is recognised as maskanda. The term now takes precedence
over such traditionalnames for instrumental performanceas umaKhweyana, isitolotolo,
ugubhu, and isicelekishe. There are different stylesand ways oftuning instruments and
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these differences occur regionally, as well as between individual maskandi, just as the
dances differ from region to region.
A maskandi sings in the vernacular and is traditionally a solo performer. Maskandi are
known to walk long distances in the countryside, singing and accompanying themselves
on their instruments - usually guitar, or concertina - visiting far-flung relatives, or to
rendezvous with a maiden. The words of their songs are typically individual, personal
statements and observations about people, family, nature, calamities, humour, politics,
marriage and so on. Their eloquent commentary on life's little ironies places them on a
par with the traditional praise-singers and is popular with young and old, mean and
women alike.
Because ofradio and the recording industry, some maskandi have become popular and
have been widely emulated by the younger musicians. Arguably the most famous
maskandi was the late John Bengu, nicknamed 'Phuzushukela' ('Drinking the Sugar'). In
keeping with the custom for young men to boast of their accomplishments through
singing their own praises, the traditional praises find their way into a maskanda
performance, during which the maskandi introduces himself, relates heroic deeds that
distinguish him from his peers, then praises and thanks his ancestors. He will also name a
landmark from his village - perhaps a hill or mountain range - and the river from which
he drinks. This is a standard rendition ofa song that has been orchestrated with
instruments, leading vocals and chorus, and a dance sequence.
The adaptation ofmaskanda music to a band performance dates from the 1960s. It was
suggested to Phuzushukela by black producers at Gallo Recording Studios in
Johannesburg that he adopt this format in order to match the spectacle and popularity of
mbaqanga jive (e.g.: Mahlanthini and the Mahotella Queens). Since then, maskanda
musicians have sought to assemble a group of instrumentalists - usually drums and bass
with violin/concertina/keyboard - to provide a musical backing for the lead singer, who is
usually also the composer, band-leader and choreographer, plus a variable number of
backing singers, who also dance.
Another, earlier innovation was a technical one. Early maskandi played in the 'vamping'
style known as ukuvamba - usually employing five string guitars. Phuzushukela himself
started his recording career in the late 40s/early 50s playing in this style. From the 50s, a
style of 'picking' developed and Phuzushukela became one ofits premier exponents. The
new technique was considered to be superior for its ability to delineate the different
elements ofthe traditional melody, which is generally outlined by the bass voice ofthe
guitar and augmented by the bass guitar in a band setting.
As a result of increased radio and television exposure, maskandi have been growing in
popularity, notably among the urban youth who have been looking for popular music
that is culturally relevant. Since the early 70s, the most innovative black neotraditional
bands and jazz musicians have been looking to the rich heritage ofmaskanda for fresh
ideas and the articulation ofconcepts ofblack consciousness to counter Apartheid
ideology. Music scholars and students are also focusing their attention on maskanda for
its socio-historical significance and its close links with older Zulu musical genres, such as
the instrumental music of umaKhweyana gourd-resonated bows, the indlamu dances and
the ritual amaBhukho songs.
Article by Sazi Dlamini




The Zulu nat ion dominates the entire north-eastern corner of South Africa and the modern day
province of Kwa-Zulu Natal. The Zulu people have long exhibited a decided preference for adopting
Western instruments, particularly string instruments, to create a variety of neo-traditional styles.
By the late 19th century, Zulu musicians had already invented a violin crossover style and after the
First World War, when inexpensive guitars, mandolins, banjos and concert inas were either being
imported in large quantities or manufactured locally, several other Zulu-Western mixtures began to
evolve.
As early as 1938, record ings were being made of modified Zulu folk songs sung to the
accompan iment of a strummed or finger-picked guitar. But it was not until the 1950's that John
Bhengu (who later took the stage name 'Phuzushukela' meaning ' Sugar Drinker') created the
standard Zulu Trad itional structure. Each song begins with the izihlabo - an instrumental flourish
that sets the mood of the piece while flaunting the musician's prowess - which is followed by the
main melody, often an adaptation of a traditional song. Then in the middle of the performance, the
singing is interrupted by the ukubonga, a sect ion of spoken praises for clan, fam ily , chief or even
the singer himself, delivered in a rapid-fire fashion reminiscent of some Rap. The singer then
returns to the original melody to conclude the song.
Bengu began his career as a vocalist accompanying himself with his unique picking style on an
acoustic guitar. Later he switched to electric guitar and added an electrified mbaqagna backing
band complete with female vocalists. His example dominated the Zulu Traditional genre for two
decades and was widely imitated.
In the 1980's the word 'tradit ional' fell out of favour because of its apartheid - supporting political
conno tation. A new term then evolved to describe the genre : maskanda, a Zulu variation of the
Afrikaans word 'musikant' meaning 'musician', The instrumentation also changed. A prominent
concertina became an ingredient of most maskanda bands and in the recording studio, the
synthersizers and drum machines that dominated the sound of urban township pop were
increasingly used as backing devices.
In the 1990's, one of the most popular maskanda artists is probably Phuzekhemisi. His recordings
are best selling examples of modern maskanda but do not begin to convey the power of his live
performances which feature an eight piece band and spectacular dance routines.
APPENDIX 6 : Phuzekhemisi.
A) Internet Article (www.gallo.co.za) :
"Phuzekhemisi - InkunziKa Bejana."











PHUZEKHElVlISI - Inkunzi Ka Bejana
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Johnson Zibokwakhe Mnyandu entered the local music scene after much
encouragement from Welcome Bhodloza Nzimande, the station manager of
Ukhozi FM (formerly known as Radio Zulu) .
His debut album 'Imbizo' was a phenomenon in that it mixed Maskandi music
and Township Pop. Fans from rural areas, hostel and city dwellers , and a large
variety of people bought this album.
In townships and homes throughout the country the song became a "cry" at a
time when South Africa was divided by political conflict. With the album
'Imbizo', Phuzekhemisi made political commentary in a satirical fashion about
always being summoned to an Imbizo (traditional court) at the chiefs palace
to discuss matters beyond one's capabilities. This album sold over double
platinum (over 100 aaa-unit sales) - a first for a Maskandi Group.
Back to New Releases
For further information, email GNU
I~1997/98/99 Galla Music International
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MASKANDA MAGIC (article first published: 1999-09-17)
South Africa's finest maskanda musicians will take part in a major
maskanda show on October 2 in the Durban City Hall. The massive line-up
includes Phuz'ekhemisi, a musician who offers very poignant messages.
lilt's unique, very tongue-in-cheek and he transcends all other genres," says
SABC's KZN regional manager, Khaba Mkhize in an interview with The
Daily News. "The kwaito guys emulate him, the reggae guys love him and
he is really a household name who attracts thousands to his concerts."
Phuz'ekhemisi will be joined by Mfiliseni Magubane, Umfaz'omnyama,
Ihash'elimhlope and Bhekumuzi Luthuli.
The maskanda concert is part of a massive 10-day music festival in Durban
that starts on September 24 and takes place at a number of venues. The
festival has also attracted the talents of Jabu Khanyile of Bayete, jazz
maestros Sipho Gumede, Paul Hamner, McCoy Mrubata, Errol Dyers and
Franc Paco. The Nordic Shuttle programme in association with the BAT
Centre includes Tu Nokwe, Zim Ngqawana and Cross Rhythms. There's
also classical Indian music with Rekhadevi on at the Elizabeth Sneddon
Theatre on September 28.
VIBE 2000 has planned a kwaito rave on September 25 at a venue still to
be secured and there is a gospel night at the Nu Jazz Centre on October 1.
Mvunge's Choral Society will fill the Elizabeth Sneddon Theatre with sweet
song on October 2, while Khanyile performs at the same venue on
September 29. There will also be an isicathamiya competition at the BAT
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PHUZEKHEMISI
The South African hero of the musical genre
Masakanda is without a doubt, Phuzukhernis
whose social commentary through music ha
successfully managed to promote the genre
internationally.
Phuzukhemisi has succeeded in seducing
audiences in France, Denmark, Belgium,
Sweden and Finland. He is among the very
few musicians from KwaZulu-Natal to draw
on the social ills that plague his villagers.
A musician struggling to unearth the feeling
of his villagers who are not yet free from th·
grip of chiefs, Phuzukhemisi fist burst on th,
music scene with his brother Khethani. It
was the album Imbizo that announced the
duo's arrival on the scene. This album went
on to sell 100 000 copies. The album was extremely popular with his villagers who
felt that the song expressed their sentiments.
Although their music was IsiZulu, that did not confine them to KwaZulu-Natal and
hostels. Their music spread like a 'fever' and Imbizo, which was a title track becam
a regular feature at street bashes and music festivals.
DISCOGRAPHY
Album TItle CD Cassette Genre Release~
I nkunzi Kabheja ne CDGMP 40807 MCGMP 40807 Maskandi 1999/10/15
Phans' Imikh onto CDTIG 537 CCTIG 537 Maskandi 1998/09/04
Izw e Alit hut huk i CDTlG 535 CCTIG 535 Maskandi 1997/08/08
Ngo '94 CDTIG 527 CCTIG 527 Maskand i 1996/03/15
I mpimpi CDTIG 504 CCTIG 504 Maskand i 1995/03/10
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PHUZEKHEMISI NO NOTHEMB
Two of the country's most brilliant traditionc
musicians - Phuzukhemisi , a maskanda
phenomenon and Nothembi Mkwebane, an
internationally renowned Ndebele guitarist
have partnered on 'Sihlanganisa Izizwe', an
exquisitely crafted collaboration album that
sees these two guitar wizards pushing the
boundaries of their musical roots to dizzy
heights
Their guitars effortlessly mingle into a
symphony of African rhythms. In this
collaboration the queen of Isindebele music
rolls easily with her unique rhythms, while
Phuzukhemisi's guitar bursts of speedy and
unapologetic guitar riffs. Their guitars equal with aplomb as they roll into beautiful
pieces.
This awesome lO-track album opens with the melodic, Solo Ngiyathokoza. The
album flows with other beautiful songs including Sathwala Kanzima (Heavy Burden
Unembeza, (Conscious) and Bayede (Your Highness), Mtaka Dadewethu (My Sister'
Child).
Phuzukhemisi has kept audiences abroad spell-bound with his guitar playing.
DISCOGRAPHY .
Album Title CD Cassette Genre Released
Sihlanganis'Izizwe CDGMP 40838 MCGMP 40838 Traditional - Ndebele 2000/07/07
APPENDIX 7 : ChiefMangosuthu Buthelezi and King Goodwill Zwelethini.
A) Press Article:
"King of the People."
B) Internet Article (www.mg.co.za) :
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Johannesburg, South Africa. August 16, 1999
IVOR POWELL reports
Changes in local governmentare-thesouTce"
of renewed intrigue in the Zulu royal house, ;
King isolated in Zulu
power play
--- ----'--------- --_ .
T HE latest spat between Zulu KingGoodwill Zwelithini on one side and
the Zulu chiefs under Inkatha Freedom
Party leader Mangosuthu Buthelezi on the
other reads like an intrigue from another
time -- a battle for the soul and the loyalty of
the Zulu people.
Brothers at arms: Mangosuthu
Buthelezi (right) and King
Goodwill Zwelithini are locked
in a medieval power struggle
The king reportedly lives in fear for his life after the amakhosi, the council of
elders gathered in the KwaZulu-Natal House of Traditional Leaders, issued a
statement censuring his alleged failure to identify with them or to provide his
people with the symbolic leadership vested in him.
Members of the king's inner circle at Nongoma in northern KwaZulu-Natal
have apparently gone into hiding amid rising tensions in the area, death threats
and attacks on their homes.
Pointedly, the amakhosi failed to attend the king's birthday celebrations
recently, or to provide tribute in the form of cattle and gifts .
Buthelezi, chair of the provincial House of Traditional Leaders, last week
gave an interview to the IFP-owned Ilanga newspaper in which he attacked
the character of the king. He detailed alleged involvement of the monarch in
apartheid-sponsored political parties in the 1970s, and painted him as a
wastrel and a spendthrift.
By way of contrast, at the IFP's congress in Ulundi .last month the party
http ://www.mg.co .zaJrngJnewsN.::Jaug:LIlbaug-kwaZU[u.html lU/U)/UU
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provides lustre to the entire continent". It urged "Prince Mangosuthu
Buthelezi to provide the country with his much-needed leadership".
Behind these almost medieval palace intrigues is the unfolding of some all too
contemporary power politics -- politics that look as much to the future as they
do to the traditional past.
rage 1. or 4
The progressive isolation ofZwelithini
-- which has coincided with the king's
own attempts to remove himself from
party politics since before the 1994
elections -- serves to underline that
what is at stake is not so much Zulu
tradition as the survival of the IFP.
RELATED .t:.RT iCL~S
• A royal row over Shake Day
• IFP clash with King reach ing a
climax August 1995
• Right royal battle for soul of the
Zulus March 1995
• IFP's web site
• What do you think? Have your
~
• Mail the editor
At the centre of the row lies a
legislative jigsaw being put together in
advance of local government elections
TALK TO usin 2000. The main stumbling block is
the Municipal Structures Act of 1998,
which replaces the Local Government
Transition Act of 1993. From the
IFP's viewpoint, the problem with the
new legislation is its most basic premise: the entrenching of democratic
principles in the structures of local government.
Whereas the 1993 Act created provisions for the amakhosi in tribal trust lands
to serve as ex officio local government officials, the new law extends the
purview of elected representation.
While amakhosi -- as citizens -- are permitted to stand for election, and while
in certain cases "traditional authorities that traditionally observe a system of
customary law in the area of a municipality" may be represented at municipal
level by their traditional leaders, the new law limits that representation to 10%
of any municipality.
At the same time, the work of the Municipal Demarcation Board -- also
mandated in terms of 1998 legislation -- has further compromised the
authority of the amakhosi at the level oflocal government.
In defining municipal structures, the demarcation board has specified that
municipalities in the new dispensation will be centred on hubs of economic
activity. In effect this means the deeply rural areas directly controlled by the
amakhosi -- the former tribal trust lands under the apartheid homelands
system -- will be brought together with urban centres in local government
structures.
The result is the voice of the amakhosi is unlikely to be heard as stridently as
in the past.
National director oflocal government Crispin Olver says direct representation
will, however, not be the only role played by traditional leaders in the new
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"Traditional leaders will still have an important role to play," Olver observes.
"We are looking at a co-operative model whereby the chiefs as the
representatives of tradition are involved in a dialogue with local government
structures in developing their areas.
"As custodians of land through customary law, the chiefs will also be in a
landowner-to-council relationship with the local councils which can be used in
the process of development. "
What Diver doesn't specify is that , in the new dispensation, the purse strings
will be held by municipal structures. Under earlier legislation, money paid to
local government structures in areas represented by the amakhosi was directly
under their control. This was in addition to stipends paid to them as members
of the House of Traditional Leaders.
But for the IFP the financial considerations are unlikely to hurt as much as the
political considerations.
The role of the amakhosi in the politics ofKwaZulu-Natal lies at the heart of
the IFP's vision ofa "Kingdom ofKwaZulu", as enshrined in the party's
provincial constitution. This builds political power around a constitutional
monarchy in which the powers of the king are severely circumscribed in
favour of the authority of the House ofTraditional Leaders.
r-age e or <t
The house is led by Buthelezi wearing the hat of "traditional prime minister to
the king" -- an assumed office which anthropologists have questioned as being
without precedent or substance, and which the king himself has challenged,
inconclusively, through the courts.
- The Mail & Guardian, August 16,1999.
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